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ABSTRACT
The central objective of the Childhood and Parenting

?esearch Program was to assist member states of the Appalachia
Educational Laboratory in determining ways to work With families to .

foster the development and educational progress of children. To
achieve *his objective, research, reporting, analysis, and
d4.ssemination activities were_conducted in 9 "scopes" or activity
areas. In the form of objectives, scopes were defined as the
following: (1) complete regional parenting surveys, including base
smple\-Lnd model,parenting.program surveys; (21 complete family case
studies of the Home-Oriented Presch051 Edubation (HOPE) follow -up
study: (31 prepare a position paper on planned -actiont in field

settings: (4) prepare an integrated report of the HOPE follow-up
study: (5) write an account of procedures found to be most useful
the assessment of rural Appalachian families: ( §) derive field
_measurement batteries from HOPE follow-up study measures; (7)
complqLte preparation of the deviklopmental theory of parenting and
refine the theory's main propositions based on experience with the
Indirect ParentInterview; and (11) disseminate results; and (9)'

in*erpret findings of the surveys to the Childhood and Parentieg Task
Foice as well as to local and State educational agencies is the
region. Activities conducted within each of the scopes of work are
summarized indihe initial Section of this, fipAl report, and work done
in scopes 1 through B is reported in detallAn the appendites.
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CHILDHOOD AND PARENTING RESEARCH PROGRAM

Edward E. Gotts, Alice M. Spriggs
and Mary Snow

Overview

The Childhood and Parenting Research Program was undert.aken under

a grant from the'National Institute of Education in June, 1978, for ap

eighteen month period. The first eighteeen months under the grant were

used to locate samplOs, recruit staff and select instruments which could

be used in the major data gathering activities of the Program. All major

data gathering adtivitiee of the Program Were also commencediundei the
P

grant and most of them were completed prior to the onset of the present

contractkperiod whidbegan December 1979: 1The central objective of

this research has been a twofold one: (1) to assist A.E.L.'s member. ,

states in determining and selecting effective courses of individual and:

. , 4

collective action to foster children's' development and educational -"

progress by working with families'an? (2) to develop aknowle,dge base,

theoreticalframework, evaluation and research tools, and the necessary

field contacts to permit the first objective to *be achieved. The present

final report covers activities conducted during the initial year of the

contract'and reviews as many activities from the period of the grant as

are necessary to make the report intelligible. For additional information

on, the activities of the grant period, the reader is referred to a fi

report available from the Education Resd4rces Information Clearinghouse

as ERIC Document Number ED 183 293.

-f
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Further, background perspectives are reported by an overview

abstract of the study published in Research Relating to Children, 19,8-1979-,

!

Bulletin 42. 42-MA-1 "A Longitudinal Study of Relationships Betwten

Parental Characteristics and Cildrenrs School Outcomes in Central Appalachia.

Scope of Work

The work conducted from December 1979 through November 1980 consisted
a

, .#
.

. .

4
of the following scopes of work:

ONE. Complete Regional Parenting Surveys, including, base sample

survey and survey of model patenting programs, datacoding and analyses,

and report-of findings.

IsTwO Complete family case studies of HOPE Follow-Up study,

including study of younger siblings.

THREE. Prepare from findings of ONE, a position paper on planned

\qton in field settings, 'showing the generalizable nature pf what

could emerge from such actions.

/Or

0

FOUR. Deleted from FY80 work by agreement with NIE.

'FIVE. Based on the analyses of the HOPE Follow-Up Study data,

prepare an intergratedrepOrt of the Study's findings.

SIX. Writ4 np fAsm ONE and FIVE the procedures found to be most

Useful,in the assessment of rural Appalachian families.

. -9 SEVEN. Derive field'measurement batteries from HOPE Follow-Up

study measures studied in F?VE.
1

EIGHT. ; Complete? preparation of the developmental theory of parenting

(Appendix K of proposal) and refine the theory's main propositions based

on experience to date with 'the Indirect Parent Interview.

NINE. DiSseminaea results of FIVE throUh SEVEN.
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TEN. Disseminate results gf ONE,
-10 :

ELEVEN. Interpret findingq from ONE to Task Force and regional

LEA'S- and SEA'S through carefully designed, brief written communicati ns.
. . 4=

.

. .
.

TWELVEand THIRTEEN. Deleted from 1980 work by mutual agreement with

'NIE: This work is to be conducted in.1981.
A

Summary Report

The design of the final report calls for examining in:this section.

particular schematic order the various.scopes of work as to the

genera purposes, procedures and outcomes of each. Much more detailed

information on the individual scopes of work appears in a series of

related appendices, as described below: This design will allow the

reader who wishes to hive a comprehensive overview of the entir4k,program

of research to examine it in this summary section and then to turn for

more detailed informaionfto thopp particular appendices, which are of

. -

interest. The design.wilk also allow us o disseminate as individual'

and separate pieces,the reports(Contained in each of the'appendices

to meet the needs of particular groups who do not require the entire

report.,

Scope of WorkONE consists of two parts: The Base Sample Survey,

described in Appendix A and a Survey of 'Model Programs, as described in ,

Appendix B. The case studies perforAd in conjunction with the HOPE)

Foll&-Up Study (4opoe of Work Two) are described in Appendix C.-

A position paper' (Scope. of'Work THREE) was developed based on findings

4
from the overall'research program plus a special literature' review conducted

in 1980 plus results of a major regional needs assessment also carried out

in 1980. The position paper examines actions whic'h should be undertaken.
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in regional settings to improve the effectiveness of school/family

relations. This pOsition paper appears in Appendix D.

Major findings frodthe HOPE4Follow-Up.gtudy (Scope of Work FIVE)

are reported in Appendix E. Appendix F contains a report based on

e Scope of Work SIX, regarding procedures-found to be most useful in the

assessment of the needs and outcomes of programs among rural Appalachian

O

families. Recommended field measurement batteries for specific purposes

(Scope of Work SEVE are considered in Appendix F.

The HpPE Follow -Up Stpdy used a developmental framework for

conceptualizing the parental role in relation to child-rearing. Specifically,
cis

a special interview was devs.loped to examine this aspect of the parental

role. ApPendixG contains the results of Scope-of Work EIGHT's examination

of this special interview as to how effective it was in measuring a
ti

developmental dimension of the parental role.

Scopes of Work NINE, TEN, and ELEVEN all call for dissemination

activities. These are iLuded ih the main body of this report together

,.

with an account of internship support, training, and technical 'assistance

...;'..t ,

activities of the Research PrograM which have4astisted in the'dissemination

effort as well as in A.E.L.'s institutional objective,of promoting

educational equity. The organization of the summary report is as follows:

(a) the base, sample survey portion of the Regional Parenting Surveys is

4NP

examined first; (b) the Model Parenting Programs study is next described;

(c)j the HOPE Follow-Up Study's findings are reported; (d) an Overview is

provided of the Family Case Studies and of a special study of younger
b.

Siblings; (e) scopes of Work SIX and SEVEN are reported together and their

implications for the assessment of'family needs and for the evaluation of

3

4

4to
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fam(ly-oriented programs are examinedrand (f) the disseminationc training,

internship, -and etechniCal assistance activities of the Research Program are

summarized. Once more the reader is ,referred to the appropriate appendices

as cited earlier for more detailed information
4
on each of the subparts

(a -e).

Regional Parenting Surveys: Base Sample Survey

Purp&e. The purpose of the Base Sample Survey has been to obtain

,
current information about the experielices and need of parents jA.A.E.L.'s

seven member -state region. This includes knowledge of the varied life

circumstances of families and the degree to which parenting programs and --

services are known, utilized, and desired by parents. 'Infortation was

also sought regarding the social networks of parents and their relationships

to sources, of advice and- help., Particular emphasis was placed on inquiry

regarding the role7of public schools and such co ity resources as the

.medical profession for providing assistance to families.

,Scope. Random samples of parents in twenty-four couhties across

five states have been interviewed. The states involved in this portion

of the study are, Kentucky, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia.

The total number of interviews planned is 1,160 of which the major portion.

(920) are interviews with pAets of third graders. For comparison

purposes, 120 interviews of parents,of,kindergarten sttdents and 120

interviews of tenth-grade stiplents ate being conducted. Parents are also

being sampled in Alabama and Pennsylv(ania by use of a special questionnaire ,

which parallels the interview form used inIthe preceding five states. This

4

procedure will permit comp.arisons to be.made between the interview and

questionnaire approaches to obtaining similar information on family needs

ft)

s4
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and support systems. Completion of this Scope of Work has been sOmelat

delayed because the data gathering phase required additional funds beyond

those available under the contract. Eventually additional funds were

provided by action of the A.E.L. Board from Laboratory reserve funds.

N.I.E has,acoommodated.this delay by allowing A.E.L. to complete various

coding and data analysis activities in the first part fiscal year 1981.

Accordingly, the fiodings reported in Appendix A are for a portion of the

overall sample, as wd.11. be indicated'later.

In the same local districts from whic, hrandom samples of parents

were selected, a survey was conducted of programs and services available

to parents in each locale. Some of this information from the survey was

then incori6orated in the form of specific interview questions in the

overall parentinstrument. Thus, the parent interview was customized to

each community in which it was used

Methods. Information about parenting experiences and needs has been

sought directly from parVnts themselves by means of personal interviews.

Counties were selected randomly from within the major categories:

Appalachian Rural, non-Appalachian Rural, and Urban.

The parents interviewed in each of the selected counties are a random
t.1

sample of all parents of children in the particular grade level.(in most
4

casts, third grade) in at county: The random nature of the sample was
AA,

essential in the design of the study in order to insure that the whole

range of faMily and parenting situations would be represented. This means

that within, the total dam 1e there has been an equal chance for represeptation

of parents from two parent, single parent, and extended family arrangements;

for parents of normal, and handicapped children; for'parents of differing

.0>
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socio-economic circumstances; and so*fUrth,

Because oft.he necessity to maintain a good rappott bkween the

parent. respondents and the interviewers, iodal-xesidents wera hired and

trained to serve as interviewers in each of the schobl district sampling

.

areas. It was'they who carried out the survey of'local programs and

services-,*selected the randord sample according to A.E.L. spedifications,

contacted and Interviewed parents, and returned completed interview'

protocols to A.E.L.'s offices. All data collection procedures have

, .

followed the guidelines set up in a protection of human subjects review

process. 'Thus, parents who participated did soon the basis of informed

. consent. All records have been maintained to assure their confidentiLity.

Procedure. Initially all public school superintendents within the

selected counties were contacted. °Their cooperation was requested in

(a) obtaining random samples of parents dnd (b) in locating local

interviewers. In many instan es, the supetinteient designated a contact
2

person within the school system to work out the necessary details with'
, .

A.E.L. staff.

An all-day training session for local interviewers was held in a

central location in each of the fiVe states. 4P011oWing this; the local

interviewers conducted practice Amtetviews and engaged in a telephone

conference with A.E.L. staff for supervision and feedback before proceeding

with the remaindet'of their Work. Only after this preliminary work did

the interviewers begin mailing letters to parents and setting up appointments'

for actual interviews'.

Data Analysis. Data are being analyzed in several ways: by state, by

overAll region and by the previously mentioned major Categories across

J.

4,

p.

4
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states, namely Appalachian Rural, non-Appalachian Rural and Urban. In

c'y

addition to descriptive reports dealing with geographic areas and sub-
.

regions, there are also to be intense analyses of subgroups representing,

)qiffering.family and Parenting situations, for example, by demographic
oP

characteristics, by types of social networks used, etc.

Findings. Interviews have now been completed for 100 Pircent of the

sample for Virginia and West Virginia. These results are reported in

Appendix A. Data colledtion has gone particularly well. in view of the

0

quite varied field conditions and the general.design of the'study which ,

calls for A.E.L. preparation and support of local residents as inter viewers
, .

at great distances from Our offices.,

It is already possible to observe some-impact of t he study apart from,

the knowledge generated. The interviewers, have almost uniformly commented '

abdut the fast that they have learned things about their own communities

that they did not prOiously know. These new insights have been b6i/h into voy

community resources available and into the quite varied conditions of locale

A

families. Parents responding to the interviews, have frequently expressed
-

to the interviewers that the experience of participating,,in this process

has caused them to reflect ypon a variety of family-related issues*that. they

had not thought about4reviously. The cooperating local education agencies

have expressed interest in. receiving the results!of the interviews with the-
.

parents in their compiled' form and.several have alsopoleen interested in the

4
4. .

P survey of community services. In accordance with ',the study's plan, findings

will'be made available in descriptive summary form to assist schools,

agencies, organizations, and state level planners who desire to, use this

information in'plAnning programs'and services for parents Or for modifying ,

(
1 r)

die
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existing programs and services.

It appears thdt the purposes of the study will be accomplished, based

on the kinds of information being provided both by community agencies and

by the parents interviewed.. The parent interviews are particularly rich in

the information that they provide regarding parent-teacher and parent-

physician interactions.. Parents ha0e indicated both how successful they

feel these interactions are and how they could te improved. Such

infOrmation is Of consideiable value in planning ways to improve school/family

relations. Another particularly rich area in the parent intertipw data is

in their definition of "good mother" and "good father." Insights from

these definitions can be beneficial to schools and other agencies for

determining whether their approach to4working with parents is effective

or whether it is at cross purposes. Data from the parents further indicate

the sources of information and help on which they rely, including the

relative importance of these various sources to them.

It is interesting that although parents express various dissatisfactions

with schools in the interviews, they mention the school' first as a resource

to which they look not only for help with their child's academic development

but also for assistance with social and emotional difficulties that the

child may 464erience. They also tend to view schools as highly influential

in determining the child's future -- perhaps as influential upon the

child's development as they themselves as parents

In addition to the foregoing areas, Appendix A also discusses the

code books used to extract information from. the parent interviews; presents
ti

the general approach to identifying dependent and independent variables

within the data; and affords an overview of the highlights of findings for
%

the two states Eof which data are now complete.
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Regional Parenting Surveys: Model Parenting Programs

Purposes. The purposes of the survey of Model Parenting Programs

are: (a) to seek an understanding of the reasons for the favorable impact

of these programs on parents and children; (b) to determine how transferable

particular model programs might be to apiother population or locale; and

(c) to be able to provide the information ft/cm-a and b to those interested

in inaugurating parenting programs or in improving upon existing programs.

Procedures. Programi for study were selected based on recommendations

of the Childhood and Parenting Task Force (a regional group which works

together with the staff of this A.E.L. Research Program), members of the

A.E.L. `Board, advisors in local education agencies, and through 'prior

contacts that A.E.L. Programs staff have,with programs throughout the

A.E.L. region. Programs were selected to repregent the various categories

of a taxonomy of parenting programs and services that was previously

developed and reported by A.E.L. staff in the report,to N.I.E.: Review

of Major Programs and Activities in Parenting (Charleston, WV: A.E.L., Inc.,

1979). That taxonomy is reproduced here as Table 1. An effort was 'made

to obtain programs representing each of the major categoriekwithin the

classification.

A.E.L. staff developed an open-ended interview. Most interviews

were conducted by telephone by one of two'staff members. A small number

of program surveys were conducted in person, particularly at the stage

that the interview itself was being developed and checked for adequacy.

IN The interview was conddcted in a manner that allowed considerable latitude

to the program personnel to express in their own terms and in their own

I

order of priority those things which they thought to be important to

1
A. '1



TABIlsk

Parenting ProgramClassificationsi.

Z. Prima L4 Focus, on Parents

A. Parent Groups to Meet Parents' Own Needs While Dealing with
Parenting Issues (Examples: Parents Without Partners,"

Transactional Analysis; AEL Parent Discussion Guides)

B. Training/Educating Parents to be Coordinators of Forces
and Resources in Their Children's and Their Own Lives
(Examples: voucher' system; The Rational Parent Federation

for Day Care and Child Development)

C. parent Training for New (Parenting) Roles Outside the Home
(Examples: ACYF efforts to prepare parent paraprofessionals;
parents as tutors; home visitors; classroom aides)

II. Parental Skills Focus: General

A. For Adults

1

1. General Parent Education (Preventative/Developmental)
(Examples: Child Study AssOCiation of America; parent

"education" programs),

2. General Parenting Tfaining (Preventative/Developmental)

(Examplei: Florida,model, Verbal Interaction Project)
4

3. General Parent Education (Corrective/Ameliorative)
(Examples: foster parent training)

4. General Parent Training (Corrective/Ameliorative)
(Examples: TADS four Training Parents to Teach Models;
Heber's Wisconsin program)

- 1/4

B. For Children

1% General Pre-Parent Education (Preventative/Developmental)
(Examples: Exploring Childhood Curriculum, if non-experiential;
Family Life Curriculum)

2. General Pre-Parent Training (Preventative/Developmental)

(Examples: xploring Childhood Curri6ulum, if experiential;

peer tutorfRg)

3. Teen-age Parents (Corrective-Ameliorative) .

(Examples: NACSAP-related efforts; Florence Crittenton
services; school law changes)

J
A

'From Gotts, E. E., Spriggs, A. M., & Sattes,B. D.. Review of Major Programs
and Activities in Parenting. Charleston,WV: Appaladhia Educational Laboratory,

(
1979.

1
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Parental Skills Focus: Specific

A. Parenting Programs Having Specialized (Limited) Goals
(Preventative/Developmental)
(Examples: ECS.child abuse prevention effort: prenatal classes;
school entry orientation)

B. Parenting Programs Having Specialized (Limited) Goals
(Corrective/Ameliorative)
(Examples: Parents Anonymous; neglect and abuse "hot lines:"
crisis nursery)

IV. Parent Linkages to Institutions/Parent Involvement

A. Home - School Communications Development
(Examples: parent-school conferences: Sprigle's "learning to
learn" emphasid on home-school understanding)

B. Parent Involvement in a Non-Central Supportive Role
(Involvement-1)
(Examples: find raising; volunteers in non-instructional aide roles)

C. ,Parent Involvement in Governance and sory Functions
(Involvement-2)

(Examples: P.L. 94 -142 provisions; Insti ute for Responsive
EduCation; Parent Advisor Councils.under E.S.E.A. or E.S.A.A.)

D. Collaborative Relations of Parents and Programs
(Involvement-3) I

(Examples: cooperative day care or nursery school ; "contracting"
systems between parents and schools)

V. Specific or Limited Assistance to Families

A. Parenting Programs to Complement-or Supplement Family Roles/
Functions (Preventative/Developmental) a&

(Examples: day care-services; Infant Education.Research Project,
E. Schaefer; CDSConsortium efforts in child care)

B. Parenting Programs to Complement or Supplement Family Roles/
Functions (Corrective/Ameliorative)
(Examples: protective services; foster care; homemaker services)

VI. General or Extensive Assistance to Families

A. Restructuring Society to Support Families (Preventative/Developmental)
(Examples: "technological cradle:" family advocacy; call for family
impact statements on public laws; family policy formulation)

B. Comprehensive Family Support and Protective Systems
(Corrective /Ameliorative)

(Examples: Parent-Child Centers; Child and Family Resource Program;
intensive casework services; Home-Based Services, U. Iowa Clearinghouse
type)
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comment upon regarding the services offered. Nevertheless, the following

areas were Covered at a minimum in each of the interviews: goals and

objectives of the program:4, population served, program type, services offered,

staffing pattern, source(s) of funding, inter-agency cooperation, potential

for replicability, and special requirements for replicating the program

elsewhere. In addition a wealth of factual information of varied sorts
54

was obtained. Because of the considerable diversity of directions whicki

the individual interviews took, it was necessary aterwards to summarize

them into a more uniform format to achieve some degree of comparability and

to facilitate finding particular items of information. It is in this latter

form that they appear in Appendix B.

Findings. Somewhat over twenty programs were studied in this manner.

Their focuses ranged froM pre-parenting for teenagers to parenting classes

r

for adults, direct involvement of parents in various cooperative capacities

in educational settings, early interventions with parents of handicapped

children, support system programs, involvement of parents of school age

children in federal title programs, Head Start, extended-, day programs

%

initiated by parents, and so forth.

Of the programs surveyed, a majority are serving rural families; however,

some urbp programs were also examined. Virtually all of the programs are

serving educationally, ,disadvantaged populations or are serving them in

conjunction with other families in the same communities. The programs

studied are in all of A.E.L.'s seven member states.

A thread that could be detected running through all of the succevful

programs is that behind them there is a major commitment madePby a key

person or persons. 'A second thread is that the successful programs

involve people who are not working in isolation as a program but who are
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working in collaboration with other agencies in their respective

communities. The programs studied may'alsO be called, "Model" on other

grounds. This is true in the sense that many of them are already in

the process of being replicated and are giving technical assistance to

Others who are attempting to replicate what they have done. It is also

N
instructive to note that those programs which appeared to be most

successful had s who were quite ready to cooperate in giving out

information about what y were doing. Their enthusiasm, interest,

and-dedication could readily be sensed in the interviews. Other findings

pluS a summary of each program studied appear in Appendix B.

Regional Parenting Surveys: Uses

Results from both the Base Sample Survey and the Survey of Model

Parenting Programs will first be widely di'seminated to practitioners

in A.E.L.'s region. In addition, results of these two surveys provide

a data base for planning additional research which will follow in the

area of school/family relations. These findings will enable A.E.L. and

others in the region la) to carry out indepth focused studies; (b) to

contribute to the evaluation of parenting programs and services; and

(c) to provide input to policymakers in the region. In the instance of

the Model Parenting Programs, a further use will occur. Additional studies

will be performed in selected programs from among this group to determine

the perceptions of both the parent clients and the program staff to

the particular elements.within their programs which are responsi le for

their success. This analysis will assist A.E.L. to develop re ommendations

for how to strengthen programs. Further studies of these programs are also

planned to determine no onlyJtaith whom they are successful but which
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populations either do not seek their help or find that these types

of services do not meet their particular needs. Such inquiry can provide

. a basis for planning services to meet presently unmet needs of special

populations of parents. Finally, knowledge from the Regional Parenting

Surveys will permit A.E.L. to,provide valuable consultation and technical

assistance to state and local educators who are seeking to develop more

effective programs for improving school/family relations.

The two precedinsections have described 4tudies which were

designed, as noted, to guide future planning for work in the Childhood

and Parenting Research Program, as was the HOPE Follow-Up Study. They

were, therefore, to form together the basis for a position paper on

planned future actions 65pope of Work THREE). Whin A.E.L. became involved
4

in a major regiOnal needs assessment study in 1980, it became possible

for staff to include in the sampling design needs statements on childhood

and parenting for validation. Such a validation procedure was conductqd

in all seven states. Analyses of these new data were added to what had

been learned from the other scopes of work,... thereby providing a new

consolidated data base for the position paper/. Subsequently a special

committee of the A.E.L. Board invited a further more specifically focused

^
V

position paper. The result of this overall process (Appendix D) is a

position paper calling for A.E.L.'s future work to fc)Cus on the building

and improvement of school/family relations. This emphasis for future

research and development was clearly endorsed as a priority regionwide

by separate needs validation studies done in each of A.E.L.'s

member states.

c

4
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HOPE Follow-Up Study

Purposes. The HOPE Follow-Up Study was designed to measure child-

rearing practices, attitudes, styles, and resources,of amilies, and .

to identify the empirical relationships between these and child outcomes

measured in terms Of school progress and social competence; and to establish

whether the HOPE experiment (1968,1971) had had enduring effects that

were still detectable when revisited in 1978-1980. The design of the

original experiment also made it possible to inquire whether parents

had been changed by the experience of receiving home visitation, and, if

so; What areas of behavior specifically had changed.

Sample. Three-hundred forty-two children ages 11 to 15 years, including

approximatelyfequal numbers of boys and girls representing all social, racial,

and ethnic variations prevalent in southern West Virginia were included in

the sample. These were children who,with their families had participated

in Home-Oriented Preschool Education-(HOPE) from 1968 through 1971. All

parents and asmaller representative sample of younger siblings were also

!
sampled in the#tudy. All analyses wer o focus upon

4
correlated data

from within family units. All family units could be identified as having.

been"selected at the time of their initial participation in the program on

a random, representative basis, and, further, assigned randomly either

to a community control'group which had available a television signal only,

or to one of two experimental conditions which had in common for the family
,

unit that they involved weekly home visitation by a paraprofessional who

.focused on issues of child development and preparation of the child for

school. .A smaller and representative subsample from this la sample also

participated in the family case studies described in the ne

o)'`this final report.

ajor 'section
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An initial feasibility ,gtudy was conducted in 1975 by A.E.L.,to

determine how many of the children could be' located in the Fayette,

Mercer, Raleigh, and Bummers County School Systems of southern West

Virginia. Ovef half of the original sample could be located at that

time. Records were kept on any children who could not be located if it

was known whether they had moved away or for what other reasons they

were not nor in the school. The next stage of, the sampling commenced

in the school year 1977-1978 at which time A.E.L. contacted the

families of all of those children who were found still to b4°'enrolled in

the school system of the four counties. With additional assistance from

the school systems at that time, it became possible to locate several

children who had moved from one place to another within the fOur-county

area. A Small number of additional children and their families we're

identified subsequently in the process cf performing the study, when the

fact that they had participated became known7through contacts with

relatives or other third parties. Attempts were then made to'include',

these families in the follow-up sample as well. The net result of the

i
,

. r

sampling was that all families which could be located at ?the end,of'the

approximately ten-year interval were invited to participae,kh the follow-

N
up study as indicated below.

Procedures. For the children, school ,records were collected including

grades in subject areas, school attendance, standardized achievement and

ability testing, and indications of whether a child had been in a special

class placement or had been held back\in grade. In additidn, the children's

teachers completed the School Behavior Checklist to determine each child's

style of coping and the presence or absence of 'fidications4.of internal.

gt-
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emotional or social conflicts. Children also were interviewed by a

local person who was specially trained by A.E.L.; ifor these purposes.

ff
Each child whose parents gave consent for an interview completed a direct

self report type interview-dealing with educational.and vocational

aspirations, feelings of personal control, attitudes toward family life,

associations with various persons and groups inside and, outside the home,

,and forth. Children also were interviewed with the TasksAVEmotional

Development (T.E.D.) Test (H. Cohen & G. R. Weilftrookline, Mass.; T.E.D.

,Associates, 1975).
076'

School data,were summarized .across occasions over time to form

o
composi variables for school attendance, achievement,' ability, and teacher

grades. The School Behavior Checklist, wits ,scored inn the standard manner

refengnced in O': G. Johnson (Tests and Measurementsain Child. Developmentf
y V

l

41./ *13

-I .. -
Handbook II. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1976) to reveal scores Dor Coping

. -

and non-coping syles of dealing withithe interperson9 al environment of the
;

school plus symptoms of personal 060.gagiiation, depression, and anxiety.

The direct or self report child was stored largely in keeping with

its derivation from earlier research performed. by Fels .Research Institute in

Yellow Springs, Ohio, with the help of. consultation from the original

investigators in those studies of student ac10.evement and aspirations.

Factor analyses by A.E.L. revealed that the direct child interview prOducad
-44

.
esserltially those factors which had been bui't into it from the earlier

4

Fels work.' The T.E.D. Test was scored according tothe standard scori

system developed by Cohen and Weil. Moreover, in collaboration w

test's developers, A.E.L. applied a ne scoring system and validated it fiist

based on ,the original normative data om Cohen and Weil's standardization
0

=-N

, sample.

9 o
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A direct or self report interview was designed for completion by
No

Parents in the HOPE sample. This instrument drew upon well-known

- research from the Fels Research Institute, Kohn's measure of parental
,

_ values, the Home Environment Scale from the High/Scope Educational

Researcb Foundation (based on dissertations by Dave and Wolf), an
__.

f

adaptation of Pumroy's Marlqand Parent Attig.tja Survey, a new sex-role
ho

scale based on the ork of Brogan and Kutner (Journal of Marriage and
,

the ;Arany, Feb. 1976, 38, 31-40), an extensive demographic section,

and specific questions dealing with child and family health and with the

child's personality. Parents Were also interviewed by local interviewers

in their homes using an in,rect measure of parenting skills whichpresented

to the parents a series of child development situations in picture forM\

and requested that they answer a series of standard questions about each

picture while telling a story about it. The rationale for this latter

instrument is further discussed in a later section of this report that

deals with the developmental theory of parenting. Both the Arect and

indirect parent interviews were scored in accordance with their original

sources based on the rationales with which they had been constructed.

In addition to the foregoing data and the date' which are mentioned

later for a subsample of families in the case studies and in the, younger

sibling study, extensive preschool Est data were av0.1able on the children

from the period of their program participation in 1968-1971. These lattt4

data are still in the process of being recoded into formrm to allow comparisons

between them and the later data from the children and families. Therefore,

the longitddinal aspects of this study will be reported subsequently.
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11'All child interviews and parent-interviews were conducted without

the interviewer being aware of the group. to which the child ,4r parent

had originally been assigned. Special arbitrary code numbers wire further

assigned to these cases so that persons'performing scoring of the completed

,protocols would be unaware of the groups to which the individuals might

-
have belonged. The somewhat over i00 teachers who completed the School

Behavior Checklist were also unaware of whether the children had been in

HOPE in an experimental or control condition or had not been associated

with the progtamlat:611. The children's school records were devoid of

ormation regading theLx* program participation, and we, accordingly,

assumed that their school careers were not directly affected by

reputational information regarding their participation or non-participation.

The follow-up study design includes within it a number of methods for

checking on:the potenAl,effects of attrition on the continuing

representativeness of the overall sample. Some of the checks on theeL
potential effecs of attrition still need to be made before final reporting

of all results. The N.I.E. has agreed to allOw A.E.L. to perform these

additional analyses during the first/art of Fiscal Year 1981. What can

be said at thit point is that special coding procedures have been used

to identify th9se families which did not participate because they had

moved away or for other logistical reasons versus those who did not

participate because they were actual refusals. These groups will be

separately analyzed and compared with the actual participants in the
0

interview portion of the follow-up study by examining preschool test

data available on them plus by examining school records which were picked

up in early 1975. It appears, therefore, that the overall data available

0 4
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will be sufficient to reach conclusions about the representativeness

of the sample that completed the interviews. .%.

5, Of the 34 children whose school records were located beginning in

1975, 48 represented younger siblings of children within the overall
r.

%

sample '(i.e., in some families more than one child had partidipated

either in the experipental or the control group .in no instance were

children from the same family assigned to different groups). This means

that there were 294 family units potentially available.for sampling if

they could be located. Of the foregoing, 215 family units participated

voluntarily in variObs aspects of the.follow-up interview study. This

means that there-ar:79 family units which wev.eligible to be included

but which for some reason were not. (4 the 79, 33 represent actual

refusals. The remaining 46 are families where death of a parent, removal

to another location out of state, and other logistical reasons account

for the nonparticipati6n. The 215 participating families include

163 experimental families and 52 control group families, with experimental

families outnumbering control familes about three to one. Among the 33

%

refusals, however, were experimental and 11 control, revealing only

a two to one differential between the groups. It is, therefore, apparent

that there was a slig \ly hig0r refusal rate in the control group than '

in the experimental group relative to their respective sizes in the

overall available follow-up sample. As was indicated earlier, the

possible significant effect of such a desparity upon overall study

will be explored subsequently.
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Findings. Extensive school data were available on the experimental

and-control children, as' indicated earlfr. Over the first six years of

.school the Hopf children had better attendance records, higher teacher

grades in baSic skills areas, and were'far less likely to have beenheld

4

back a grade in school. The probability of-all of the ioregoing findings

was,less,than .01. Not only were the children less likely to have been . ,

held bac in grade they were in the experimental group, but retention
. -

r /

in grade can be seen tp have been reduced'dramatically from 25 percent in '

the control group to 5 percent in the experimental group. This large rate

of retention in grade is to be derstoocl in terms of the practices of
,,..

rural school syst4s of using t method of handling the placement of-

handicapped.children prior to the more recent enactinent of P. L. 94-142.

In their junior high years, theexperiMental children were identified by

their teachers as being better organized in their classroom behavior,

less likely to be depressed, and as having a more successful adjustment

with teachers and peers. On statewide testing results, the'HOPE children

I

demonstrated higher ability and higher performanc? on achievement_ tests

in basic skills areas.- Perhaps more impressive is the fact that HOPE

childrednexceeded national norms on ability and achievement,herdas the

control children fell below na6Onal norms, as is characteristic of child-
.

.ven in the rural school systems from'which they come. Overall it may be

said in terms of their social and emotional development, their academic

progress, and their behavior as viewed by teachers that the experimental

children in HOPE-ten years after their original participation in home-

oriented preschoOl education are.coping more successfully with the environ-

- *

mentment 9f the school than is true of their randoply ass gne0 control peers.
II
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The parents were also compared on a variety of,measures to determine

whether the effects of receiving home visitation during the child's preschool

years had had an enduring. effect upon their parenting behavior. Using a.

variety of measures from the Fels' research on achievement behavior, it was

found that the "academic orientation" of the experimental mothers was highly

different from the academic orientation of the control mothers. The compo-

sition of rating items making up this variable suggests ghat in their des-

cription of themselves the experimental mothers had higher levels of aspira-

tion, higher expectations, and greater satisfaction with their children's

academic achievement. Other measures from the Fels' work were not sensitive

to possible enduring effects of the treatment. For example the "vocational

orientation" of the parents did not differ between the two groups. This

means that their levels of aspiration and so forth for their children's voca-

tion were not different from one another. The Fels' interview also covers

areas of self-description of parenting style. None of these self-report

measures of parenting style differentiated successfully between the groups.

AEL included in this direct interview some specific questions dealing with

parental support of .learning at home. A statistically reliable difference

was found be een the groups for this variable, with the experimental mothers
4

having agreater tendency to provide support for learning at home.

Although M. Kohn's measure of parental values orientation has been used

extensively, AEL found that it did not work satisfactorily or reliably as a.

measure of parerital values using his scoring system. An)alternative scoring

system of the instrument was developed based on the correlations among the

items within this population. These correlations produced interdetable

factors, but these factors did not differentiate between the experimental

and the bontrol groups.
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AEL had also developed a slight adaptation of the High/Scope Home Envi-

ronment Scale to determine wh

in the experimental or the control gr

ether the hove was more supportive of learning,

oup. This instrument looks at both the

material objects in the home that might contribute to learning and to the

practices of parents in providing, enriching and intellectually stimulating

experiences for their children. On this scale a highly significant differ-

ence was found between the two groups, in favor of the experimental f amines.

What may be concluded overall from the foregoing direct interview measures of

parental characteristics is that the primary effect of HOPE upon parents who

received home visitation has been in those areas which relate most closely to

the child's academic development and orientation. On variables which attempted

to assess other areas, self report did not provide reliable indications of

ditferences.

A quite different approach to assessing possible changes in the experi-

mental group which may have persisted was AEL's use of an indirect parent in-

0
terview. This interview, which used a series of pictures of child development

tt

situations to elicit stories from parents, was scored in a manner that reveals

k the problem solving abilities and perceptiveness of parents as these relate to

the development and educational progress of their children. It is, therefore,

instructive to look at the results using this particular approach in contrast

to the self-report approach which has traditionally been used in studies of

this type. One variable scored for the stories is "perceptiveness:' of parents

,regarding issues of child development. These ratings reveal that parents in the

experimental, group were more perceptive of child development issues than were6

parents in the control group. Subscores had also been developed for parents'

perceptiveness at each of five child developmental levels: infancy, toddler,

preschool years, elementary school age, and early secondary school age. This

S
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.ame difference favoring the experimental over the control families was found

at each of the five age levels.

A second performance variable scored from the indirect parent interview
. /

was a variable called "outcome." Ratings for outcome indicate whether par-

ents have a more positive and long-range perspective'on outcomes versus a

more negative and short-range perspective on outcomes. Outcomes here refers

to the outcomes envisaged by parents of what might happen in the developmen-

tal situations examined by parents in stories they told. They were specifi-

cally requested in each of their stories to tell how things turned out in

the end. If they did not mention this in their story, the interviewer fol-

lowed up with additional questions to attempt to clarify their perspective

on outcome. The outcome variable clearly differentiated between the experi-

, mental and the ogptrol families for each of the five age levels and for the

overall comparison across age levels. Parents in the experimental group con-

sistently viewed the outcomes of child development situations more pbsitively

and in longer term perspectives than did parents in the control group.

A third area scored in the indirect parent interview stories was defined

as "teaching-learning." The parents had been asked in their stories tO\7-

ment-upon Whether there was any teaching, learning, development, or maturing

going on in the stories as they saw them. The vast majority of such parental

comments dealt with teaching and learning rather than with development and

maturing. Remarks specifically dealing with development or maturing were

more likely to be made in connection with the transition frbm childhood into

tarly adolescence by parents from this population. It is, accordingly, accu-

rate to refer to the variable simply as "teaching-learning." On this,vari-

able parents from the experimental group exceeded parents from the control

grOup for each of the five age-related subscores and overall score for their

20"
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understanding of teaching and learning potentials that exist in child devel-
4

opment situations

The approach used in the indirect parent interview to sampling parental ,
"'-

performance in a variety of-child developmen(situations may be viewed as a

simulated approach to ecologiCal sampling, in the sense that parents were al-

lowed in a variety of simulated situations to reveal how they might react to

contexts that vary greatly in the child age and child development challenges

that they present for parenting skills. The evidence from the measures ob-

tained from this interview suggest that a more generalized effect occurred

for the experimental parentS, It appears that they learned not only skills

relative to thinking about preschool age children, but that the treatment

effectively expanded their overall perceptiveness, the positiveness of out-

comes which they anticipate, and-their,_ understanding of teaching and learning

potentials of varied child development situations from infancy through early

adoles4ence. These kinds of more generalized effects can probably be attri-

buted to active learning processes in which these parents subsequently engaged

once they had learned general strategies for thinking about their children's

development and learning as they participated in the HOPE process when their

children were preschoolers. That is to say, it should not be inferred that

these extensive generalized effects occurred automatically. Instead it is

o
believed that they would have occurred because the parents themselves had

learned to take a more active role in exploring and learning about what was

goingon as their child grew .up.
s

It seems probable alpo that-the generalize-

tion of effects to the period of infancy and toddlerhood would have resulted

from a combination of reflection and from the fact that some of the parents

had younger children for whom they had subsequent opportunity to extend and ,

apply their new ways of, thinking about child development as they came along
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from younger ages, including infancy.

In summary, it appears from a variety of both child and parent Indic tors

that participation in'HOPE had enduring effects upon the families who received

home visitation in comparison with the control group. Some questions remain

regarding possible differential rates of attrition between the groups and so

forth. Further analyses will be completed during the early part Of 1981 to

clarify any possible limitations to the conclusions that have just been stated.

See Appendix E for further details on the HOPE follow-up study.

Family Case Studies

The Family Case Studies was an intensive investigation using observational

methods in homes of family interaction patterns, communication, styles of child

,rearing, andlfamily processes which evidence themselves in structured sampling

situations. All families selected to participate in the Family Case Studies

had already participated in all aspects of the interview study of parents and

children. In addition, the Family Case Studies explored the status of youngeZ

siblings of children who had participated in Project HOPE, to determine whether

effects of the program had been extended by the parents to,them as well as to

the HOPE children. Because the number of younger siblings in families in the

Family Case Studies was fairly small, it was necessary to sample additional

younger.siblings whose families were not in the Family Case Studies. A more

complete report of the Family Case Studies appears in Appendix C.

Purpose. The Family Case Studies were conducted to provide more in-depth
A

information on a representative subsample of the families who had participated

in,the larger HOPE follow -up study. Moreover, since the other primary data

gathered on the parents all were obtained by interview, it was important to
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obtain data of a different sort based on direct observations of the parents'

interactions with their children and spouses._This study also contained within

it plans to assess the temperament of the target children and of any younger

siblings who had not participated in HOPE but who might be of school age. The

information on child temperament is to be used subsequently in various causal

analyses to rule out differences in the children that are attributable to under-

lying biological variations but which might erroneously otherwise be attributed

to parental practices.* Finally, the younger siblings were to be studied to de-

termine whether the parents had applied the things they learned by participation

in HOPE to their ,younger children as well as to the target children.

Procedures. All family case studies were carried out by a single inter-

viewer who had previously had contact with the families selected. All families

were pre-selected according to demographic stratification variables that had

been found in the "Index of Favorability" analyses to most significantly differ-

entiate between families whose children were coping and non-coping. Because

experimental families outnumbered control families about two to one, they were

included in the Family Case Studies in about this proportion. The person con-

ducting the individual family case studies,,,was unaware of whether the families

were experimental or control or of the exact principles of stratification

whereby theyThad been pre - selected.

After a list of families meeting the necessary stratification criteria had

been assembled, the field workiircontacted families and asked if they would be

willing to participate in a further stage of the study. They were told that

for this portion of the study, which would take an entire day and Possibly part

of an evening, that it wouldlbe necessary for all or nearly all members of the

family residing in the household to be present during at least parts of the day.

.
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Families whose schedules could not easily accommodate this were included by

the field worker conducting several of the studies on weekends. Families

which could not meet these criteria for inclusion at any time were eliminated

from further consideration for this study. In this manner 28 families repre-

senting the experimental group and 12 families representing the control group

were studied during 1980. f
Immediately after scheduling a visit and prior to its commencement, the

field worker would completely study all of the existing d to on the family

that was about to be visited. This meant that the child s school records,

interview records and parent interview records were all reviewed immediately'

preceding that visit. The purpoge of this review was to re-familiarize the

worker with information which might be important to functioning effectively

as a participant-observer in the family situation and to eliminate possible

duplication of information sought during this occasion. This review, further-

more, served together with the data collected and observed during the visit

as the basis for completion of standardized ratings immediately following

each of the visits. By following this procedure families were not needlessly

burdened with questions and areas of inquiry for which sufficient information

for completing the ratings already existed. Because the information available

and the informVion needed varied for each family, and because each family's

circumstances differed from those of other families, each case study was some-

what different. It is for this reason that they are called family case studies

rather than the family case study. Despite the highly i'lidividualized nature of

the studies, it was possible to make them comparable by completing certain stan-

dardized ratings as described

Consultations were held by telephone with Dr. Diana Baumrind, Director of

the Family Socialization and Developmental Competence Project. These discussions
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established that AEL's data base would be sufficient following the one:day

visits for completion of the standard ratings that have been used in the lon-

gitudinal study conducted by her. To achieve maximum comparability she pro-

vided the as-yet unpublished adole3ent version of the p arent behavior rating

form. The rating scales examine parental authority'APterms of directiveness,

parental influence, and maturity expectations. Besides parental authority,

three other major domains were explored in the ratings: traditionality, ra-

tionality, and affection. These major domains were divided fiirther, int9 dimen-

sions in the same manner as was parental authority. Multiple rating items also

relate to each of the individual dimensions. Ratings were completed both for

the seventeen dimensions that relate to the four major domains and.foi-82 dif-

ferent parenting behavior rating items:- Analysis of the ratings indicated that

five major factors accounted for the variance in the seventeen dimensions.

Seven additional scales accounted for the variance detected in the 82 behavior

rating items.

Each family in the case studies was also rated with the AEL Supplemental

Family Ratings. These supplemental ratings piovided seven additional dimensions

von which the experimental and control families could be compared. A rating was

also available for each mother from completion of the Shure and Spivack problem

solving tasks. In addition to the foregoing types of quantitative data, a

summary statement was prepared on each family to indicate how the famil"iewed

itself as a unit in relation to the rest of the community of which it is a part.

These were not prepared in the manner of clinical case reportsibut rather in the

manner of biographical statements which might have been articulated by a'family

member who was attempting to describe and characterize the, fundamental attributes

of the family.
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By agreement with the-NIE,further descriptive materials on the case

studies methods will be prepared in the early part of tiscal Year 1981 at

no additional cost to the government. the procedural descriptions will be

sufficiently complete to permit othezp who are interested in replicating the

case studies to do so.
.1-

Findings. Nine dimensions of child:temperament have been studied by

Thomas, Chess and Birch (Temperament aria Behavior bisorders in Children.

New York; New York University Press, 1968). These e assessed using a

questionnaire form developed by Dr. Richard Lerner. Moderately high to high.

internal consistency coefficients were Obtained for eight of the nine dimen-

sions. Since temperament represents a biologically-based substrate of behav-

ioral.style, it was n6t anticipated that children would be affected in these,
A

respects by the treatment. This appears to be the case, inasmuch as the

experimental'and control groups were not different on any of the temperament

scales. It is conceivable, nevertheless; that the manner in which the tem-

perament scales come together to form secondary factors could be reflective

of the incidence of behavior disorders. In order to evaluate this possibility,

the items of the Lerner scale were factor analyzed and the experimental and

control groups were compRred on these fourteen'factOrs. While the factors

generally reflect the nine temperament dimensions, the dimensions do in fact

come together in ways suggestive of differing patterns of 4daptation to envi-

ronmental circumstances. For three of the.fourteen factoromparisons (anum--

ber of results exceeding chance) significant differences were four between

the experimental and control groups of children. These findings suggest that

the experimental children have adopted a more active style of interacting

with the environment, in the sense. that they would rather be doimg things than

sitting around. In this connection it is easier to distract them from something
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that they are doing and to engage them in a new activity. A iecond.difference

was that the control children tended to be very sound sleepers in the morning

while the experimental children tended.to be up and ready to go. On the other

hand, the control children were described by their mothers as more reactive to

new situations and physical stimuli.'

The AEL supplemental rating*produced interpretable factors on the fol-

lowing dimensions: good communcation; uncrowded livingwsonditions enhancing

interpersonal proximity; quality of relations with own parents; parent relations

with own parents affecting relations with own adult siblings; comments on folk

superstitions; mutuality in the family; and stance regarding parental sexual

taboos. While all of these were clear factors, the experimental and control,

parents did-not differ on any of them. The parents also did,not differ on the

Shure and Spivack problem solving scores. In this last connection the mean
o

parental score for the problem solving situations was 16.715, with a standard

deviation of 6.982. This mean suggests that these parents would tend to handle

these types of chile problems by providing a simple "because" when refusing the

child's wishes or when attempting to redirect the,child's behavior,

Parents in the experimental and control groups were compared on the seven

scales derived from the Baumrind ratings. The first scale reflects a component

of parental authority which wAs labeled "firmly directive." Experimental patents

were higher on this scale than control parents. The second scale was labeled

"traditionality." On it the experimental parents were once more significantly

higher than the control parents. Finally, experimental parents were higher on

Scale 7 which-was labeled "Affection and Responsiveness to Child." The groups

did not differ for the following scales: parental control; clarity of parental

role expectations; intellectual stimulation and control in child rearing;,
f

and

.

supports and encourages maturity. It is interesting, nevertheless, to note that

V
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the means of the experimental parents were higher on all of the preceding

variables. Given the small number of parents being compared in the study,

it seems likely that with larger sample size all of these differences would

have reached statistical significance.

In summary, the case studies have added further information'to that ob-

tained by comparing the experimental and control groups for the larger sample

using the various interview and school data sources. The case studies have

suggested that there are differences in childremin their general styles

. of adaptation. Parental ratings using scales derived from Baumrind's work"

reveal other differences between the two groups of parents. In work to be

lgr carried out in early 1981 at no additional cost to the government, relation-

"
ships will be examined between the sets of variables derived from the case

studies and the variables available from the larger family study. These

analyses will be used to clarify the nature of the overall differences between

the experimental and control groups. Attempts will be made in those analyses

to infer which aspects of parental behavior have been responsible for parti-

cular child outcomes. Data on a small sample of younger siblings are still
r

preliminary at this point. They suggest that some of theikinds of differences

observed between the experimemtal and control children are present also in

their younger siblings. Because of the small size of the younger sibling

sample, however, it is premature at this time to reach conclusions about these

differences without first completing more =complex types of analyses which will

control for other possible sources of the, differences observed. These addi-

tional anlyses are a part of the work agreed upon by AEL and NIE to be con-

ducted early in 1981.

te0

ti
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Recommended Methods of Studying Rural Appalachian Familie$

This section of the report considers Scopes of work SIX, SEVEN and EIGHT.

The discussion will proceed first to methods for studying rural Appalachian

families. After that the potential of these measures for serving together'

as field measurement batteries will be considered.

Procedures for Studying Rural Appalachian Families. Even though, as has

already been noted, the various scales derived from the direct and indirect

parent interviews were not equally successful in detecting changes in parental

behavior over time, correlational analyses show that virtually all of the scales

derived from these two interview proced es have interesting and interpretable

correlational relations with individual' child measures. If one's purpose is to

conduct research on rural Appalachian families, then it is clear

qr.

direct and indirect parent interviews have much to commend them.

purpose of using the instruments is a

surement of program outCbmes, then it

praCtical one having to do

appears that only selected

that both the

But if the

with the mea-

subscales from

the direct parent interview are of value, whereas the entire indirect parent

interview would appear to be of value. Thus, if one were selecting the most

useful scales frpm a direct parent interview for practical evaluation purposes,

the achievement orientation interview items, items having to do with parental

supportiveness of the child's learning at home, and those dealing with the qual-

ity of the home environment would recommend themselves. The demographic sec-

tion of the direct parent, interview would in any event be useful for inclusion

for statistical control and analystrin almost any type of application.
,

Other considerations beyond sensitivity to treatment effectS and relation-,

ships between variables should influence the decision of whether to use or not

to use these particular instruments. The direct parent interview requires

somewhat more p7rent time to complete than the indirect parent interview. If
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,Z
only those portions of the direct interview which were found to be useful in

the present study were retained, the two instruments would. require about equal

amounts of parent time for completion, i.e., about 45 minutes each to'be admin-

istered. This is a substantial amount of parent time, but if the approach

taken for evaluation purposes is one of sampling parents rather than of admin-
.

istering the interviews to all parents in the program, then the procedure is

reasonably efficient and cost effective as a means of determining program

effects. If the purpose rather than evaluation is the assessment of parent

needs for purposes of planning, then the instrument from this group which ap-

pears to be most appropriate is the indirect parent interview. This inter-

view lends itself well to describing what the needs of individual parents are

for particular kinds of experiendes which would improve their skills for per-

. ..
.

.

ceivini more accurately the social and cognitive developmental means of their

children at various age levels. Because the'indirect parent interview is di-

vided into five subsets, each of which provides reasonably reliable scores on

important indicators, it would be sufficient to adMinister only those sections

of the indirect parent interview which related to the age of child on whom the

particular educational program was focusing.

Scoring and coding costs are another consideration which should affect

decision making regarding the use of instruments of this variety. Within the

direct parent interview the amount of effort involved in scoring and coding is

extremely variable. At4tion here can be focused on those parts,hich have

proved to be most useful in the present study of Appalachian parents. The

Fels measures require considerable time for scoring. Yet, if one wishes to

measure the important variable of parent academic orientation, them this

the procedure which would need to be followed., In contrast, the scoring of

the hoe environment scale is much more straightforward and objective, requiring
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cless time. The demographic section of,the direct parent interview is virtually .

prq-coded at the tiifle of response and simply needs to be analyzed. Scoring of

the indirtt parent interview is more time-consuming than scoring of the direct

parent interview.
J

-4.
Thus, while the indirect parent interview provides generally

a
.

.

more useful indicators for a combination of parent needs assessment at the indi-
t

vidual level and for program "evaluation, the'operational.use of the measure re-
,

quireS a greater investment in interview scoring and interpretation. AEL has

sufficiently worked ott the computer data processing procedures for both of

these instruments, including checking all necessary item reliability statistics,

that people who wish to use them would find this aspect of the work to be little

problem if they have access tp computer facilities.

The inteview measures used in the Regional Parenting Surveys appear at this

time to be very promising instruments to use in research activities where the

purpose is to understand more about what communities offer and the kinds

needs which individual families have. These research values of that parent in-

terview point alsj to one of its p4tical values, namely, that it provides a

.way of lodking at entire communities when one is in the process of planning

for a program which is intended to increase school-family involvement around

the learnini of the child. Coding of this parent interview is accomplished in

two stages. First the more closed-ended questions are coded using one code

book. After that the more open-ended questions are coded using a second code

book. Even though this coding process is time consuming, by careful selection

of a smaller representative, random sample to whom the interview was adminis-

tered, it would be possible to determine much about a particular community for

.

purposes' of planning how to improve school-family relations and himw to increase

the schools' involvement with other agencies that would be helpful to families.

O
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The methods used in the case studies themselves are extremely demanding

in terms of study time and would prove impractical for any typical field,

uses except for purposes of fundamental research on families or for provid-

ing clinical assistance to individual familieirwhich have very special needs.

An exception to this it the temperament questionnaire used within the family

case studies. This is a measure that can easily be completed by parents on

their own and provides information useful not only for research purposes but

for understanding individual learning styles and problems of particular

children.

Among the child measures used in the larger study, the indirect child

interview or TED Test is a valuable clinical instrument which is useful for

research and for the assessment of needs of individual children. The utility

of this instrument has been considerably increased through the application of

the new scoring systems developed by AEL. /Even though the instrument has been

available for About ten years now and is widely used in school systems, there

has. continued to be the need for the kind of an overall scoring system which

has now become available for use with the TED through this research. Admin-

-istration time for the TED is modest (i.e., about 15 to 20 minutes per child);

scoring can be completed by psychometrists and school psychologists who have

received appropriate instruction; and scoring time is relatively modest for

an instrument which providet the richness of clinical information that this
o

one does.

The direct child interview AEL developed to parallel the parent interview

measure is both easy to administer and to score. nistration time is ap-

proximately 15 to 20 minutes per child. Information from this interview als

with areas of academic and vocational significance that are well suited for re-

search and for individual guidance and counseling purposes. Finally, the
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School Behavior Checklist is an instrument which can be completed for an indi-

vidual child in about 15 minutes by a teacher or in the group form can be com-

pleted for an entire classroom in only about an hour. As a screening device

the School Behavior Checklist is extremely powerful for detecting both academic

and other difficulties which the child is experiencing in the school environ-

ment. Its validity has been shown relative to a wide variety of other indica-

tors of child school progress.

In summary, AEL has developed and tested a variety of parent, community and

Child measures which together are useful for both research and program planning

as well as for individual needs assessment and clinical planning in some in-

stances. The next subsection of this report examines ways in which these in-

struments can be used in combination to accomplish particular purposes as field

batteries. For additional information on the psychometric properties of these

instruments, see Appendix F to this report.

6
Recommended Field Measurement Batteries. For research purposes the measures

used in the HOPE Follow-Up Study, the Family Case Studies, and in the Regional

Parenting Surveys appear to be psychometrically acceptable and valid. For pur-

poses of evaluating the effectiveness of programs designed to increase the in-

volvement of I4rents in their children's learning, a parent-child battery con-

sisting of standard cumulative record data from the school plus the indirect

parent interview, the TED Test, and the School Behavior Checklist would appear

to provide in-depth appraisal at a reasonable cost if sampling of cases is used

rather than administration to all program partioipLts. Selected subscales from

the direct parent and child interviewsk,mai 'alsocOmmend themselves within a

,program evaluation battery if Uwe is a direct corresponde between the
^

4

prOgram objective's and the strengths mentioned earlier for the direct interview

t instruments. A thira7purpOse for field measurement batteries was considered;

4
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assessment of needs and measurement for planning individual programs. If the

purpose of the needs assessment is for planning a program that will serve a

community, then a combination of three measurement approaches can be recom-

mended: the instrument Learning to be a Better Parent is valuable for iden-

tifying content areas in which parents wish to receive instruction and assis-

tance through the local education agency; the parent and community survey in-

stiqments used in the Regional Parenting Surveys can be used to determine

community resources available and to assess any of a representative sub-

sample of parents from the population to be served; and the indirect parent

interview, for relevant portions of it, can be used with a representative sam-

ple of parents to determine some of the particular areas of parehting skill with

which the population requires assistance. The last of these instruments can

be used together with the TED Test to assess the needs of individual families

and children for whom special kinds of programs will be delivered do a more

individualized basis. See also Appendix F in this connection.

Measuring Parental Generativity. The indirect parent interview was de-

signed with an additional purpose in mind besides its potential for research,

evaluation, and assessment uses. This instrument was intended to permit the

testing of a developmental notion of parenting skills which suggests that

parents may require different skills for being glifective in rearing infants,

toddlers, preschoolers, school-age children, and teen-agers. This overall

group of skills for fostering the development of children is called genera-

tivity. The specific measures of variables such as perception, outcome, and
A

teaching7learning for each of the five age levels may be viewed as components

of the overall generativity required if children are to experience optimal

development. The usefulness of the indirect parent interview for testing

this conception of parenting skills. that vary depending upon the developmental
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level of the child, may best be judged by examining the psychometric properties

of the component subscores that together make up the overall generativity

score. From this vantage point it may be seen that the interview allows re-

liable measurement of parental skills for dealing with children at each of the

five age levels and, moreover, provides insight into the specific skill func-

tions that may be measured for each of the age levels. For more on this con-

ception of parental skills as being differentiated into components related to

Child developmental level, see.Appendix G.

Disemination, Technical Assistance, Training, and Internships

Dissemination. A vital activity during the past year in dissemination has

been maintaining contacts with members of the Childhood and Parenting Task

Force to keep them informed of progress with the work. They will be provided

with copies of this overall final report and requested to provide AEL staff

with spggestions about which parts of the overall set of findings they would

find most useful for distribution in short abstract form.

A number of publications and presentations were disseminated throughout

the year from December 1979 through November 1980. This commenced with the

presentation of an invited paper "Legislated Roles of Parent Involvement and

Current School Practices," to a conference hekd in Washington, D.C., This paper

I

will be published in 1981 as .rt of a state -of -the -art publication by the

National School Volunteer Program. A special session was organized and presen-

tations were made in February to the annual convention of the American Associ-

ation okSchool Administrators on methods of measuring parent needs and program

outcomes. A research presentation was made in March 1980 on the HOPE Follow-Up

Study to the Southeastern Psychological Association meeting. A presentation

on the characteristics of rural Appalachian families was made to the Kanawha
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Valley Community CoUncil in May. In June a session was chaired on "Family

Research/Parent Training." The entire scope of the dh

k

ldhood and parenting

research program was presented by a research panel in June 1980 addressing

the topic "Distinguishing Characteristic of Appalachian Children and Families:

Some Findings and Needs for Further Study." Finally in June 1980 at the first

annual conference on Appalachian families and children AEL led a study group

on "Needs for Research on Educational Policy in Appalachia."

Members of the AEL staff participated in July in a Families as Educators

Conference sponsored by the NIE, Along with representatives of other Labs

and Centers. AEL shared some of their study findings at this time. In Sep-

tember a special presentation was made on AEL's interviewing techniques to a

group at the West Virginia State College. Another presentation was made on

child and family health and With education to the Pennsylvania Association

of School Administrators in September. AEL presented procedures and findings

from its work with families to the Second National Parenting Conference in

October 1980 in Richmond. A similar presentation was made at that time to

the Virginia State Kindergarten Association. In October a special invited

conference was held of West Virginia state educators in Charleston. Essen-

tial findings from the childhood and parenting research program were pre-

sented at that time together with their implications for pre-primary and

. primary education. A final dissemination activity of this sort was a collo-'

quium held in November at the West Virginia University for persons from the

Departments of Education, Sociology and Anthropology.

Staff publications during the year have included a review of Dr. Jane Mer-

cer's System of Multicultural Pluralistic Assessment (SOMPA) Kit in the Journal

of School Psychology. A paper was published in Childhood Education, 1980, 56,

228-234 titled "Long-term Effects of a Home-oriented Preschool Program."

X L)
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Another article appeared_lp Children in Contemporary Society, 1980, 13, 43-48,

called The Appalachian Child." A publication on "Society, Education, and

Values" appeared in Thresholds in Education, 1980, 6(2), 11-13. The HOPE re-

search was further featured by Linda Shallaway in "Country Schools: Forgotten

But Not Gone," in Educational R & D Report, Fall, 1980, 3(3), 6-10. A chap-

ter was prepared for publication ip a new volume edited by A. W. Child and

G. B. Melton, Rural Psychology, New York: Plenum Press, in press, The chapter

is titled "Home-based Early Intervention." Another report on HOPE and related

research was accepted for publication in the journal of Special Education and

is in press. This article is titled "The Training of Intelligence as a Com-

ponent of Early Intervention: Past, Present, and Future." As was mentioned

earlier the paper prepared and presented for an NIE conference, "Legislated

Roles of Parent Involvement and Current School Practices," is being published

in Alexandria, Virginia: Nation School Volunteer Program. Finally AEL work -

ed together with Abt ASsociates to prepare a description of a recent adaptation

of HOPE to fit the primary level. This work appears in Abt's final report to

the U. S. Office of Education, E. C. Proper and R. G. St. Pierre, A Search for

Potential New Follow Through Approaches, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Abt's Associ-

ates, December 1979. This section describes what is called Home-Oriented Pri-

mary Education (HOPE-II).

Technical Assistance. Some advisement and materials were provided to

the Ohio State Department of Education for planning and emphasis on parent in-

volvement for their special Year of the School. Information ltd consultation

was given to a local education agency in Eastern Kentucky to assist them in

planning a school/home effort to reduce drug and alcohol abuse by children in

the community. Various materials were piovided on a complimentary basis to

the West Virginia Central Child Care Board, to the Family Services Center and

A oru

6
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to the area YWCA. Technical assistance was also rendered to the Kanawha Val-

ley Community Council in conducting an area-wide needs assessment of family

serving agencies.

In support of three regional conferences sponsored in Tennessee by the

state education agency AEL provided consultation and materials to approximately

600 participants, 200 of whom participated in conferences in each of three re-

gions of that State. Some'surplus field test materials were provided to the

State of Pennsylvania to be placed in home daycare resource centers statewide
re

to increase the level of proficiency of care providers in dealing with issues

of child development and learning. A joint activity was carried out with Me-

tropolitan Pittsburgh Public Broadcasting, the Pennsylvania Department of Edu-

cation, and the Pennsylvania Department of Welfare to make the publication

AEL Visits-Mr. Rogers Neighborhood available for use in home daycare centers

in Pennsylvania. AEL's role in this collaboration was to provide advice.and

technical assistance, and to secure the permission and cooperation of the pub-
..

lisher of the "Aids to Early Learning" for these usages. The resulting prod-

uct will be used to improve the quality of home daycare services, including

after-achool services for school-age children.

During the past year staff from the Childhood and Parenting Research Pro-

gram spearheaded the planning and coordination of the First Annual Conference

on,Appalachian Families and Children. This Conference was sponsored jointly

with the West Virginia State College in June 1980. Scholars, educators, and

service prOViders from throughout Appalachia attended t)ie Conference to pre-

sent papers and.participatedn research symposia and discussion sessions. As

a result of this process definite plans have been made'to hold a second annual

conference in Knoxville, Tennessee in summer 1981 under sponsorship of the

University'of Tennessee-Knoxville. Plans have also been made tentatively for
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a third annual conference to be held in 1982 under joint sponsorship of Western

Carolina University and Appalachian State University. This annual conference

provides an important regional vehicle for the exchange of information and ideas

on family life and on methods of promoting effective relations between families,

schools, and other institutions within the region.

Training. Training was provided in Winter 1980 to YWCA staff members in

the Central West Virginia area in methods of using empirically-based approaches

to promoting the development of children in daycare both during the day and in

after-school hours. A summer fellow of the Southern Appalachian Leadership

Training Program was provided training for her work in a remote rural area of

Martin County, Kentucky as a lead teacher. Instruction covered areas of home-

oriented methods and the use of the Mr. Rogers Neighborhood series in conjunc-

tionWfih schol outreach to rural parents. Brief training and consultation

was carried out with personnel at Eastern Kentucky University to4assist them in

work with high illiteracy parents. An ongoing training and technical assistance

activity is being carried out4with the Morehead State University Developmental

Studies Project to help high-risk rural students remain and succeed in the Uni-

versity. The special assistance being provided in this instance ig'in the area

of measuring student characteristics which predict which studentd4ill have par-

ticular difficulties adjusting to life in the university.. Such students gene-

rally come from isolated rural communities and in the university environment

suffer a kind of culture shock when they are no longer in contact with the mem-

bers of their extended family system on whom they have come to depend for error

tional support and assistance in adapting to new circumstances. Finally, ate the

request of the U. S. DepartMent of Education, a short-term training experience

was provided, for the head of primary and sebondary programs for one of the major

states in Nigeria.
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Internships. As a part of its ongoing efforts to promote 'educational

equity in the region, the Childhood and Parenting Research 4ogrem selects

and proyides fellowship and internship experiences throughout the year. The

amount budgeted allows for either one intern or fellow to serve continuously

!!4;4.

through the year or for more than one person to serve for shorter periods of

time. Dr. Linda Higginbotham completed a one-year postdoctoral fellowship

with the Program during early 1980: Her experiences at AEL enabled her

move into a research and evaluation position with one of the universities in

Eastern Kentucky. Because the needs assessment was going on throughout 1980,

a number of shorter term internship experiences were provided. In one, of

these arrangements a former Lab Summer Intern from the Pennsylvania State

University was assisted through a short-term internship arrangement to carry

out a dissertation study which related quite closely to the ongoing work of\\...

the Research Program. A side benefit of this arrangementswas that it pro-

moted a strong' collaborative relationship between faculty members at the

Pennsylvania State University and staff at AEL. Another equityjntern who

practices school psychology was appoi d during Summer 1980 to provide her

4

with specialized experiences in the e and scoring of some of the AEL child

and family measures. A Charleston area eaucatoc was also provided internship

experiences in the scoring of AEL indirect parent, interview. She will be

able to use these new skills in family-oriented work. A final internship

appointment Was made of another Pennsylvania State University doctoral'can-

didate who wished to gain additional skill in the analysis of the types of

data collected in the Regional Parenting Surveys.

AEL also supports summer equity interns out of institutional funds. Dur-

ing Summer 1980 three of AEL's summer equity interns selgeted experiences

with the Childhood and Parenting Research Program.. Staff provided experience

41

<1.
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in curriculum development oriented to schOolgamily relations to a teacher from

Alabama. A special education consultant from one of the large Intermediate

Units in Pennsylvania received an internship experience in scoring and inter-

preting the various child and parent instruments as these might be useful for

understanding the circumstances of socially and emotionally handicapped. This

particular intern has since been appointed to a similar pogition in the Penn-

sylvania State Education Agency where she will have further opportunity to use
Iwo

the new skills developed. Finally, a doctoral student in school administration

fiom the University of TenneSsee-Knoxville received, internship experiences in

the Regional Parenting Surveys methods of interviewing families and in the me-

thods used,to study model parenting programs.

=-,,mi

In addition {to the training and interns experiences described in the two

Jprece
',-;;,

*.,..--,..

diR0 SUbSections4-1AEL provided training in interviewing and coding methodi
.4.,

' "-ii , ,- . .
' , .....41-
'to .a largOiumber of persons in the region during the past year. Most of these

..:

recei

Out w

dubSeguent work,experience with pay in their local communities to carry

w,
males received training in various interview nods. Of these five were minor-

& Et.,,

ity and 48 non-minority. Te, males received experience in interviewing of whom
,;. e _,41

one was minority and nine non-mindti. TAtre were thirteen females trained in

was part Or the overall AEL Research Program. A total of 51 fe-,

..-'\ ,

scoring and coding the various inttfum Of whom one was a minority,person.
0 ;

The, same type of training wag given x males Hof whom one was minority.

. ' ,

Of the interns who e experiences wpredgcribed earlier, the five interns% ,

appointed within the Re earth Program were all.female and two were minority.

,All three of the slimmer interns appointed o labwide basis, whb selected to

work within the Research Program, were feMalee1 d one was a minority group

member.

A final note is in order regarding inter - institutional relationships which

have been developed during the, pat year.4gbe regional Annual Conference ono.

4
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Appalachian Families and Children has been mentioned as a vehicle for increas-

ing inter-institutional collaboration. It was, furthermore, possible to de-

velop during the past year collaborative relationships involving faculty from

the Morehead State University, Marshall University, the West Virginia College

of Graduate Studies, West Virginia State College, West Virginia University,

the University of Virginia, and the University of Tennessee-Chattanooga. An

.

extra-regional collaborative activity was carried out with T.E.D. Associates

of Brookline, Massadhuse'tts in connection with AEL's refinement of new scoring

procedures for the T.E.D. Test. Progress in these areas is important to AEL's

efforts to serve as a linking mechanism within its member states.

a.

ti
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SCOPE OF WORK #q)NE
BASE SAMPLE SURVEY

REGIONAL PARENTING SURVEYS ,

PRELIMINARY REPO1T

Mary Snow

I; INTRODUCTION

Review of Research Design

The revised research design of the Base Sample Survey called for 1200

personal interviews with random samples of parents to be conducted in 24

counties of fille states. Since then one county school system. reversed

its earlier decision to participate; therefore, the final numbers will be

1160 interviews in 23 counties in the states oVirginia, West V. jinia,

Kentucky,. Tennessee and Ohio. Major categories for the selection of the sample

and for the analysis are Appalachian Rural counties and Urban Oountis0. For

comparison purposes, and in order to provide a more representative picture

for individual states, some non-Appalachian Rural counties are also included.'

Most of the.interviews.(920) are with the parents of third graders. However,

in three counties additional interviews were obtained with the pprents of

kindergarten and tenth grade students (240). These were included to allow

us to obtain some idea about how much the age level of the child affects

the parents' attitudes, sources of information, etc.

Current Status

At present data collection is complete in two states, Virginia and

West Virginia. This consists of
1
a total of 400 interviews. Data collection

is proceeding well in Ohio, the last state in which the study was initiated.

Two counties are complete and three are appro4mately one-half complete. A
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major effort has been made this fall to move the data collection in the two

remaining states, Tennessee and Kentucky. In Kentucky interviews are complete

in two coulties and inte e pArreplacements in the three remaining counties

have resulted in satisfactory, regular progress. In Tennessee it was

necessary to train, or have a previous interviewer train, new pepple in
rs.

three Aunties. _This was judged necessary as the earlier interviewers were

either not working or were, proceeding much too slowly. Early indications are

that these replacements aft committed to completing all the interviews in

d
those counties as quickly as possible. However, because the'holiday season

is now upon us, we expect the remaining data'Collection will go into January.

Meanwhile, two coding procedures are being used with the data. Code

Book I covers the coding of those responsesphich either were pre-coded or

which are clear and relatively easy to code. This coda.A5Ook was developed

ifirst and has been used with the 400 Virginia and West Virginia interviews.

A

This first wave of coding hack also Ken accomplished for all other completed

interviews received by the lab. The tStal number at present is 862.

Code Book II covers the coding of the op9AN.7ended questions and some
, .

coding of indexes. This Code Book has been developed with thp help of our

,coders and is now in its final revised orm. The nature of the corresponding

data required that more time, thought and training be built into the'develop-

ment'of the Code Book II and in the coding itself, which is nRw beginning.

A 6

The data from West Virginia and Virgin'ia has been coded (Code Book I)

and key punched, and preliminary computer results, (consisting of frequencies

and percentages) for each item have been obtained. The second part of this

report will consist of a discussion of these preliminary results. It should

J.)
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be very clear/ hoWever, tbtothis report represents only the very first

- stage ,in the analysis of the Base Sample Survey. Coding of all 1160 inter-
,

views using Code Books I and II is expected to be completed by March. The final)/

report will be based on an analysis of the total gample data.

The'Rhalysis'

The next step will be to develop indexes of dependent and independent

variables and to run these against each other. Some hhitial possibilities

for dependent variables, are (1) an index of Parental Access,to Help; (2) an

index of the Perceived Needs of Parents; (3) an index of Aspirations for

Child; and (4) an index of The Degree to which Parental Responsibility

is Shared. Some of the independent variables will be:

(1) Region of Residence, (Appalachian Rural, Urban or Non-Appalachian

Rural); (2)- Household composition (number of adults, number of children,.

number working, eec.); (3) Previous Experienc Raising Children; (4)" Demographic

Characteristics (education, occupation religion, etc.); (5) Definitions of

"the good mother" and "the good father"; and (6) Social Network (type, intensity).

A multivariate analysis using Lazarfeld's elaboration model is planned.
2

Depending upon the results of these analyses, other techniques and tests of
o

significance will be run for particular parts of the data.

II. HIGHLIGHTS OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR VIRGINIA AND WEST VIRGINIA

This report is concerned with400 cases from four Appalachian Xiraiit

counties and tour Urban counties.

"ote ,
Family Composition, Present Parenting situation

.C.Earacteristics of Respondents, Type of Family atructAire

As our only criterion for an e ,ligible respondent was to be at least
t,

one Of the adults holding a major responsibility for raising the Sample
49
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child, it was theoretically possible to draw a wide range of different types

of persons, e.g., natural mother or father, stepparent, adoptive parent,.

foster parent, grandparent, depending upon the family circumstances.

However, as expected, most of our respondents (93%) were natural mothers

of the sample child. However, in 17$ of .the cases the father or stepfather

chose to participate as the second respondent. Three percent of the inter-

views were with the father alone.

The majority (78%) of.parent respondents are part of a nuclear family,

either from a first marriage or a second. Overall, single parent families

make up 11% of the sample, and extended families another 11%. The biggest

difference between the Appalachian Rural and the Urban families is in the
,

number of single parent families, which is only 5% for the Appalachian Rural

families, but 22% for the Urban familids. The number of divorced parents is
1

also higher among the Urban sample (18%), than among the Appalachian Rural

sample (3%).

Work Status

Overall, 48% of the mothers in our Virginia and West Virginia sample

are working outside the home, either part-time or full-time. Adding to

this, the percent of women who are looking for work, we find that 50% of

these women can be considered to be' in the labor force. When broken down

by region, the figures are 45% of the Appalachian Rural women and 51% of

the Urban vomen are in the labor force. 'Conversely., 48% of the Plural

Appalachian mothers say they have no occupation, while only 29% of the

Urban mothers say this is the case.

go,

V
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Previous ExperienceIaising Children

Results for the total sample show-that 35% of the respondents say

they have had'previous experience raising children. But again, there are

rural - urban. differences. mong the Appalachian Rural respondents 41%

claimed such experience, while among the Urban respondents 24% replied in

the affirmative.

Care Arrangements and Pooling Arrangements for Sample Child

.The percentage of parents who use,some kind, of care arrangement when

they have to be away pis around 80% for both rural and urban respondents.

The difference is in whether the care arrangement is used regularly and

often or 'seldom. This type of breakdown is as follows:

Care Arrangement Rural Respondent Urban Respondent

Regularly Used Z8% 51%

Seldom Used- 51% 31%

The most common types of care arrangements reported were, in order of

magnitude: (l)9 neighbor, friend, babysitter; (2) family member other

than grandparents; and (3) maternal grandparents. Again, there are dif-

ferences by region, with Rural parents using family members most often, and

Urban parents using the neighbor, friend or babysitter most often.

Pooling arrangements are not common, only 11% of all the parents,

report using pooling arrangements. But among Urban parents 19% use such

arrangements, whereas only 7% of the Rural parents dp so.

Other Adults in Sample Child's. Life

The great majority (88%) Of the 400 parents interviewed said that

there is at least one other adult (besides self and spouse) whom they
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entrust yith some responsibility for the sample child. In fact, the

highest single percentage (41%) named three such persons. Who are these

other adUlts? Total results show that the maternal grandparent is the most

likely candidate (42% Total, 41% kural, 44% Urban), with relatives other

'than grandparents coming in second (35% Tot41, 43% Rural, 21% Urban). These

are followed by older siblings (27% Total, 27% Rural, 26% Urban), and then

by paternal grandparents (25% Total, 29% Rural, 19% Urban). Differences by

region can again bp 'observed. Relatives other than grandparents and

paternal grandparents are more likely to be entrusted with some responsibility

/f by Rural parents than by Urban ones. And among Urban parents workers in

schools, clinics, scouts, etc. are more likely to be named (14%) than among

Rural parspts (9%).

When asked whether there are adults (other than the parents) that the

sample child is emotionally attached to, the percentage of parents replying

in the affirmative is very high (90%). When asked who these persons are,

the most frequent response was relatives other than grandparents (48% Total,

51% Rural, 42% Urban), followed by neighbor, friend, babysitter (33% Total,

28% Rural, 42% Urban). Next most frequently mentioned were a maternal

grandparent and then a paternal grandparent.

Thus, according to these results we can assume that the great majority

of children are significantly influenced not only by their parents, but by

other adults. These "other adults" either share some of the responsibility

for the child or they have a special relationship with the child, or both.

These "other adults" arl most likely to be relatives, but those entrusted

witll responsibility are not generally the same relatives that the child is

mosestrOngly attached to.
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Special Problems as a Parent

In answer to the question, "Do you feel you have special problems

as a parent?", the total results for the Virginia and West Virginia sample

indicate that 22%, or slightly over one-fifth, responded "yes"., The picture

changes, however, when we look within the regional categories. Only 16%

of the Appalachian Rural parents feel that they have special problems,

whereas 32%, or almost one-third of the Urban parents feel that they do.

Further interpretation of these results will be possible after the second

wave of coding is completed; the above question was followed by an open-

ended question asking the parents who replied "yes" to.explain their special

problem(s).

Social Network: Formal Contacts

School Contacts

When asked about the frequency of their talks with the sample child's

teacher, the most common response was two to six times within the past year

(52% Total, 48% Rural, 59% Urban). 23$ have talked very frequently (7 to

12 time a year or more), while the remaining 25% talked infrequently (once

a year or not at all).

Responses to the question "In general, how helpful have your talks

been with teachers or other school staff?", tended to be favorable. 55% of

the parents said these-talks were "very helpful", and 35% said they were

"somewhat helpful ". Urban parents were somewhat more favorable than Rural

parents. ("Very Favorable", "Rural 50%, Urban 64%).

However, the responses to the next.question, "Could such talks

be made more helpful?", indicate that parents feel there is room for

improvement. 46% replied "Yes ", 22% "Don't Know", and 31% "No". These

7
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results were similar across

parents again were slightly

Greater understanding

second coding is completed.

the regions, with the exception that the Urban

more positiye.

of, these responses will be possible after the

We,will then learn about parents open-ended

responses to why they rated their talks ith teachers as they did, and

how they think such talks Could be made more he

Other Organizations Child participates In

63% of the parents reported that the sample child participated in

one or two organizations other than the school. The most frequently

mentioned type of organization was a church-related one. Probably of

most interest here are the number of children who have no organizational

participation outside of school. They constitute 28% of the total sample

children. But when looked at lqy region, it is found that 36% of the Rural

children have no such membership, whereas only 14% of the Urban children

have none. This no doubt reflects the transportation problem, as well as

the probable smaller number of such organizations available to Rural

children.

Medical Contacts

Virtually all respondents said they have at least one medical contact,

and 27% have as many as three medical contacts. The most commonly named

ilype of medical contact was the General Practitioner (70%). Although many

other types of health practitioners id facilities were mentioned, most do

not begin to rival the prominence of the G.P. The one exception is the

Pediatrician, who is named almost as often as the General Practitioner, but

only by Urban parents.

(J t)
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)Most respondentS (ove 80%) consider themselves and their spouses to

be in good or, excellent health. Over 90% consider the sample child to have

good or excellent hbalth. The most commonly Lientioned health problem

expefienced by the sample child was an accidental injury or fall (39%).

72% of all respondents had talked to setneone in the medical profession

about the sample child at least once during the test year. 18% had talked

four or more times, while 24% had had no such talks..

When asked "In general, how helpful, have y#.1 found your talks with
A

doctors concerning (the sample child)?", 61% rep that they were "very

helpful", while 30% replied "somewhit helpful". Again, Urban parents

tended to be somewhat more positive than Rural parents.

But when asked whether such talks could be more helpful, 42% responded

"yes", 26% said "don't know", and 30% said" "no".

As was true of parent-teacher interaction, we expect to learn much

more about the meaning of these responses after the open-ended questions are

coded. Parents were asked why they rated their talks with doctors as they
4

did, and also how they thinkspch talks could be/M4de more helpful.

Access to (Channels

Preparation for Parenthood

Slightly over two-thirds of the Apondents said they did not have a

clear idea of what it would be like to a parent before they had children.

41%, said they had had a course in school Which provided come type of training

for parenthood. However, only 30% felt this course to have been useful.

More about the type of course and the reasons respondents feel this experience

was or was not useful will be available later.
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Slightly over 50% of_these parents said there werethings they wish
,

they had known before becoming a serent. frid over 80% wish to pass on

information to their child to help him or her be better prepared to be a

parent. Later reports will discuss what kinds of things parents say they

wish they 111.d known and what kinds of things they would like to pass on

to their children.

77% of all the parents agreed that "in today' world eve one needs

some kind of help in rearing children". There are only small differences

here by region (Appala Rural parents 74%, Urbantparents 83%). The

second wave of coding will reveal yho these parents say are their most

important sources of advice and help in,rearing..the sample child.

Specific Situation Contacts

Repondents were presented with a series of descriptions of specific
7

child-rearing,situatieins and asked+where they would turn for help if faced

with these situations. The results-Are as failows:

For a growth and development problem, the first source of help named

was most often the doctor (72% Total, 75% Rural , 66% Urban). A few

respondents would turn first to books or to family members. The next source

of help also tended to be the doctor or whoever he recommended (38% Total,

42% Rural,-32% Urban), Some would turn next to family members or books or

the school.

Fill* a health problem the doctor is almost unanimously the first

source of help for both regions (94%). In )sesObnse to "Where would you

turn next", the doctor is still the most favored source (73% Total, 75% Rural,

67% Urban). The difference between where to turn first and where to turn

next can'be accounted for by an increase in "don't knows" for the second

question.
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A'or a social-emotional problem, the highest perceht of parents would

turn first to. the school (36% Total, 43% Rural, 23% Urban); family, minister,

the childt0and the doctor are all mentioned by smaller numbers of parents.

When asked where they would turn next, more parents would still name the

school or ,some member of school staff, more than any other single source

(24% Total, 29% Rural, 18% Urban).

In the case of a lealning problem or quests about opportunities

for higher education, the school is undeniably the first source of advice

and help. For a learning problem, 92% would turn first to the school. For

a question about higher education, 74% would turn first to the school. When

asked "Where they would turn next", the highest percentages in both cases

'would still turn to someone on the school staff. For learning problems!

48% name the school; for a higher education questIon, 38% dame the school.

Sources, named by smaller numbers are the doctor or a college.

Thus, it appears that parents look to the medical profession and to

school personnel as extremely important sources of help and advice. This

is true for both Rural and Urban parents.

Attitudes and Aspirations

Aspirations

One series of questions relates to the aspirations the parents hold

for the sample children. As regional differences are small, only the total

will be reported.

fil

1
Results for educational aspirations reveal that 50% of the parents .

.

1
. 0 \ '''--------''

-want their children.to go to College, 23% want them to graduate from high

school, and 21% want 'them to "go as far as they wish".
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In regard to occupational aLspirations, 60% of the parents want their

child to do 'whatever he or she wants", 23%'would like their child to have

"some sort of profession", and 5% mentioned a trade.

Personal qualities desired' for the child as an adult will be

I
discussed-in future reports, as they are included in the'second coding

procedure.

When asked "how much will all of your hopes for (child's) futUre\be

influenced by ?", highest ratings were given to the influence of the

. respondent, the spouse and the schools. 77% of the respondents said that

they themselves could influence the child's future "a great deal", 72% said

their Zuse could influence the child's future "a great deal", and 73% said

that the schools could influence the child's future "a great deal". Other

inilUences were mentioned, e.g., peers, church, government, but none were

rated as bei.g nearly as important as these three.

Sources of Information

Social Network - Informal Contacts

The great majority of parents (58% TotaL, 65% Rural, 70%'UrtAn) said

that they talk to other parents often (everyday, several times a week, or

once a week). Almost all respondents believe it is helpful to talk to

other parents (71% Total; 95% Rural, 85% Urban).

When asked how many relatives or very close friends they are in

touch wlith regularly, there were clear differences by region. 40% of'the

...iv If

. Rural parents are regularly in contact with 6 to 10 such persons, while only,

(

26% of the.Urban parents are in regular contact with this many persons. .-
.1

Conversely, 29% of the Rural parents are in regular contact with 1 to 5

such persons,. while 41% of the Urban parents are in contact with this

relatively small number.

64
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Over 80% of all respondents reported that there is some person among

their relatives and. close friends withwhom they particularly like to

discuss the samplethild or child-rearing in general.

Media Contact

Responses to the questions asking about the media as sources of

info tion and help indicate that they are not, on the whole, as frequently

used as personal contacts. .Respons are similar across the regions.

Of the different types of reading material asked about, magazines

appear to be the most popular. 45% said that they had read an article

related-to child-rearing in a magazine in recent months. However, only 33%

remembered what the article was about. 30% reported having read a book

related to child-rearing, 26% a newspaper article, and 20% a pamphlet or

newsletter in recent months. In every case, smaller percentages remembered

the subject matter and still fewer had discussed it with anyone else.

Television is evidently amore common source of information than

reading material. 48% of the paren s remembered seeing a program about

children and parents in recent mon s. ,

A majority (56%) of the respondents believe that reading material
0 A

could be made more helpful to parents. 68% believe that television and

radio programs could be made more helpful to parents. Their specific
o

13

suggestions for improvement will be dealt with in future reports.

Knowledge of Local Programs and Services

Parents were asked about different types of programs and services and

whether any of them were available in their county. Respondents who replied

"yes" wet16 then asked to tell about the particular program or agency. Later

we will be able to match names and descriptions of programs volunteered by

respondents with the known programs available.

uv
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Probably more Interesting than those who said "yes" or "no" to

these questions are the number who said they "didn't know". 51% of the

respondents did not know whether there was a program for those interested

in becoming more effective parents, 37% did not know if there were

organizations that\provide for parents.own needs (job-training, interests,

etc.), and 29% did not know whether agcy kind of preparation for parenthood

was available locally. Respondents evidently are most familiar with agencies

or organizations that provide assistance/to families facing difficult

situations; only 12% answered "don't know" to this'qtiestion.
1, I,

Parents were then giver the names of specific programs in their county

which were taken from our survey of local programs and services. The majority

A

of respondents had heard of the majority of these programs and services;

however, less tl%n half claimed any knowledge or familiarity with the majority

of them.

Demographic Information

Finally, a demographic profile of pur Virginia and West Virginia

respondents will be presented;

Education

The parents in this sample were most likely, to report high school

graduation as thei highest level of schooling (47% Total, 53% Rural, 35%

Urban). .However, the Urban respondents #re much more likely to have gone

n beyond high school, to college, or even to a post-graduate level. Those

who have achieved an educational level beyond high school make up 20% of

the Rural parents, but 41% of the Urban parents.

Few respondents re currently attending any school. However, an

i)ointeresting result is o tained when we shift from "Are you or your husband

*



going to school at the present time?", to "Do you or your husband plan to
I \

go back to school in the future?". The percent of respondents replying

"yes" jumps from 6% for the earlier question to 26% for the second question.

This is tru\for both rural and urban respondents. The percent A spouses

who plan to go to school in the future is alto higher than in the present,
4 4

but the difference is not nearly so dramatic as for the respondents.

Yes, Respondent 1Total)

Going to School Presently Plan to go Back to
'School in Future

6%

15

26%

Yes,, Respondent (Rural) 3% 23%

Yes,'Respondent (Urban) 10% 32%

a

Yes,-Spouse (Total) 4% 9%

Yes, Spouse (Ru41) ,5% 9 %\

Yes, Spouse ( Urba\rt). 4% 8%

Religion

Almost all resporidents state that they have a religious preference

(89% Total, 88% Rural, 91% Urban). Most (75%) are Protestants. 48% of the

Rural parents attend religious services once a week or more; 34% of the

Urban parents attend this often.

Race

Of this West Virginia and Virginia sample, 93% are white, 6% are black,

lesi than 1% are Asian, and less than 1% are, Hispanic. Once again, there

is a difference by region.

4

A
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Appalachian Rural Appalachian Urban

., Black - 1% 16%4

Asian .5%

`Hispanic

-cx

White 99%

.3%

Organizational Membership

In regard to the organizations of which the resporident and the spouse

are members, the most striking findirig is the high percentage of each who

belong to no organization. By region, Rural larents are even more likely

to belong to no organization than is true of Urban parents. Urban parents

are,also more likely to belong to a greater number of organizations than

the Rural parent.

Total Number of
Organizations

0

1

2

or more

Total Number of
Organizations

(

Organizational Memberships'of Respondent

Total

33%

28%

21%

15%

. .

Organizational Membersh

Appalachian Rural Appalachian Urban

37%-

31%

21%

9%

of Spouse (Father)

'26%

23%

19%

26%

Total Appalachian Rural Appalachian Urban

43% 45% 40% ".st

28% 33% 19%

13% 14% 11%

13% 9% 22%
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Respondents were more, likely to belong to a AMMO or Parent Advisory
;

Group than any other single type 15(49% Total, 42% Rural, 61% Urban). The

next most common type of membership was church - related (22°1 Total, 20%

Rural, 25%.Urban).
,-.

For the father, the most common type of organizaiiOnal membership

was a Union, Business or Professional Association (27% Totii, 25% Rural,

34% Urban). The next most frequently mentioned memberships were the PTA/PTO/

Parent Advisory and the Lodge' or Civic Association. Urban and Rural parents

responded similarly when asked how often they attended meetings of these

organizations. Approximately 39% attend some,organizational meetings

frequently, once a month or more-

-171,e0161111.

Respondents were then asked whether any
4
of the organizations they

belong to "provide an opportunity to get advice or talk over concerns about

the sample children". 42% of the Rural parents and 44% of the Urban parents

replied "yes". More specific information about just which organizations

and in what ways their programs are helpful will be available later.

III. CONCLUSION

Perceived Needs

A very important inal question asked; "Is there any particular kind

of help for parents that is not available locally; but which ypu feel is

needed?' Overall, 32% of the parents interviewed responded "yes". When

examined by region; it is clear that Rural parents aredmore likely to feel

the need for help that is not available than is true for Urban parents:

39% of the.Rural parents responded "yes"; only 29% of the Urban parents

did so. Those who replied "yes" were then asked to explain what is needed.

This infbrmation will be analyzed later. 4
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Interviewers

The tail sheet contains informatibn about the quality of the interview

from the perspective of the interviewer. Some interesting studies of inter-/

viewer attitudes and affects could be carried out with these data. Of

particular interest will be the explanation of those interviewers (32%)

who said the interview contained "unusual') features.

Concluding Statement
4 yp

an conclusion, this preliminary data analysiS suggests significant

differences between the parenting situations of Rural and Urban parents.

It is also evident that any real understanding of theSe preliminary results

will only be possible after the analysis of the corresponding open-ended

qukStions.

I
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REGIONAL PARENTING SURVEYS: MODEL PARENTING PROGRAMS

Alice M. Spriggs and Paul D. Mays

Overview

The Division of Childhood and Parenting, Appalachia' ducational Laboratory

(AEL), conducted a study of model parenting programs located throughout the seven

member states. This study was conducted as a part of AEL's Regional Parenting

%,- Surveys ich is a major component of the Childhood and Parenting Program.

This report summarizes the purposes, prOcedures, and findings of-the study in

descriptive form. Dissemination plans and us4s of the study are also described.

Purposes. The purposes of the Model Parenting Program studies are: (a) to

,identify, screen and study programs in the Appalachian states that deal with

parenting, (b) to determine the goals of the programs, the populations served

and the extent that other community agencies are involved in order to under-
,

stand the reasons for the favorable impact on parents and children, (c) to

determine how transferable certain pre2grams might be to another population

or locale,,and (d) to provide information to those interested in replicating/

addpting existing programs:or in impro4ing upon existing programs.

Procedures. A variety of prog'iams related to parenting are now operating.

The Community Resources catalogue for any given city in the Appalachian Region

describes programs that are either totally or partially designated parenting

or parent education programs.. lihe smaller communities and rural areas have

OA

far less to offer. However, some form of assistance to parents, though it

may be strictly printed information, is available from the State.DepareMent

of Health andethe State Department of Welfare in each of the states.

As a result of reviewing community resource guides, oontacting key

sf
personnel in agencies, consulting with the DC/P Task Force, the AEL Board,

"74 A
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program directors formerly associated with AEL, and reviewing information

gathered as part of the Regional Parenting Surveys, it becomes evident that

the existing program serve many, different groups with varying needs and

that programs have very diverse goals and objectives. It would b'e impossible

to assess all the programs in operation. Therefore, an attempt was made to

categorize programs using the parenting program classification (see Attachment

I).

Once the major listing of programs by categories had been developed,

additional consultation with the Task Force and AEL Board was carried out to

provide AEL staff more detailed information about the designated programs.

This information, along with geographic location, was then used to narrow

the original list of 90 potential programs to be i terviewed to approximately

30.

An open-ended interviwo-was developed by AEL staff and field tested with

various kinds.of programs in the, local area to check for adequacy, flow of

information and suitability of language and questions(see Attachment II).

This was done primarily'to insure that interviews would not have questions

that might appear to solicit confidential information or be an invasion of

privacy.
r.

After the questionnaire was finalized, two divisional staff conducted

the, interview either by on-site visits or by telephone. ipach interview involved

an initial contact that included d description of the study and a requett for

the contacted program to participate in the complete interview. An appointment
.....1 v

was then set up for the indepth interview, which lasted approximately one half

hour. The intervi 11, allowed considerable latie for the program personnel to

express in their own terms,those things whic thpy thought to be important to

their program and aditributed to its success
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Conclusion. It was possible to complete interviews with twenty of the

potential candidates. The programs studied range from pre-parenting for

middle school sand senior high school students to parenting classes for

adults with children of various ages and stages of development.' Program

Ai range from comprehensive child development to providing specific child

rearing information to adults. The extent of community resource involvement

and the funding' sources vary greatly. These variations are intended to indi-

rate the variety of types, audiences, community resources and funding sources

of programs now operating.

Information obtained from the interviews was synthesized and written

into brief narratives (see pp. 6-57).

Programs surveyed served both4urban and rural families. The majority of

the programs serve adults who are interested in being better parents or

parents who have young children in a program with a mandated parenting

-

component. Thus, the parent education is directed toward the adult and is

often developmental or preventative in nature as opposed to corrective'

or ameliorative. Federal funds are the 'most common source of revenue for

the,programs studied, especially those programs for young children with a
.

,

parenting component. However, the majority of the programs serving adults

operate either on a voluntary contribution basis or withIpommunity resources

and minimum fees to participants. The composition of persons attending the

programs vary. The federally funded programs are targeted td serve educa-

tionally disadvantaged-families. The parenting groups are more often

attended b middle income ttmilies and.indicate difficulty in getting

others to attend (see Attachment'3).

Prograthq serving school age students or prospective parents are

funded by state funds or local school systems. The programs are offered

4,4
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as part of the regular curriculum and tend to be the responsibility of the

assigned teacher. However, support and endorsement of the courses are

evident at the administrative level.

While programs are unique, certain commonalities that attribute 'to their

success are evident. These include: (1) a key person(s),has made a major

commitment to to the program, (2) programs are working in cooperation with pother

agencies, (3) programs have multi-goals in order to meet the needs of a variety

of people, (4) flexibility is exercised in the use of curriculum, location of

courses, format of presentations and other program aspects in order to interest

and involve participants, (5) cost effectiveness such as cooperative purchasing

and shared facilities allow more offerings per budget dollar, and (6) if school
V

based, an experiential component that includes child care is necessary for maxi-

mum learning to occur.

Many of the programs studied are already being replicated ax)d are providing'

technical assistance to others who are attempting to replicate'the model. Others

do not have the staff or funds to provide on-site otechnicall:Nassistance but will

provide printed information or telephone consultation with interested program

personnel.

Dissemination and Uses. The Model Parenting Prograts report will be

disseminatda to the Task Ferce members and to state and local personnel who

are working with parenting programs in the AEL region. The repor, will serve

as a basis for additional studies. Seleeted programs will be studied in more

detail to determine the perceptions of both the parent clients and the program
4 4

4

staff as to the particular program_elements that contribute to their success.

Inquiries will be undertaken to determine which populations do not use these

o
programs or find that the programs do not meet their needs. This information

will serve as a basi ,,for planning services to assist,thosi populations of .

parents with unmet n eds;1
"J:

,

' ,
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Finally, knowledge from the Model Parenting Program Surveys will be used

along with the Regional Parenting Surveys findings to provide consultation

and technical Assistance to state and local eduCators who are attempting to

develop programs for improving school/faMily relations.

ti
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROJECT OF THE CABIN CREEK MEDICAL CENTER

Dawes, West Virginia

The Cabin Creek Medical Center is a primary health care clinic designed to

provide comprehensive health services to residents of the Cabin Creek, West

Virginia area. The Center operates four "special projects" designed to meet

the special needs of a specific group of people. One of these is the Child

Development Project.

The Gild Development Project was the first special interest developed

,into'a program format and implemented by the Cabin Creek Health Association.

This occurred because of a particular concern by the board of directors about

the health and welfare of children in the area.

In the summer of 1976, the Child Development Project sought and obtained

funding from the.Robert Wood Johnson Foundation., The overall goal of the

project has been to provide compreherfsive medical and educational services to

preschool children. These services have been provided within the medical

center and in the home. The project was initially envisioned as an outreach

4014'

project for children under the age of two but was later eended to include

children under the age of six and their families. Future goals include

expanding the program to include children up through age eleven and working

wit area schools*to increase their services to chiar-en.

The services now provided are: (1) home services to participa

Children including social services, health,education, infant stimulation,

and developmental screening, (2) immunization tracking, (3) coordination,of

Well Child Care Day which provides developmental screening and health eauca-

lion for children, and (4) provision of educational materials on, parenting,

child development and other related tcpics.

k
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The Child Developp.ent Project staff consists of a child development

specialist, a community outreach worker and a part-time registered nurse.

The child development specialist must have a master's degree in child develop-

ment or a related social services field. The community outreac worker is a

local person who is trusted in the community. She accompanies the nurse on

home visits and also makes home visits to provide developmental experiences

and educational materials to the child and the famiay. The nurse is provided

by WVU School of Nursing.
S

This programs serves both children and adults in a developmental/preventative

way. While the children are the most direct object of certain services such as

health care, the parents are provided educational services at the same tince.

The principal source of funding for%the project has been a three year

grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundatia. The grant period having come

to an end, the CCHC has contracted with thelWV State Department 'of Health to

continue this project. The proposed plan to provide these services is to employ

a services coordinator/tracker for not only child de7lopment but all other

;/

coordanation tracking.

The Clinic works in cooperation with many agencies, including Shawnee

Hills, WIC (Women, Infants and Children), Family S ces, and the 'Crippled

Children's Program with the liepartment-of Welfare. Funding is provided by

the National Health Service Corps, United Mine Worker'Insurance,, WV Dept.

of Welfare, WV Dept. of Health, Medicare and the Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation.

lication of this type program ids possible. However, such a Program is
I

very costly and outside funding is necessary because the program is service

delivery and not self- supporting.` The funding that made this project possible

s

was Private foundation monies for implementation and services. The program

has been, successful enough to receive a contract from the WV state Dept. of
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Health. The Cabin Cre k Medical Centet!provides comprehensive care td'a very

rural area and the Center fills a variety of needs in the community.

Source:
.4

Maigarei Light, Administrator
Cabin Creek Health Center
Dawes, West Virginia

I
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CONCERNED PARENT INFORMATION MEETING

AND PARENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Saegertown, Pennsylvania

9

Concerns of parents, teachers and the principal have led to the formation

of two groups, the Concerned Parent Informaion Meeting and the Parent Advisory

Committee, at Saegertown Middle School. The school had had a PTA that folded

from a, lack of interest and disagreement with the PTA's philosophy. However,

the parents wanted to be involved in the school's operation and offer the

school support. Therefore, a group of teachers and parents committed to4the

school formed a committee and set up guidelines for parent and community input

to the school.

Out of committee's planning evolved two groups: (1) an Advisory Committee

and (2) a Concerned Parent Information Meeting. The Advisory Committee is
0

limited in membership to one parerinper township, five faculty, representatives

and the principal. This group meets once a Month, serves in an advisory capa-

city to the principal and plans the Concerned Parent Informatidn Meeting which

is held later in the month. TheConcerned Parent Information Meeting is open
a

to the public but primarily attended by parents with children in the school.

- # s
Each meeting deal primarily with_an area of interest or concern to parents.

4,
, 4

i

Some of the topi s dealt with thus lar, include transportation, grading system,
.

curriculum, and familiarization with theeaculty. The group also provides

'resources to the ichool. For instance, career education and non-traditional

work role programs are planned and provided by the group. Parents come to

the classes and discuss their occupations or occupations within the4 career
g.

1area, serving as a resource tt the schoo and as a role model to the ,children.
.

, /

Members of the group also serve a$ aides in the school, organize and chaperone

. %
.

after Ochool parties and serve on committees to involve parents in the program.
,

v.

(4' ,10 . /
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*
One of the future goals of the program is to involve parents in daily classroom

activities.

The overall goal of the program is to provide a supportive and united parent-
,

sr

school relationship that will provide the best possible educational climate for

the children in'the school.- The program is viewed as developmental, one from

4L
which the ramificagions willbe seen at a later time.

This program has been in operation for just over one year and is still in

the formative stages. Holkever, the program resulted from the perceived need by
p-of

a number of parents and faculty that home-school support is beneficial to all

involved parties. All personS involved participate on a vplunteer.basis. A

crucial feature is the time 4vold and the willingness to give time to theve
f

program. One or two dery cnuiitted individuals are needed in order to success-

41IF .

iully carry out this t§e program. ,Cooperation and commitment from the principal

of the school are also key elements to its'success

This program, while very new, has been-able t9ibAhg about parent involve-
- ,.%7V..

ment in an areawhere it had not existed for years. .
444

The program can be replicated in,any school system desiring-similar

. involvement of, parents. The key felres for replication are described above,
#

- , .

i.e., attitudes of scllool, commitment of time bykey faculty
,

and °a few parents,
, .0 .

and a need and desire of parents to work with the school. to provide the best
. .: AB

possible support system for their children.

Source:

DonnanStoicovy, Principal
. Saegertown Middle School

Saegertown, PA 16433

ff;
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EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM OF SHAWNEE HILLS COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Charleston, West Virginia

The Mental Re rdation Component of the Shawnee Hills Community Mental

Health'operates a Day Training Center for mentally retarded and physically

handicapped children. The Early Intervention Program resulted from the

recognition that children would'benefit if services were provided froM the

time of birth rather than waiting until' the child may have suffered permanent

damages.

This program is designed to serve families of developmentally delayed

- infants from birth'to three years old who have physical,handicaps, birth

defects, seizure disorders, traumas, or have been identified at high risk

children such as prez ure births. Referrals to the program come from

physicians, pediatricians and pediatric neurologists. The child is brought

to the Center and thoroughly evaluated by a team composed of a speech path-

1 N
olo4ist,.physical therapist, child development specialist and home trainer.

The team then develops an educational plan forothe child that will be carried

out in the home by the parents. The home trainer goes into the home to teach

the family how to work with the child.

A preschool class also meets once a week. The objective of the class

is to encourage children to communicate and socialize with children of their

own age group as well a$ to help the parent and child overcome the experience.,

of separation from each other, often for the first time. During the preschool
410114

class, the parents observe the children on close circuit television in order

tb learn additional techniques from the teacher:

Another component of the program observed by parents is language group.

Its purpose is to give additional stimulation to youngsters delayed in either

VIP
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receptiVe and/or expressive language skills. It provides a structural

'situation which encourages children to use verbal responses during

story, timey snack, tithe, and concept building time.

The program is primarily a training program for parents of handicapped

children. The overall goal.of the project is to give parents the confidence

dn themselves that theyaNigoing to have to have in, order to,he the most

effective parent(s). This is done by providing parents with the skills

and Abilities needed to teach the child. By usiq, these skills, the

parents will pr'event delays and damages that cannoe permanent or difficult

to overcome. Parents are responsible for nearly all the aqtivitiesre5,9a,

mended by the professionals. Therefore, the program serves children.

indirectly and.iedevelopmental/preventative in nature,
,

*
Several professionals with specific eXpertise are needed to operate

the program effectively. The program director should have a master's

degree in counseling or special education and the lead teacher a degree

in psychology or related area. Other crucial staff positions are degreed'
0

people physical therapy and speech Pathology. Very important to the

success of the prograth are the paraprofessional home trainers. These

people must be,sensi to the needs of parents and know"how to deal
110

with people. The home tainers are hired primarily on their interpersonal

skills,and extensive,on the job training is prbvided.

S.
.The program works cooperatively with the pediatricians, pediatric'

neurologist and physician* inkthe area 'for feferral and follow-up services.

The referring physician/receives a cop' of the Early Intervention Progfam's

evaluation and home traininFlOn. The-Crippled Children's Center Eirovides

a staff person to do audiglogical (impedance) screening. Cooperation and

k.)
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sharing Of'serAces with other components dk the. Shawnee Hills Mental

H,ealt Center is a regular feature of the program.
V .

The Shawnee Hills Community Mental Health Center, a private, non

profit corporation, is a comprehensive service delivery organization

serving citizens of all ages in four West Virginia counties. The families

in the Early Intervention Program fall intot.Title XX eligibility for

developmentally disabled.

The program does not have a formal evaluation procedure. Shawnee
O

Hills is now working on program evaluation plans. ,Quarterly reports

indicating numbers of participa ts, trends noticed and services provided

are written to meet federal guidelines. This information is also provided

to the funding, source.

This program requires 'umbrella of an agency for replication. /Me

expertise needed,to-successfully operate t1- e.program is expensive and

often must be used by two owore progrgMs inHa larger agency in order
,,-- 4

.v . . . 41-

to afford the staff needed. This program could be replicated by an

existing service agenty that is operating preschool programsbut is not

I J.
providing services beginning at birth. Some additional staff and sharing

of responsibilties wouldallow for downward extension of 'already existing

prog

Source:

4

Kathy Higgins, Director ,

Early Intervention program ,

, Shawnee Hills Mental Health Center
Charleston, West Virginia ' 4,

s=i Lj
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EXTENDED DAY CARE.PROG!1AM

Falls Church, Virginia

Falls Church Public Schools, through its Office of Community Education,

has operated before and after school day care program for elementa;y-a(N

youth for the past five years. The program is designed to provide quality

day care for children of working parents. A parents' advisory board helps

govern the program. Fees paid by parents on a sliding scale are the sole

source of support, although the school provides several services including

busing, payroll and purchasing, liability coverage, and general administration.

. The progtam came into existence in 1975 when a City Council-created

Commission on Child Care Needs in Falls Church determined through a survey

that there was a considerable need for before and after school care of

elementary school children. The group entered into an agreement whe by

the school system' would administer the program with City Council ageing

to pay some start-up costs and to,make up any first-year 'deficits. The

program began in October 1975 with one center, 27 students and three
or,

counselors. The program now has three centers, 105-students and 10 staff

. members:

A

e'purpose of the progam is to provide quality, supervised before

fter school care for elementary age children whose parentg are

employ d outside the home, ard incapacitated or are absent from the home

k.

due "to o r circumstances. .HanAicapped children are, also eligible%

The Exte ded Day Care Program occupIT a unique position within the

organizatio 1 fram 'ework of the school system. The schools provide class- ,

room space, use of facilities.such as

schools, insurancecoverage, purchasi

;es and gyms, bu0ng between
6

and payroll services and ?en@ral

assistance from Ale Office of Community Education. Beyond the many,i.n-kind

lk

410
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services, the program is completely sslf-supporting through fees.

The program is basically administered by the Extended Day Care Advisory

Board, a group composed of two parents from each of the participating sch9ols,

including the CAtholic school in the community. The Board provides basic

N
policy for the administration of the program, subject to approVal of the

1 a
School Board. In practice, however, the School Board is involved only'in

special situations and-in matters of personnel. Since the School Board

is required by law to appoint all school persondel, the Advisory Board

S^

refers all_Personnel appointments to the School Board for approval.

Initially, a head counselor at each center implemented policy and

ran the program. As the program grew, it was necessary to hire an admini-

strator as a part -time employee to run the program. This Program Administrator

supervise's the day care operation on a day-to-day basis and is the administra-
.

tivearm of the Advisory Board. Each of the three centers has a head counselor
4

(college degree) who runs each particular program. Under each head counselor

are one IO three other counselors, depending on the number of students. The
/

school principal aids in the coordination of the program with the school in

the areas of space utilization and custodial schedules.

The,program consists primarily of a combination of recreational activities

cluding free ,play, organized games and sports, board games, arts and clOafts,

and special activiti,es such as field trips and parties. Snacks are served in

the afternoon. The program also operates on non -major holidays, vacation

periods including summer, and, other days when schools cl,se--snow days,

teachlr professional days, etc.

the summer, the program,operates in cooperation witli*the Recreational.

Oepar ent's playground program. !Summer staff is hired separa ely from the

School year program.

ve,
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3,4

In summary,-,the program is a collaborative home-school effort that grew

Out of a community need and the actions of ,some parent's: It can be replicated

by other communities where there is the'commitment by the parents and the

school system to meet an ever - increasing needfi.e., before and after school

care for elementary age school children.

Source: '

Ms. Nancy .Beach, Director
Community Education
Falls Church Public Schools
7124 Leesburg Pike 4

Falls Church, VA 22043
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THE FAMILY EDUCATION CENTER

17

St. Albans, West Vi ginia

The Dreikurs Family Education Center is community oriented non-profit

I

organization in Charleston, West Virginia. Its purpose is to, help parents

find affective ways to develop more positive and satisfying parent-child

relationships. The Center. is Operated totally by volunteer staff who have

received extensivektrainingin the Dreikur,E philosophy.

. *
The local- center begin operating about five year ago when Dr. Mansford

Sonstegerd started the Family Education Center for practicum experiences for

graduate students 6 West Virginia College,,..of Graduate Studies. Dr. tonstegard

has started many groups throughout the country that are bead in Adlerian theory.

The goals of the Family Education Center are to enable parents to become

actively involved in:

Identifying ways in which they and their children have been interacting

together in both effective and ineffectiv4 ways.

Learning alternative parenting skills that m y prevent minor and typical.

4 troublesome situations frop developing into ore serious behavior problems.

-.-

Sharing experiences of common4concern to al], parents.
$

tc
;

Fostering mutual repect, cooperation, responsibility, and self-reliande '4,.._

among all members of their family., 4

These goals afe attained through training as outlined in Children: The Challenge

by Rudolf Dreikurs.

4
The staff consists of a group of M.S. degree counselors and well trained:,,

paraprofessional parents.' The local staff is trained and assisted by Dr. Mansford

Sonstegad, professor of counselil)g at WVCOdS.'

The emphasis at the Center is on preventive measures based on the principals',_

of Individual Psychology A developed by lfred Adler and Rudolph Dreikurs. t,
P'

it
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Here, the child is seen as responsible for hit actions. Parents as well as

\\children are considered to have rights, and the so ution to all family diffi-

culties is found in the law of social li144.ng which states that all (people are

s\-r. equal. Parents
Sit
need to know how to motivate the child-to cooperate, to respect

order, and share responsibilities

The services provided are for parents of children of all ages arid are

.1 considered pieventative in nature. Parents are actively involved in the 8-10

4

U

week courses which-meet one time per week. Pdrents are involved in the following

ways:

1. Parents learn to help one another. Personal problems are not discusted,
only those problems that are common to most famits...

.q 2. Parents, through interviews conducted by a trained counselor with both
parents and children, are 'furnished "specific" suggestions designed to
improve not only problems with an individual child, but the relationship
between-all members of the family.

3. Parents and interested persons come to learn and discuss ideas about
children's behavior. Parents learn Why kids do what they do--and what
to do about it. A

-4. Follow-up sessions *Ee scheduled, at which time progress is reviewed
and further guidance is given if found to be needed.

5.. A supervited playroom is maintained for the children of the families
that are attending the counseling sessions. Added insight iso1;tained
in this type of setting by observing the interactions between the chil-
dren and the persons maintaining the playroom.

The primary target aUdieaQg the Family Education Cenber'is parents

interested irT find,ing effective Ways to develop more positive and satisfying

parent-child relationships. However, the Family Education Center is of value
.

a

professions" as well - teachers, counselors, youth

workers/ nurses, or any adult who wants to tnder-

to persons in the "helping

leaders, ministers, social

stand rand communicate mo# effectively with children.

Anyone may attend the family education sessions. Padits are encouraged

td `attend as observers at least once before scheduling to be counseled. Many
.

o
Ot
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parents gain greater insight into their own family situation by attending the

session.

The Center works cooperatively, with the Hehrt'& Hand House in South

Charleston. The, House provides free office space for the Family Education

Center. Churches and community centers in the area provide free meeting

vtes. A fee of $5 is charged to persons attending the classes. This fee

covers the courses, materials and child care. -,

No formal evaluation of the parenting groups is conducted. However,

follow-up sessions for participants areheld to tjy to determine what impact

the has made on participants. Also participants tend to attend addi-
-L

tional ssions bn other issues related to parenting conducted by the Family'

Education Center.

Similar parenting groups can be started by an interested group of parents.

However, the parents need a group leader who is trained in how to deal with

groups. It is not important that the group have expertise in the

material because the idea is that the group 1 together and helps learn

in occur., Therefore, a group can be est shed by a person who has

de eloped interpersonal and group leadership .kills. This can be accomplishe

n groups and by consultation with experienced group leaders and/or experts

in the Adlerian theory. Most typicakly group leaders are parents who have

'an interest in learning more about being a better parent.

Source:

41. Lee Anne Kenny
Youth Services Office
Hans ford Community Center

6th Ayenue e

St. Albans, WV
It
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THE FAMILY LIFE RESOURCE CENTER, INC.

Huntington, West Virginia

The Family Life ReSource.Center, is a non-profit, multi-faceted organize-
.

tion meeting community needs in Huntington, West Virginia. 'The Center was

founddd in 1976 by Eleanor Moser through gifts and volunteer services.
a

Having positive relations with other organizations in the community

hav'been a key to the success of the program. For example, during the

first three years of operation the YMCA provided space to the Center free
9

of charge and Marshall University faculty members serve on the board and

The goal, of the Center is education in'the areas of parenting, self-
ti

help, and guidance cdiinseling and referral. The Center also serves as.
, 4.* e',

an agent for identifying and encouraging exchange of information among

various agencies in the Fommun ity. In addition to these primary concerns,

related area considered to be of major importance incl3e the training
S .

of others in establis?iing family life resource centers, and increasing

Community awareness,of resources which are available for persons concerned

It ,witti the gk ility of family living.

The Ce nter has a wide variety,of services and programs emphasizing

,

crises prevention throUgh family life education. For example, classes

for single parents and adolescent,, parents are held. The Adolescent

Parenting Class emphasizes effective parenting and career development,

but also deals with such concerns as meal planning and budgeting. The
...

. -

Single Parent Class is structured around a

.

nPeds Asedsment sheet which

is completed by every attendee at the first class. After the general
. .

1
\

session which dpals with personal money management, the series is

ff
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divided into six sessions which focus on the topics indicated inithe needs
r,

assessment. In addition, farticipants are counseled on an individual basis

if the topic which. they priortized highly was not identified by the group

as,a whole. Both the Adolescent Parenting Class and the Single Parenting
°

Class eMphd.size problem,solving techniques.

Parenting workshops' dealing particularly with parenting skills and
. .

practical living skills are herd on a regular basis. .,These classes help

participant's identify'some of.the concerns of daily living, whether it be

personal inter-relations within the family; finances, being an in firmed

A
consumer, discipline or the role of emotions in parenting.

The Center has aided in the formation and sponsorship of self-help

groups. Examples include Parent Anonymous (dealing with child abuse and

neglect), Candlelighters (parents who have children with cancer or have

died from cancer), and groups that provide,self-help and shelter for

battered women.
4%.

O

The Center periodically hold meetings at which members of professional

organizations, judges, representatives of social service agencies and others

address themselves to various issues such as available resources, project

funding, new legislation or other relevant topics.

The Center was highlighted as one of eight examples of innovative family

work in a national program package focusing on family life in YMCA's all

over the United States. There is anagreetent that the center provides a

resource in family life which is quite different from anything offered in

the. local YMCA and together the two agencies supplement each other and

4 ,make a substantial contribution to the community. The Center is an agency

4 of the local United Way and'has been designated as a demonstration project

o _

()
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for the. Appalachian Regional Commissiori (1). The Board of Directors

has now appointed a special committee to give leadership to location of

.

fpnding'sources from various government agencies and private foundations.
. .

0
A program o this type. can be replicated in other communities. The

key element is commitment from a few dedicated people. This program was'

started 161 the formation of a board'gathered under the leadership of one

individual who not only 'volunteered her time as an executive but also

contributed her Own personal professional as a nucleus of the

resources. 1

The staff of the\Family Life Resource Center is amenable for consult-
.

ation and training and is preparing a resource package for dissemination on

how toestablish a family life resource center.
.y,

Source:

Eleanor Moser, M.A.
Family Life Resource Center, Inc.
Suite 601 6
.1139 Fourth Avenue
Huntington, West Virginia 25702

vti
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F0pgT MIDDLE SCHOOL FEED PROJECT OF OWENSBORO INDEPENDENT SCHOOL

.0wensboro, Kentucky

The Facilitative Environments Encouraging Development (FEED) Project

'Is one of the Practical Arts cluster courses presented'to eighth grade

students'at Foust Middle School, Owensboro, Kentucky. The course is a.'

nine-week session ii child. development that includes actual care giving

practice in a variety of hildcare centers.,

The program staike in 1976 as a unit in the general home economics

curriculum thag incl ded some work in child care career education. The

N
teacher began researchipg student contacts wit ,chi and learned about

ti

the Exploring Childhood materials and the FEED Project. T1 Foust School

P

was selected by Indiana University in 1976 to becaMe a field test site

for the materials.
Sro:

14,

The goals-of this program are to provide students with child deVelop-

ment information, an understanding of the responsibilities of'parenting,

/.

,

and information and exposure to child development careers., This done

through a combined classroom and field.eXperienceapproach.

The project is staffed byonettlicheF'who has an Education Specialist

(Ed.S) degree, considerlble teaching experience and a great deal of enthusiasm

for the approach. One teacher's aide' was part of the staff during the first

'four years, but this position has been eliminated with cuts in'funds. The

same teacher has operated the program the entire time it has been in the

sdhoal system. .The teacher is respons4le'for all aspects of the prograts.

She teaches all in-class sessions and is responsible for locating field .

sitesand fitld site teachers. Each yearapproximktely 20 field sites are

" ogay,

involved in the aCtivities. These.include daycare Centers, Head Start '-

1.1
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classes, public kindergartens, church related-nurseries, hospitals, and

programs for physically and mentally handicapped children. FEED Project

students are transported to and from the field site in schooli buses..

Students who are interested in child care careers and are also-

prospective parents are the target of the program. The school require

that all eighthgrade students, who can be scheduled, participate in this

exposure unless an extenuating circumstance exists. The program is

preventative in nature because the students are not yet parents. Skills"._

knowledge and attitudes toward.parenting' and young children will allow

the participating students to make more enlightened decisions about

their relationships with children.

The selection and retention of field test sites is crucial to providing

the experiential component of this programs. The impression made by the

teacher and the student determine whether field site teachers participate

because there is no additional salary or stipend for the field site partici-

pants. Their commitment to the purposes of, the project and the small amount

of assistance by the students are the, only rewards to the sites,

The principal source of funding for the project are the local funds

for teacher salary and bus service and a small amount of state funds

because it is a vocational program. The funds are adequate for, operating

the class but the loss of a teacher's aide will negatively impact on the

project. No fees are involved because this class is part of the public

school curriculum.
lon

The program was originally evaluated by the Indiana University

evaluator who published the findings., An IU evaluator is now doing a

follow-up study of the students who participated'in the original program.:

These findings have not been published.

0'
tri
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The project is very transferable and has been implemented by various

other schools. The Foust 'faculty ,now have a slide and video presentation

that enables t,nem to show what is happeing in Owensboro toj_ntereAed

groups throughObt the U. S. The program can be placed in a variety of,

Curriculum areas such as social studies, home economics, or career

education. It can be offered over nine or eighteen weeks, or modified

to meet other time frames. The key to adoption or replication is a

dedicated, experienced teacher With considerable enthusiasm for the

kprogram This must be backed up by school administrators and a princi-,

pal with a great deal of autonomy who are supportive of the project,

the teacher and the curriculum.

Source:

Nancy Erickson
Foust Middle School
601 Foust Avenue
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

4'
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GARNET SCHOOt AGE MOTHER'S PROGRAM

Charleston, West Virginia

School, age mothers or prospective mothers in Kanawha County publiC

schools have the option of attending their regular attendance school or

participating "in the the Garnet School Age Mother's,Program. Students

in the Garnet'Program participate in a regular curriculm and are carried

in the enrollment of their home school. In addition, students_ participate

in.a family living class anr'"a'parenting skills class two hours per wok.

The program is operated by the Special Education Division, Home Bound

Instruction Department of Kanawha County Schools. The primary objective

of the program is_to provide a regular, continuing'education to, pregnant

teenagers or young mothers. Students receive instructiontin all required

junior high and senior high school subjects and in electffies such as

business courses; home economics; and advanced math and sciences. Stdaents

normally return to their home school the semester following delivery of the
111

baby.

The prOgram is in its eighth year of operation.° The. staff consists

of one full time lead teacher who teaches English and Social Studies and

a full time social worker. The remainder of the staff consists of teachers

from other Kanawha Count0Schools, co unty health nurses and various resource

persons.. CAll teachers are degreed and are employees of the local school

system. The program,aNitinistrator is the Director of Special Education for

. Kklawha County Schools and the progrgm is funded by the school system/

The program serves approximately,50 students per year, a minority of

those eligible to participate. Other pregnant students continue in their

home schools or drop out of school.

9

ft
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4

Garnet staff feel the program has unique features which are beneficial
. ,

to the enrollees. The babies may be brought to school if the mother does

not have anyone to care for tfi. child at home. Uniqueness of the,students'

.0.24
situations can be shared and discussed. A positive attitude of staff and

-

other students is supportiv4e to the students. Most of.theae students
f

have decided to keep the baby, and concrete information regarding child

care, nutritiop, health, and safety is provided the prqspective mothers.
-

'

A great deal of information/education included,in this program vuld

14 t , ,'
,

be beneficial to all teenagers and prospective parents and it is not

av4lable to them now in this area '

Source:

George Ann Ferris
Bonnie Wagey
Garnet School
422 Dickinson Street
Charlestori, West Virginia

c4.

.40 , .11P
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GROWING TREE PRESCHOOL'`

Webster Springs, West Virginia

The Growing Tree Preschool is a cooperative nursery school in

Webster Springs, West Virginia. The program was established by the

current director who also serves as the teacher. After) determining a

r.

need)existed in this rural county for children, the director studied

a number of programs in Charlottesville, Virginia, and decided that the

Parent Cooperative Nursery School was the best model to replicate. The

school was originally established in Upper Glade, the population center,.
r9

of the area to be served. However, after one year, it was evident that

the majority f theoiochildren attending the program werekrom the town

of Webster Springs. The school was moved to a church in the town.

The preschedd operates from September through November and ,from March

through May becguse of severe winter weather. Children age two and older

are eligible for enrollment. The school is supported totally by tuition

and parent involvement. A.criteria foY enrollment is a pledge that the
A

parent will participate in the program a specified number of hours each

month. A few children may enroll whose parents cannot participate. The

parent participation is designed to fulfill two goals:

(1) to allow the preschool to operate with only one salaried employee,

thus keeping enrollment fees low; and

I

(2) co allow the parent to observe child development, and become familiar

f-

with and carry out appropriate learning activities with yoUngohildren

so that they may be better teachers of their own child at home.

The program is basically an educational program for children and could
- ",T

Be classified for developmentally aged two- to five - year -Cads. The teacher //'

1 0 :
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has a master's degree iri early childhood education but the program is highly

depenylent upon the inVolvementof the parents. Two to five parents partici-
-

pate in the clessroom at each session. A home-school newsletter goes to

the parent every two weeks. 4Thi6- letter includes a Talk About Page, which

describes the current classroom activities and suggests related home

activities.

The Glowing Tree Preschool
r

with a Boardof Directors. All

program'is evaluated informally

is operated by tht director in cooperation
L

financial support comes kromtuition. The

by the director who'sends a detailed

.
questionnaire.to the parents.at the end of each gemester'.* The suggestions

glare used, to make changes or modifications in the program. The progfam has
ty

received a considerable amount of favorable nefaspape'r coverage throughout

1 4
the area:,

A

The l&ogram can be replicated quite easily if the appropriate teacher/

direiptor is available. One person trained in.child development or early

a
childhood education is required to offer the educational component of the

progrme.. This particular director replicated the program in a ly rural

area after observing the program operating.in an urban area, with highly

. educated parents. Therefbre, the approach can be used with a variety of

parents.

Source:

Jacque Williams,; Director

Growing Tree Preschbol

Route.4,,,,Box 2O

WebSter'Springs, West Virginia 26288
,
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HOME BASED EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM OF THE`

CLINCH-POWELL pliCATIONAL*OOPERATIVE

TazeWell, Tennessee"

+-

Edudation beg/ns at home and parents are the first- and most

teachers of young children. This is the basic philosophy of the

Early Childhood Education program loped by the.clinch-Powell

Coop erative. It began providing services in 1971 to three, four

year old children in f9ur rural counties in East Tennessee.'

The goals of the home based program are:

important

Home Based

Educational

and five

(1) to involve parents directly in the full development of their own
children,

'1%;

(2) 0, help Igarents strengthen their capaaity for facilitating the
overall development of their children,

(3) to del iver comprehensive services to children and parents, or
substitute parents, forwhOp a center-based program is not

,$,
feasible

The, program consists of three -related components: .(1) home visitation,

k
(2) group experience' for children, and (3) coordinated curriculum. The home

visitation domponent is considered the most importantelement of the approach.

These visits are conducted once each week in the homes of each child in the

program and la t approximately one hour. The home visitor cl`livers materials

to the home ich consists 9f: (1) *formation on how to improve parenting

skills and (2) daily educational activities which the pa'rent and, child could

The home visitor explains the material to the parent, and when

onstr- ates the educational' activities. The home visitc.Tay also"

other services such as referralS to social service agencies, public

do togeth

needed,

provide
I

health nd?se, and county welfare agencies.

r

lass om type exPriences are provided for the children by a teacher',

avels to selected locations to hold one-half day per week classes.

10
Li

0.



'practice in sharinp and working together.

lahese experiencps provide an opportunity for social growth by giving children
.

.,

.

11
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.

This program cie into being in 1971 as a replication/adaption of the

Home Oriented Prechool Education (HOPE) approach to early childhood education.

The original funding source was the U.S. Office of Education. This money is

now supplemented,by some Head Start money and state furlds. "Captain Kangaroo".

was used as the third television component of theprogram fitr several years.

Staff wrote viewing guide d educatillnal activities to accompany the tele-

,.

vision program to use at Clinch- owell and at other'sites using the home based-

approach. This component has been replaced over time by the curriculum materials.

?

In 1973, Clinch-Powell became a Home Start Training Center with fUnds from

,the Administration for Children, Youth & Families (ACYF). Training and.teChnical_

assistance can be provided to parties interested in replicating the model. These

sessions are conducted severalctimes each year in Knoxville, Tennessee. Trainees

,may receiye undergraduate or graduate credit from an accredited Tennessee Univer-
A

sity for participating in the workshop.

In 1977, theJoint Dissemination Review Panel approved The model as being

one which is examptary and worthy of implementation by school systems and

other educatiodal agencies. The program is now a functioning member of the

N ?tibnal Diffusion Network.

Source:,

Dry William Locke Executive Director
Clinch-Powell Educational Cooperative

V. 0. Box 279
Tazewell, TN .S7879

4

5
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HOME-SCHOOL-COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT OF DOTHAN CITY SCHOOLS

Dothan, Alabama

The Home-School-Community Involvement Program in the Dothan, Alabama

;City School System has reduced the number of student suspensions from 878

in,1976-77 to telAn 1978-79. This success has been achieved by designing

an alternative school prog ram that helps children with serious discipl inary

problems within the school system.

Prior tp 1976, suspension of students with behavior problems. was

frequently used as a disciplinary measure by administrators in the schools,

For the next-year, however, the director of instruction, along with teachers

and administrators, proposed an alternative program. The new approach was

' aimed at deterring inappropriate behaliioewhile keepimithe offenders in a

normal school setting.
a

O

T he specific goals of the program are:

(1) To modify the behavior of delinquent' students in such a way as to

"allow them to function successfully in the regular classroom,

(2) To provide students
,

with an opportunity to better understand the

nature of their personal problems through individual and group

counseling,

(3) To enable parents of.target students to acquire a better understand-

,

ing of the child's needs,

(4) To make parents of target students aware of the efforts made in theme

school program to meet the child's1 needsk. and

(5) To formulate a,solution to the .student's behavior prob141 thrOligh

conferences of all concerned--the parent(s), teacher, counselor and

student.
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Every-student in the Dothan system is eligible for referral to the alterna-

tive program, including excqtional students. Regular classroom and special

education teachers refer students to the program when they,are unable to deal

with the Student's Classroom behavior. The alternative program is centrally

located and is housed in a school building adjacent to the systeM's administra-

tive Offices. Parents are responsible for transporting the children to and from

school:

Originally counselors rrked,only with.S.Eudents Who were'referred to the

alternative school. The counseling service has expanded so th9t eachschool

9

has a counselor on staff to work with both students and parents. Individual

and grOup counseling is available to all children and pAents in the school.

However, once the child has been referred to the alternative school, counseling

is mandatory for the child and the' parent: Parents must participate in an

entrance and exit conference. A series of.seminars using the Systematic

Training for Effective Paretting (STEP) materials is attended by the parents
9

in order to help the parents leafn how to deal their child.
4

The program also operates an AdviSory/AdviSee (AA) component in the middle

and high school. A highly trained teacher'works on a one to ten ratio with

targeted students and their parents, primarily i.qh the goal of helping the

parents keep the child in school.

At the senior high level, a "Sunshine, Call" program is being,piloted.

0 This consists of the school calling each parent at least twice a year with

ap affirmative report about the students. This approach is being very

positively received by parents oftochildren in the school system.

The aogram staff consists of a Rroject DireCtor, Alternative Teacher

and ten Counselors. The Project Director must be skilled in crisis inter-

vention counseling and the Counselors must hold Alabama Elementary Certifi-

cates, have experience in blementary,teaohing and counseling and psychological
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training. The Alternatiye Teacher must be a certified, experienced teacher.

who is stable, stern and consistent with ostudents. All personnel are hired on,
the basis of their reputationoas disciplinarians and their, capability for

,..

relating to students, irrespective of their areas of acadepio certification.
.

. e''

A' major reason for the success of the alternative school is'the involvement
1

e e . . .

with both the home and community. The program has an excellent working relation=
.

ship with juvenile court authorities. Children rarely need to be referred to

juvenile court. However, when need does arise, court officials are very support-

ive of.the school's recommendations. The program also works closely with the

Mental Health Clinic, the Exceptional Child.Center and the local hospital.

Referral rates demonstrates the program's success. During each sch6O1 year

eighty-three percent of the students referred to the program have not returned.
a

This has been true for each of the four years of existence.

The evaluation of the program has been conducted by the principals and

counselors. These have been informal questionnres as well as stat istical
409

figures that document referrals, placeme4 of students, parental participation ,-

etc. The information-has been used to meet ESAA reguirements and for local

planning purposes.
. .

The program can be replicated where the school administration has a commit-
.,

ment to deterring. inappropriate behavior while keeping offenders in a normal

school setting.. Staffing,' facility and funds to carry out the project are

needed. A project director skilled in criseg'intervention and the ability to

work with a variety of, people and agencies is dedessery to implement and super-

vise the protect.

Source:a

Carolyn Ballard
ESAA Project Director
Dothan City Schools

,Dothan, Alabama

.0'

111 ,
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METROPOLITAN HOME AND FAMILY LIFE PROGRAM

Columbus,Ohio

The Metropolitan Home:And Family Life Program of Columbus, Ohio

came into being as a result of the Disadvantaged Act of l918 which

provided funding for agencies toprovide special programs for the low

0

35

income population. The'State Department of Vocational Education and
.

a.
the Coldmbus Public Schools with cooperation from the Columbus Metro-.

politan Housing Assumed the responsibility for developing and implementing

the program. .

,..
.1,

The goals of the program are (1) to enrich the quality of family life,"
* 0

(2) to make parents aware of the importance gf.their role as the child's

first teacher, (3) to help parents develop a positive self-image and to

improve, the quality of family life for families in the area, and:(4),to

improve the welfare of infants and toddlers through educating the'parents

An*proppr child care.

A variety of courses are provided to the parents in neighborhood

centers, community houses and schools throughout the city. Atpresent

free clASSes are Offeked in family living, sewing, budgeting, nutrition,

4

parenting, furtiiture upholstery, foods and fitness, and parent and

child interaction. The courses provide information and sOcialization

experience for the participants.. , u . 1...

p

.-.

,

The staff consists of ,a a superVisor who is responsible for administering 4, ,

.--

,
. -

,

0

the progrAM, curriculum deyelopment, staffing, and evaluation. The staff

t'

inciudes.an infant st imulation coordinator, a public relations/media

person, seven part time teachers, four general educational'aides, and

4.
four home vi sitors, also aides. Certified teach s conduct the regular

g.

.r
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Class sessions and the educational aides provide classroom assistance

to the participants. The home visitors.go into the home and work with

the parents on an indlvidlial

A great deal of coordination with other agencies is a strength of

this progam. The State Department encourages cooperation with children
r

.services, family counseling, welfare, community houses, hospitals, and.

sHead Start:

The funding ratio is 90 pertent federal and 10 percent local money

and is for low income families only. The di/lector does not feel that

the budget is adequate because they are unable to expand and the para -,

professional staff's hours are now being cut back due to an hourly salary

1

.increase. Participation of the target group has been very high. The

director contributes this to specific factors: ur the program goes to

the people, (2) a'highly skilled and extremely empathetic staff that

relates well to the participants, and (3) a positive "word of mouth"

reputationdn'the area. The program can be considered both preventative

and 'ameliorative.

Each course offered by the program has a list of specific objectives

to be accomplished. The participants,are given a pre and post test to

determine the extent to which the objectives have been attained. The

program is being evaluated by a doctoral candideteat Ohio State University.

However, the director discourages-this type evaluation because the evaluation
4 4

involves excessively long and difficult instruments which tend to make nega-

tive impressions 811 the students.

The concept for operating this type program is very transferable.

However, the necessary legislation, funding and cooperation of sponsorihg

41

agencies requires coritment from many sources.

I 0 "t.1



Source: .1

Alice Johnson, Supervisor
Metropolitan Home and Family Life Program
Adult Education and School Services Center
Columbus, Ohio 43215

-a
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PARENT EDUCATION 'LEAGUE (PEL)

.Lynchburg, Virginia

The"Parent Education League of Lynchburg, Virginia is anon- profit,

totally volunteer organization of parents supporting parents. The goal

of the program is to provide support and education to parents and families

through the first 10 years of parenting, including spedific support to

prospective parents.

To accomplish this goal a monthly program is presented with area

professionals who provide information about parenting and answer questions.

There is also a)Monthly newsletter which serves as a community voice for

parents. The newsletter contains information about the monthly program,

,.0 {describes family activities that are going on in the community, gives

health and nutrition information, and suggests activities for parents and

children to do together.

The Parent Education League originated, in Lynchburg as a chapter of the

International Childbirth Education Association which emphasizes family-

centered parenting, including childbirth classes. The localhospital gradu-

ally took over these activities and the PEL shifted its focus to emphasize

parenting actyivities for parents of children aged 10 and under.
I 4

The servicesltf thp organization are designed to serve parents of young
5

children and would bb considered developmental/preventative in nature. The

429
organization's membershithis composed of middle income range'parents. The

parents are actually the entire organization. The PEL is orgailized and
41"--

operated solely by the members. Members $erve-in all capacities and are

also the recipients of the services. This progAiis entirely voluntary and

all monetary support is provided by $2.00 yearly dues plus fund raising
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activities of the organization. A Board of Directors of parents serves as

the governing body of the orginization.

The organization cooperates with the local hospital and with the public'

library and churches. Referrals are received from Family Services, Virginia

Baptist Hospital, the YWCA and social service agencies. Programs are held

at the library or in local churches. The PEL also houses`h library of

specific boOks related to parenting. This is a very popular feature of

the program and plans are being made for expansion. The League also cooper-

ates with local agencies to babysitting clasSes for young teenagers to

enable them to do a better job and also expos e them to child development

and prospective parent training. The program is.considered preventtive

because of the population it serves. The hospital" shared information

about the PEL with new mothers. PEL volunteers teach the Baby Care class
4

at the hospital, a class covering newborn care for expectant mothers.

This program is very transferrable to a sinti)ar group of parents

interested in cooperatively providing this type service to a comNinity.

The commitment and involvement of a few key people are essential to the

establishmept of a program, similar to this. Very little financial

resources are needed and the program is totally self-supporting. The

program also could be adopted/adapted by a group or agency who are inter-

ested in providing a newsletter and regular programs to assisting adults

in the role of parenting.

Source:

Melissa McCann, President
Parent Education League of Lynchburg

Box 2322
Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

C.

<e,
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PARENT OUTREACH PROGRAM

Louisville, Kentucky

4 The Parent Outreach Program is operated by the Council for Retarded

Citizens of Louisville, Kentucky. The program began in 1977 to provide

4 1,

services to parents of mentally retarded children.

The primary goal of the program is to provide support and assistance

to parents of mentally retarded children or adults when help is needed.

Parents of retarded persons volunteer to share their experiences and

useful'information with parents who are just beginning to leatn about

mental retardation. The volunteers can help new parents understand and

accept their own feelings about their child: They also can share ways

of telling relatives, other children in the family, and friend's about

the handicap.

Together, parents can explore the potential.for mentally retarded

'peAons.to devAlop as a part of society. They can expand theirs own

`awareness of the posSibilities for persons who are mentally handicapped

to be all they can be in a society that is growing in its awareness of

the unique role of every human being. -

The program is coordinated by a salaried social worker who coordinates

the training of parents of handicapped children to become volunteers to

woyc with other parents of handicapped children. At the present time 36

volunteers, including six couples, are actively working with othereparents.

Volunteers typically serve three or four referrals buesom$ may work with

ten. The program has served 120 families in the last triree years and

numerous other referrals have been received. The program is self-perpetuating

in that parents. who become involved as referrals are assisted and impressed

to the extent that they become a volunteer.

1 _1 0

4.
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Volunteers are trained by the social worker; ttle training lasts 6-8

hours and is broken into three sessions. The materials used have been

developed by the Louisville group but are similar to the ENCORE materials.

TFaining includes:

(1) Normalization - philosOphy that being a child is first and the

handicap is secondary;
O

(2) Program information and listening skills workshops;

(3) In- hospital phase - dealing with a new diagnosis or crisis.

The Program is classified as developmental/preventative because its

purpose is to help parents deal with a handicapped child in the most posi-

tive and constructive manner possible. Thus, the program is not expected

to prevent the handicap but to provide support and encouragement to the.

parent,of the child.

The program is funded by the United Way 'who supports the Association

for Retarded Citizens.

The program has been replicated in other areas of Kentucky including

Elizabethtown and Lexington, and in Jeffersonville, Indiana. In order to

replicate, a community needs:

(1) Two extremely dedicated" volunteers, or

(2) A paid staff person in an interestedqrganization.

The Louisville staff is available to provide training, consultation
.

and resource materials to interested groups or agencies.

Source:

Ann.Dancy, Associate Director

1146 South Third
Louisville, KY 40203-

1

41
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PARENT STUDY PROGRAM

Lynchburg,

The Parent Study Program, inaugurated five years ago by Dr. Kenneth

West, is co-sponsored by Lynchburg College and Virginia Baptist Hospital.

The program consists of fourteen different ten-week courses that are g-

offered in various locations throughout the city.

The program was brought to Lynchburg by Dr. West whohad participated

in a similar program in TW.lahassee, Florida. He originally taught one

experimental class at Lynchburg College. The curse wap so wq.1 received

that it was expanded vastly \nd now has a co-director. The Baptist Hospital,

local pediatricians, and teachers began suggesting the program to parents

of children.

,The purpose of this prOgram is to fOster democratic parenting through

a'method that:

(1) recognizesildien as contributing members of the family,
(2) gives parents alternatives in discipline,
(3) involves children in decision making and planning,
(4) offers communication training, and
(5) contributes to'chilren becoming independent, self-reliant,

responsible, self-confident, friendly, and creative.

The courses which are based on the Dreikurs approaa, were originally

taught by Dr. West and by graduate students'who had taken the course. .As

the program expanded, parents who had taken the classes became co-leaders

and then head leaders of the courses. These leaders were originally totally

volunteers but are now paid a small sum for courses taught. This is more

for reimbursement of travel costs and copying fees than an actipl salary.

The courses have,been offered free but a fee of $10 is now assessed those

who can afford, to pay. The prbgram received Title I funds, salary supplement

and other benefits from Lynchburg College. The federal grant allows the

ti
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'pro*am to work with parents of children in special education, low income

parents, parents of adolescents, single parents,'parent golf children in the

juvenile court system and with PTA's.

The program is designed for adults wh are parents and is both develop-

mental and corrective, depending upon the participants' needs. An emphasis

is placed on providing child development information to the participants

so that adults will have realistic expectations of children. Communication

is also stressed and ways to develop dial e between parents and children

are discussed and demonstrated.

The current director plans to expand the program to include adults who

are not yet parents. This will be exl,undergraduate college course designed

for students without children. This is based on the theory that probleps

(of parenting may be prevented. Also the parents may be more satisfied

k 4; ,
if they have specific knowledge about child rearing and parenting prior

to assuming the responsibility.
%

The Parent Study Program works closely with iliginia Bap(tist Hospital

1).

and with Lynchburg College. Pediatrician ake reJC!ferraYs to
.

the program on
f

a regular basis and the Juvenile 04urt System sends parents to the program.

The program is pr±marily self-sufficient because the operational costs 4

are low. However, Lnchburg College does provide support for mailings and

classroom space, and some stafalary at the secretarial level.

Continuing meetings for "firaduates" of th4 course are held by an

organization called ACCEPT. This organization allows parents totontinubr

to work on their difficulties And share their experiences after the

course has officially ended..
4

The program is One hundred percent transferable with the t ..ining

I

of a session leader. All of the materials airs packaged and the

concept and approach are incorporated into the material.

k

-1 1
-1- U



Dr. Kenneth West
Director
Parent Study Program
Lynchburg College
Lynchburg, -Virginia
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY TEACHER-CORPS PROJECT

.4.. University Park, PennsylVania ff'

.

Parent involvement isone of the important components of the Teacher Corps

of Pennsylvania State University. The Project is implemented in the-Keystone

Central School District (KCSD). This is a mountainous area of central Pennsyl-
.

.1, 4 -

vania with many communities which: (a) are
.
rural and remotely isolated, (b)

6 se

have limited industries,ic) havd a-median family income of $6,907, and (d)

have substantial, unemployment-.--lhe communities' are also charatterized by

OA limited opportunities toemplo young'and,Alger adults, (2) decreasing
*7

achievement rates in school,,(3)fhigh drop out fates, f4) increasing juvenile

- 0

crime problems, and (5) drug, al olio?. and gbi2dipbuse problems. These cdndi-
, -4*

s

tions create a vast number of pro lems that.dre educational4o6unit and
!* "

schoOl-related issues, -
41.

,

P > I q

,The Teacher Corps Project conducted a needs assASsment 4urvey"of members.'
-4.

.

- ,
. .

of the various communities within the school dietric,t. ,Five perceived needs
. /

.
. :op .

. Mw' .:, 4.' s -1.-
. `,..

of parenting were idpntified: ) ,

..,

to
, o, .

(1) .to deiiielop traiAing iii.parenting,methods for high. school students

' and membOrs of the community,
k...

°. ,. , t
vs -;1, .,,

dY
.0' (2) to teach parents how to in tiate and sippprt an..ndividualized

,approacii,to-Iearning and eyelopment with-their children, I

4

(3) 6'7...encourage more, con unity involvement xn the schools,

(4) to improve adult education' programs in the community and the school,

and
4

.(5)* to establish permanent community programs of parenting.

Tentative models and'approaches have been eTelOped as*possible ways of

meeting the five identified needs. The models are?

(1) Classroom Training and Tutoring Program. This program focuses on

selecting and training members of the community to serve as tutors
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in school classrooms in'preschool through grade 12. These inclUde

parents as well as retired and unemployed adults trained by school

staff.

r (2) Home Training and Tutoring Program. This approach involves the

selection and-training of community members to serve as tutors in

the homes of community members. The home'visitbr would assist

parents)in helping their own children with school-related projects

as well as assisting them in using an0 developing potentials for

, learning in the home environment.
P

(3) Annual,Community-School Awareness Dinner Program. This involve*

annual or semi-annual (inners to provide recognitiod6of the impact

made by the home and school working together.

(4) Extended Day Program. This program operates,after regularschool

hours to provide interesieti dhildren,"in grades preschOol through

12, with educational opportunities that are supplemental ana

recreational in nature.

(5) School-Home Resources Program. People within the community that

possess specific skills or crafts cast be utilized as resources

within the school program Band could also be incorporated in the -

extended day prOgram.

(6) Parents as Consultants. This program is designed to train

parents to serve as educational and therapeutic consultants to

other parents who'have similar interests, concerns or problems.

These parents then form a resource pool within the home-school

community.

(7) Parenting Skills Communication. This model is a modification of a

proven parent education training programs the Parents Effectiveness

11( q-At 0

on
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Training (PET). This approach provides immediate relevancy as well

as rapid implementation within the framework of day-to-day parent/

e'

child interactions. The program stresses child development know-

ledge, individual differences, needs cif children and adults, and

basic listening skills. The program will-be recommended for use
. .

, .

in_adult education classes, high school heal th, curriculum as well

,...
.

t .as,community service groups.

_These approaches were designed in direct response to the identified needs

of tile parents in'these rarWAppalachian counties. The Teacher Corps staff

is currently in the process of implementing the various approaches described

-aboVe in the Teacher Corps Project. Thig is being done through close collabora-

tion with the,Community Council of the Teacher Corps and the Adult Education

4
Programs in ttie area. Approaches ar instituted on a gradual basis. A great

1, .

deal of research, planning, ancN an precede the start up of each

approach.. Close follow-up, including modification from suggestions by teachers,

parents and community p sons, accompanies each approach. While each approach

is tentative they represent viable models that address specific needs of members

of these communities and highlight some of the potential directions for home-

\I
school interaction.

This Project is funded as a comonent'of the Teacher Corps of Penn State

University. Therefore, replication of the approach could occur in other
16

Teacher Corps sites if a perceived need for such activities is identified.

However, the individual components and/or combinations of such components

could be replicated within school systems that are interested/committed to

encouraging more community involvement in the schools. However, the commit-

ment must be at the administrative level, either that of a building principal

or a central office administrator. The cost of such implementatioh will vary

greatly. Approaches such as one, three, five and six could be implemented at

le
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very little cost. Other approaches., such as,two, four and.seven would require
dp

salaries, facilities, extensive planning and in pme cases the hiring of staff
O

to administer and operate the program.

Evaltiations and findings will be available from Venn State over the next

ee years regarding the effecti ess of these approaches.. Assistance

in implementing parts of all the compone Vali also be available.

'Source:

Dr. Thomas D. Yawkey
Early Childhood Facty
Division of CurriculuM and Instruction
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

ti

I.
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PROJECT PLAY

-Bristol, Virginia

I
The Project PLAY Program in Bristol, Virginia is,a homa-SChool team

approach to educating young, children. The.program stresses parent and community

.involvement in its,preSchool (ages 3-4), kindergarten, first grade and second

grade level,components.

The objective of-Project PLAY ( Psychomotor
Learning .f or Academic Yielda)

is to integrate perceptual motor activities with coghitive activities and thus

enhance learning. The program's s for the parent program are:

(1) to teach, parents how to chltheir Children',

(2) to provideomaterials to increase learning in the perceptual, psycho-
,

motOr, and cogniti've areas,

(3) spo utilize community resources to augment school materials, facilities A

and personnel,

'(4) to offer perceptual-motor activities.2,10which
children learn to increase

the accuracy and range of their sensory perceptions and discriminations,'

and

(5) to improve children's
congbtilal-language abilities and social emotional

evelopment.

TheprOject director designs, implements and administers all components of

k,k

the program and lso servesas a disseminatoi

ested in adoptirlag/adaptintthe approach. The

teachers, home visitors and vonnteers.

of the program tO personnel inter-

staff is co posed of classroom

The preschool educational component is an adaptation of,AEL's Home Oriented

Preschool Education.(HOPE) Project. The children attend class one time per week

in amobile van that travels to their community; a
home visitor pays a week

*

visit to the child's home where she teaches the parept how to teach the child

4111t-

, 6

and.leaires suitable leaning activities for the) child; and patent Meetings-are

held on a regular basis.
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In addition to the home-school involvement, the program reaches out to the

community for resources. The YMCA provides the facility for the Project's

Preschool Swim Program, which is part of the regular curriculum; the local public

library, and a Toy Lending Library, is used on a regular basis; senior

citizens volunteer in the classroom on a regular basis; and the Bristol Mental

Health and Special Services Office provide mental and physical health services

on an as-needed basis.

The project received developmental funding from USOE, ESEA Titles III and

IV-C. These monies are supplemental by the Bristol Public Schools and the pro-

gram operates as a component:of the public schools. There are no charges to

families with children in the program.

The Project has been approved by the Joint DisseminStion Review Panel

(JDRP) and adoption/adaption criteria have been developed. The Project PLAY

staff will provide inservice training in basic program components, techniques

for program coordination, inservice activities on the curriculum components,

diagnostic monitoring, classroom observation and'"hands on" experiences.

Schools may adopt/adapt the entire approach or single modules. The program

can accommodate '20-60 pupils per teacher, grades K-2. Materials have been

developed to accompany all components.

Children receive pre- and post-testing with norm referenced test, criteria

referenced tests and curriculum specific batteries. Data indicate that highly

significant gains were made by the project participaps when compared with a

matched group of non-participants,

Source:

Dr. Evelyn Murray, Director
Title IV-C
Bristol Virginia Schools ,

Bristol, Virginia 24201

a -

/
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REGION III CHILD DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

""f Huntington, West Virginia-

The.Region III Child Development Service Office' provides a variety

of programs and activities for parents and children in a six county area

in southern West Virginia. The Office is one of several created by an

executive order of the governor in 1972 and funded by state moniqp.

Region III has been able to diversify its funding and now receives monies

from the state legislature, Title XX, ARC, the United Way, and donations
.0

and fees.

Currently, Region III operates program% providing day care, parent

education, identification and education for handicapped children, and

training of child care workers. Although the components are interrelated,

only the Parent Education Program was included in this interview.

The Parent Education Program serves parents in three counties. Parents

interested in promoting their child's intellectual and emotional growth

receive training and advice through the service of two parent educators.

These parent educators make weekly visits to the home and provide materials

and teaching suggestions for parents to use with their children. The par-

,

ents who participate in the program are usually young parents, single.

parents and parents who are referred by protective services. A contract-

ual agreement is drawn up between Region III and the parent which obligates

both parent and Region III staff to participate in the weekly visitation

activities. This contract is reviewed and renewed every six months.

The goals of the Parent Education Program are: (1) to support the

family in its child rearing responsibilities, (2)' to help parents under-
.

stand what to expect of their children, (3) to provide materials and training

1 °I1.e":;
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that will enable parents to be more effective.teachers of their children,

and (4) to provide outreach services for the family.

The administration of the Region III office has degrees,in early

childhood education and education administration. The Parent Education

Program is staffed by an early childhood teacher and one child development

assistant, and is supervised by the day care coordinator.

Services offered by Region III_ are expanding; and CHILDREN'S PLACE,

a new child development center with a comprehensive approach to young

children's and parents needs is now open. This center includes a resource

center for all parents enrolled in Region III programs. Child-study,

sessions for parents, a toy-lending library and counselling in the area

of parenting are available in the resource center.

Funding for all Region III's activities is broadly based, as indicated

earlier., Cooperative efforts with the city of Huntington, Cabell County

Schools, Marshall University, the West Virginia Department of Health and

Welfare have contributed to the program's growth. An enthusiastic,

dedicated administrator has also been a key to its success.

Replication of this program could be carried out under the auspices

of other area or regional agencies. One or more of the components could

be replicated if sufficient funds, staff and facilities are available.

Source:

Norma Gray, Director
Region III Child Deirelopment Services
803 Hal Greer Boulevard
Huntington, West Virginia 25703

11

10
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URBAN PILOT PROJECT

Cleveland, Ohio

t-

The Urban Pilot Project is a compensatorceducation project operated by

the Cleveland Public Schools and funded by the Ohio State Legislature.

The Project is one of four similar projects developed in Ohio in 1977 to

establish a home-school-community liaison for grades K through 12. In Cleveland

the Lincoln-West attendance area was chosen as the site for the pilot project

because it is a very heterogeneous section of the city containing Blacks,

Indians, Orientals, Spanish-speaking persons and other ethnic groups.

The purposes of the project are:
0

(1) to maintain an effective line of, communication between the home,

school and community,

(2) to identify students who need agency/educational services and.follow

through,

(3) to help parents became aware of community services available to them,

(4) to develop student and parent involvement activities, and

(5) to assist with the attendance program.

The project manager holds ,a M.S. degree. The manager desigris the overall

program, hires staff, trains:staff to work with parents, and conducts parent

meetings. The staff includes consultants, teachers, community aides, attendanc
.../...,

aides, and a clerk. The primary staff members are community local salaried

aides whose duties are:

(1) to identify students who need services,

(2) to make home Visits, to parents,

(3) to provide community. information to parents,

. (4) to attend community agency meetings, and

(5) to assist in getting parents involved in school programs and activities.

4

120
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Parents attend regularly scheduled meetings during the school day. Contacts

with employers are made and parents are permitted to leave work for the meetings.

The project staff provides services to the school and the families. Special

curriculums have been designed for junior and senior high schools, Elementary

teachers receive assistance in developing integrated language arts experiences

through conferences and demonstrations. Two mathematics retource centers have

been developed and newsletters and handbooks for parents have been prepared.

The program impacts on all involved: the parents, students, community

and school. Some of the impacts are (1) easier access to the services of

community 4gencies by parents and students, (2) new teaching techniques and

resources for teachers, (3) parental involvement in the educationof their

children, (4) additional activities for children and parents, and (5) improved

attendance in school at the secondary level.

The program is designed to combine rehabilitative, preventive, and develop-

mental programs in a school-family-community effort to test the impact of a

maximal educational program for disadvantaged youth.

State legislation and funds are needed to duplicate this program. However,

other sources of funding could be sought and usdd. Commitment by the superin-

tendent and/or school board is necessary in order to plan and implement this

type project.

Source: -

A Joyce M. Fashola
Urban Pilot Project
Paul L..Dunbar School
2200 S. 28st.
Cleveland, Ohio 44113

t.
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VENANGO COUNTY HEAD START PROGRAM.

Franklin, Pennsylvania

The.Venango County Head ?art Program has been operating in a rural
4

section of Penndylvania since 1968. The project's overall goals are

(1) to promote a greater degree of social competence in children of

low income families and (2) to involve the parent in the child's educa-

tion. The program has a staff that includes a director, an education

coordinator, a health/social service coordinator, a parent involvement

coordinator, five teachers, seven teacher aides and one home visitor and

various support personnel. The director and education coordinator must

hold a.college degree in child development or early childhood. Teachers

may have a college degree or a CDA. The program provides services to

approxiamtely 95 children and their families. These services include:

health, mental health, nutrition, parent involvement, education and

social services. The program is considered to be developmentally/preventa-

tive bedause the program is developing all aspects of the child and is

thus preventing health problems, educational delays, social problems,

etc.

The parenting component is one of the most important parts of the

Venango County Head Start Program. The program stresses parent involvement

and has a high rate of participation. Parents participate by serving as

staff persons, paid substitutes in the classroom, and volunteer teacher

aides. Parents serve on center committees and on the overall program

committee called Policy Council. The parent participation rate on the

Policy COUncil is 50 percent. Parents also participate at the Western

Pennsylvania level, the state level and on the national level. The
c--

12:
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parents are policy makers and participate in processes involving budget

and personnel. The program is Mandated to give parents perference in

hiring for non professional positions if applicants are otherwise

equally qualified. The program is also concerned with career development

for the parents. They are encouraged to complete the GED, and the Head

Start Program provides payment to parents taking the course.

The Clarion Intermediate Unit provides a speech therapist; the

Department of Welfare provides medical screenings and physical examinations.

Local dentists provide dental services and the Association for the Blind

does vision screenings. The program also works cooperatively with Easter

Seals, and Family Services.

The Head Start program i5 federally funded through Health and Human

Ns

Services (HHS). HHS provides 80 percent of the funds and 20 percent is

local support, which includes volunteer time, space and other in-kind

contributions. The program is evaluated on an annual basis by al114,

participants, parents, and staff, to determine if the program has met the

mandated guidelines. A federal representative evaluates the program

(-------72once a year.

This program and its goals are similar to many other Head Start

programs. This program has been more successful than many with its,

parent involvement component.' Parent involvement extends from minor

activities all the way up through the budget decisions. Other Head

,

Start programs can replicate the parent component by indicating a

sincere desire for parent involvement, providing the conditions conducive

to involvement, and actively training and educating parents to be aware

of and informed about their role as a Head Start parent. Specific inform-

ation and suggestions can be provided by the Venango County Head Start

Program.
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Source:

Pam Gibbons, Director
Venango County Head Start
1328 Liberty Street
Franklin, Pennsylvania 16323

11,
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APPENDIX C

Family Case Studies

of

HOPE Follow-Up Study

Deliverable TWO
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Home-Oriented Preschool Education (HOPE) Follow -Up Stuy:

Family Case StudiesProcedhres. and Findings

-E. E. Gotts And P. Jones

The HOPE Follow-Up Study is a long-term (approximately ten years)

investigation of (a) whether wental skills ere enduringly influenced

by participation in the experiment5and (b) whe erxarental skills relate

in predicted ways to children'S school performance, life adjustment, and

6

developmental status (cognitive, Social and emotional) during the secondary

school years.

The Family Case Studies, which form a substudy.within the larger study,

have been designed for two purposes: 1) to provide varied observational

data by which to cross-validate various interview measures and to verify

theoretical interpretations and 2) to provide more indepth information on

/

a representative subsample of familiesfrom which vantage point it may be

possible to makp richer, more fleshed-out generalizations about the intra-

family processes which are associated with child competence.
.

Sample

As a part of the HOPE Follow-Up Study, 40 families were selected out of

a larger sample of somewhat over 200', in a stratified random manner, to

repregept the original HOPE eafperim ental vs. community control conditions

and to representdemographic variations in terms of: sex of head of'house-

hold, mother's age at marriage, geographic mobility, occupational level

(of head of household), size of sib group, family income, educational level

(of head of household), number of adult-oriented organizations to which

s-...e19.....
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head of household belongs, number of child-oriented organizations to

which head of household belongs, and years family was in the program.

These particular demographic variables were preselected through regres-

sion'analyses for eir effectiveness in indexing the "favorability of

the family demographic pattern" relative to (i.e., as predictors of)

measured child outcome as the criterion). Selection was made in

AELls offices so that the field worker would be blind as to the exact

reasons that individual families were selected. Whenever a family did not

choose to participate, a substtution was made of a demographically similar

family.
/

4

it All families in the case studies had been in either an experimental

group (HOPE) or a community control group during the years 1968-1971,

when the children were three to five years old. The experimental families

had received weekly paraprofessional home visits, which the control families

had pot. All families had access to an AEL produced television program

Around' #he Bend which was broadcast daily during the school year. Experi-

mental families were, moreover, regularly encouraged by a home visitor to

see that their children had an opportunity to view the program. Experi-

mental group parents were themselves invited to view the program with

their children and to lead their children in various correlated home

learning activities.

Case Study Procedure

The procedures were jointly adapted or devised by the principal
,-_-

investigator and the field worker to assure both a) the practicability of

using the procedures under anticipated field conditions and b) the
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suitability of the procedures for accomplishing the scientific (i.e.,

empirical and theoretical) purposes of the studies. Only those procedures

were used on which the principal investigator and field worker were satis-

fied as to the issues of practicability and suitability. A small scale

pretesting of the general protocol was carried out with two families, and

necessary procedural adjustments were made.

4 Data had previously been collected from each family by two types of

parental interviews and two types of child interviews. 'Transcriptions of

these records were reviewed by the field worker, usually on the day immedi-

ately preceding each family study. Extensive criterion school data had

also been collected but were'not available to the field worker for review.

The purpose of reviewing each set of four family interviews was to prepare

for the cage study by determining what was already known and not known

about the family, on the basis of which family interest could be engaged

and additional information could be elicited from family members. Another

reason for this preliminary review was to permit the field worker to make

an indiliidual family determination of how to proceed during the individual

family study in order to insure that all necessary data would be available

for completing standardized ratings immediately following the case study

visit. From the foregoing it can be seen that'each case study was tailor

made to fit the particular family in question, while assuring that compar-

able data would be available to complete the same ratings for all families.

In addition to filling in* missing information, the followift'areas

were explored in the course of the case study visit: child temperament,

using the scales originally developed by Thomas, Chess and Birch (1968)

and adapted to older children and adolescents by Lerner(1980); problem-

solving techniques in child-rearing, using procedures developed by Shure

1 (3 4V X
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4 and Spivack (1978 , pp. 216-224);

frOm their parents, devised by

-generational influences cin parents

4 -

styles of family communication and

levels of moral reasoning, using procedures adapted by Baumrind (1978)

from Kohlberg; characteristics of younger siblings of school age, if

present in the family; conditions of home; informal aspects of communica-

tion (i.e., not in structured situations such as those cited above);

superstitions and routines''And rituals that are important to the family;

!how family members pass the time of day;, family interaction At mealtime;

,r

openness or candor of family members during visit; living arrangements;
0

and nonverbal aspects of communication. The majority of these data were

derived from direct observations of the family, who had been instructed

to follow their regular routines as much as possible except for the struc-

tured sessions in which all family members worked together at resolving moral

dilemmas.

Usually on the day following the home visit, after reviewing all new

data,Baumrind-type ratings were performed (Attachment 1) using the full

rotocol of 82 behavioral rating items plus the 17 more global constructs.

Bahmrind, whcperformed consultation regarding use of her procedures and
.

adaptations, was satisfied that the types of data and the amount of data

available to AEL would permit ratings of this type to be performed. The

field worker has since found that it was possible to complete all ratings,

from the total data set available following'the visit.

The field.OflOker also rated the parental problem solve from a

transcription of the discussion held around the Shure and Spivack (1978)

type stimuli. Ratings were completed on the Supplemental Family Ratings

(Attachment 2) form (AEL , 1980). Finally the field worker dictated'a

case study impression of the family. It is about 1,250. words in length

and covers Personal Characteristics of the parent(s) and other family

1
...

a



members; Con9ion of Home; Interests; Inter-Generational Perspectives;

Iptuals and Routines;. and General Comments.

The overall approach of this narrative is to describe the family

from its own perspective (i.e., participant observer, viewpoint), identi-

-A

fying h' w the family conceptualizes itself and its place within the large:4

r

community. No attempt is wade to enforce comparability across families

in this portion of the record, but instead to depiet\the twistings,nd

turnings of each family's uniqueness and focus by means of an empathib

biographical sketch.

The faailitate reference to the other instruments used, AEL's adapta-

tion of the temperament survey (Lerner, 1980) appears as Attachment 3.

cC---

AEL's aagignment rner's items, based on Thomas, Chess and Birch

(1968) appears as the final page of that attachment. The essential Shure

and Spivack (1978) material used in the present study appear in Attachment ,

4.

The authors of this report are preparing additional descriptive

materials on the typical procedpres followed in carrying out a case study

with an indi4dual family (cf. Childhood and Parenting Research Program,

Final Report//100, pp. 27-33). These will appear as a-separate report

in early 1981. The report will serve as a field'manual for persons who

are attempting to replicate the procedures followed in the Family Case

Studies. T e importance of the present report plus the field manual

which will fklow is that they will remedy what prior case study reports

. have generally failed to do, namely, to proyide sufficient description

of the pkocedures followed to enable others to replicate them.

1° r'ti
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Findings

The temperament items (Lerner, 1980) were scored according to the content

categories established by Thomas, Chess, and Birch (1968), as indicated on the

final page of Attachthent 3. Cronbach alpha reliabilities of the nine scales,

were as follows, after deletion of unsatisfactory items: Activity (.85);

Rhythmicity (.89)--items 31 and 54 deleted; ApproaCh (.86)--item 3 deleted;,

Adaptability (.69); Intensity (.74); Threshold (.51)--item 87 deleted, but .f

still a very marginal scale; Negative Mood (.74)--item 18 deleted; Distract- s

ibility (.81); and persistence (.76).

As was mentioned in the Final Report, the experimental and control groups

were not expected to differ in the foregoing respects, and they did not. It

was considered possible, however, that they might differ on second level fac-

tor scales. This possibility was examined by factor analyWg all raw items

together,,irrespective of their theoretical scale content. This resulted in

A factors having eigenvalues greater than 1.0.
9 7-

The fourteen factors were. identified as I Slow to warm up (items in

desoending order "their importance to the factor were 79, -82, 58, 15, -16, 43,

-59, 324 -13, 2, -25, -50, -68); II Rhythmicity (47, 64, -71, 51, 70, 85, -67,

81, -21, -9, 77, 89); III Adtive and distractible (42, 6, 24, -34, 20, 35, 37,

46, 9, -78); IV Persistent and non-distractible (11, 56, 12, 22, 30, 41, -20);

V Intense reaction (17, 53, 18, 7, 26, 39, -65,46); VI Pleasant mood (-66, 55,

-27, 68,'-65, 62); VII Active,' restless sleeper (72, 63, -86, 57, -78); VIII

Sensitive to'external and insensitive to internal stimuli (28, -63, 87, -76);

IX Adjusts to new food quickly (-3, 52, -44, :434); X Not reactive to light,

placid (-40, 19, -33, -80); XI High threshold (61, 75, 38, 74, 29)i XII Predict{

able appetite.(1, 88); XIII Sleeps in vs. up and readyto go (54, -36);and

XIV Reactive to new things (73, 68).
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As was noted in the Final Report, some 'differences were found between

the experimental and control child on factors III, XIII and XIV (see pages

31-32). The finding was that the expetiiental group was higher on factors

III and XIII and lower on factor XIV. Together these findings were inte-

preted as suggesting that the experimental children have Adopted a more

active style of interacting with the environment, in the sense that they

would rather be doing things than sitting around; they are up and ready to

go in the morning; and they are less reactive to new situations and physical

, .

infithe case studies, the mothers completed the problem solving situa-

tions (Shure Spivack, 1978) in Attachment 4 by interview. The responses

were scored according tb the standard scoring system appearing there. If

multiple responses were given, all were rated and an average computed for

each of the eight problems. The Cronbach alpha reliability for thid ins (11-

ment was only .60. In this connection it should be noted that the proced
10

s

usefulness has been demonstrated previously with parents of children who were

much younger than those in the present sample (i.e., our sample is made up

of young ado escents). The experimental and control parents did not differ

in the' mean scores on problem solving. The overall group mean was 16.715

(standard deviation 6.982), suggesting that these parents tend to handle

situations of these types on the average by providinge simple "because"

when refusing the child's wishes or when attempting to redirect the child's

.
$ .

behavior. ;
, ,

,i4 . k '' . ,

The AEL Supplemental Fdffiilitatings,(1980) appear in Attachment 2. They

qpre,completedehortly after the field worker completed each case study visit.

Thesd.ratings were,factot analyzed to determine how the individual ratings.

might best be combibed into scales. Seven factors' were extracted in this
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manner: I Good or effective communication (I/. C, II. E, IV, II. D, II. A, III,

C); II Uncrowded, uncluttered home (III. B, -III. F, III. G, II. F); III Rela-

tions with own parents (I. D, I. B. 1); IV Relations with siblings based on

parental example (I. B. 2, I. An V Mentions folk superstitions (I. E, III. D);

VI Mutuality in family'(II. B, III, A); and VII Stance regarding parental

taboos (I. C, -III. E).

The 28 experimental and 12 control group families did not differ from one

another in any of the foregoing seven areas. It is evident that these factors

reflect (a) general intergenerational matters between the parents and their

-families of origin, (b) social class differences and (c) folkways and mores.

Adults do not usually change in such areas. Thus, these are areas in which

"no differences" suggests that the stratified sampling procedure was success-

ful, even with small sample size, in selecting parents who were properly

representative of the larger experimental and control samples.

Data were also available from Baumrind (1978) type ratings completed on

the case studies families shortly after each study visit was completed.

Ratings were completed for each family on the 82 parental behavior items plus

the 17 constructs (Attachment 1) representing four domains: -1)0:Parental

Authority, 2) Traditionalley, 3) Rationality, and 4) Affection.

1k

It was important to test for this sample how closely the relationships

among the 17 constructs represented the four domains, because Baumrind's

prior studies had been conducted with temples drawn from populations differ-

ing greatly from those in rural Appalachia.

A principle components varimax rotated analysis produced five interpret-

able factors from the 17 constructs: S confident exercise of-parental influ-

ence (I. B. 2, I. B., 3, I. B. 1, III. A. 1); II Affectionate enjoyment of

parental,role (IV. E. 1, III. C. 1, IV. D. 1, IV. C. 1) ; III Stimulates

t.1 t
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maturity (IV. B. 1, I. C. 1).; IV Traditionality (II. B. 1, II. A. 1, I. A. 1);

and V Pushes child (I. C. 2, III, B. 1, I. 1). Factor I corresponds closely

to Baumrind's Parental Authority domain; Factor II resembles the Affection

domain; and Factor IV subsumes the Traditionality domain. The Rationality

constructs did not come together to form a single factor but instead were

distributed across the various factors. Factor V contains a mingling of

Parental Authority and Rationality constructs. Factor III mingles constructs

of the Parental Authority and Affection domains.

Overall the relationships discussed above suggest that the structure of

constructs relative to domains in this Appalachian sample reasonably approximates

the domains previously studied by Bailmrind. Factor scores from this procedure

were, nevertheless, not used to make inferences about possible differences

between the experimental and control families. These comparisons were bypassed

because, as Baumrind has noted, the constructs are less behavioral and more

difficult to rate. It seemed, therefore, that they would be of more value for

examining the theoretical domain than for looking at individual differences

between families.

To compare the two groups of families, seven scales were formed from the

82 .parent behavior rating items. Scale formation was carried out by a rational

scaling procedure by examining a special matrix displaying the correlations

among the 82 rating items and, a) the 17 construct ratings and b) factor scores

for the five factors. In this manner the assignment.of an item to a scale

became a function of the magnitude of its correlations relative to the 17

constructs versus the factor-orepresenteddomainst Items which related most

highly to a domain were not assigned to scales, whereas those which related

most highly to constructswereassigned to scales. This rational procedure

permitted the formation of scales comprised of items which most clearly and

140
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differentially represented one of the constructs. The purpose of this was

(a) to assign to the less abstract level (i.e., construct rather than domain)

while (b) maintaining a clear theoretical linkage to the Baumrind model by

retaining only behavioral items which corresponded to the actual constructs

from which all items had been generated.

The result of the process was seven construct-related scales composed

of behavioral items. The interpretation of the scales then became a matter

of content analysis vis-a-vis prior construct identification. The seven

scales thus formed were: A) Firmly directive (20, 21, 22, 18, 16, 17, 15,

38, 13)--which most closely resembles I. B Parental influence; B) Tradition-

ality/conventionality (39, 43, 41, 6a, -65, 35, 40, -30, 37, -61)--which most

resembles II. B Conventionality; C) Parental control (la, 2a, 14, 4a, 2b, 8,

4b, 36, lb, -53, 9, 23, and weakly correlated -52, 23)--most resembling a

mix of I. A Directiveness and I. B Parental influence; D) Clarity of parental

role expectations (44, 46, 47, 31, -42--and weakly related 7a, -51)-- most.'

resembling Intellectual clarity; E) Intellectual stimulation and

control in childrearing (3a, 3b, 48, 49, 50y 45, 76, 19, 32, 33, 12, 5a, 56,

'62, 5b, 67) -a mix of I. A. 1 Areas of child's,life constrained, III: A

Intellectual clarity, and III. B Intellectual stimulation; F) Supports and
r

encourages maturity (26, 26, 29, 63, 66, 28)--a mix of I. C. 1 Encouragement

of maturity and IV. B and C, Responsiveness and Supportiveness; and G) Affedt-

ionate and responsive to child^(71, 73, 70, 64, 55, 72, 75, 69, -10)--matching

IV, Affection.

The preceding, method of rational-empirical scale formation was intended

to identify item clusters associated with constructs rather than domains. It

allowed, nevertheless, for the possibility that one construct or another might

more focally index a domain, See, for exaMple, scale G which matches domain
,..0./.`-

IV.but which was actually Identified because the items had iarCommon that they

cza



were most clearly relate to the dimension N. D Warmth, suggesting that

parental warmth may particular value as a marker of the affection

domain.

The above-identified scales were submitted to an internal consistency

reliability analysis to verify the psychametTic fit of the rational-empirical

assignments which had been made. The resulting alpha coefficients for the

scales were: A (.92), B (.85), C (-.90), D (,73), E (.94), F (. 86) and

G (.85), The scales, constructed from parent behavior ratings, appeared

to be sufficiently reliable for making comparisons of the two family groups.

The 28 experimental and 12 control group families were compared by

alysig'of variance on scores obtained on the seven parent behavior

rating scales to determine, whether these might reflect enduring effects from

the HOPE treatment. The experimental parents differed from the control par-

ents by being higher on scale A, Firmly directive (m = 3.01 vs. 2.65 for

items); higher on scale B, Traditionality/conventionality (m = 2.08 Vs.

1.72); and higher on scale G, Affectionate and responsive to child (m = 2.71.

vs. 2.43). The preceding means were computed to item -mean equivalents to

facilitate comparison with the actual ratings which range from 1 to 5

(Attachment 1). It was concluded that HOPE had in fact produced lasting

effects in parents on these'measures.

While the groups did not differ reliably froth one another, the group

means for the remaining scales are reported here to describe the actual

...central tendencies of parents within this population: scale C, Parental

control (m. = 2.13 vs, 1.86); scale D, Clarity of parental role expectations

(m = 1.29 vs. 1.13); scale E Intellectual stimulation and control in child-

rearing (m = 2.95 vs. 2.871; and scale F, Supports and encourages maturity

(m = 3.12 vs. 3.04).

_14
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ATTACHMENT 1

PARENTS OF ADOLESCENT CHILDREN

Mother Rating Sheet

Parenting Behavior Rating Items

1a 8 22 36 50 64

b 9 23 37 51 65

2a 10 24 38 52 66
r--

b 11 25 39 t3 67

3. 12 26 40 54 68

b . 13 27 41 , 55 69

4a. 14 28 42 56 70

b 15 29 43 57 71

5a 16 30 44 58 72

b 17 31 .45 59 73

6a 18 32 46 60 74

b 19 33 .
47 61 75

7a 20 34 48-7 62

b 21 35 49 63

Parenting Behavior Rating Constructs

I A.1 Areas Constrained III A 1 intellectual Clarity.

A 23 Restrictiveness B 1 Intellectual Stimulation

8 1 Self-confidence C 1 Fairness

8 2 Firmness IV ,A 1 Separateness

B 3 Directness B 1 'Responsiveness 4

C 1 . Maturity Encouragement C 1 Supportivpness

C 2 Demandingness D 1 Warmth

II A 1 Deference a E 1 Enjoys Parental Role

B 1 Conventionality

1
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CONSTRUCT I A 1

I. Parental Authority

A. Directiveness

*14 Areas of Child's LifiConstraingd (Constrains vs. Places Few,

5. Many areas of child's life.are severely constrained by parental do's

and don'ts. It seems to observer that child can hardly move without

coming into contact with a parental regulation or prohibition.

4. Parent regulates many areas of child's life, but not so completely as

in #5, so that observer does. not experience the claustrophobia and

tightness of control present in O.

3. Parental regulations govern softbut by no means all--of child's life,

with considerable freedom being left for child to maneuver on her/his

own.

2. Parent regulates very little of

to act as s/he will.

I. Parent regulates virtually none

free of constraint, but perhaps

child's life, leaving child quite free,

of child's life, leaving child not oinly

even untethered.

1 4

40.



CONSTRUCT,I A 2

.
I. Parental Authqrity.

A. Directiveness

*g Restrictiveness (Seeks to Maintain Conyol-9vr Adolescent

'vs. Willing to Relinquish Control as Child Matures]

5*.k Parent's control of child is charaCteristically intrusive. Parent's,

style is marked by nagging and,prying. Parent seem's not to. trust

child.
4. Parent it frequently tissy, nagging and prying in her/his control

attempts, thoughknot to the same gegr'ee as in 15.

. Parent's style of control issunetimes (or over some issues) in-

trusive. ,-,

2. Parini is seldom bossy; nagging, Cr prying.

1. Parent's control of child icaccomplished, without intrusiveness.
, .s.,,.

-.. ,arentwelmost-never;ibesorts to naging or prying. Parent trusts

la 1,

g
*g'i,.,0e.),S. 4-tadtii.

,,...4 ..

ntlate frophConstruct I A 1, which is about parent's 'attempted

co over Specifititreas of child's life'. Construct I A*2, in con -

trust, rates the,mannerf.pi which parentlittempts to exert control. A

parent may attemptAo con'trol many areas of the child's life without

doingsso 'in an intrusive, bosur-o*naggini way. Such a parent shOuld

'tT rated high on Construct 4I low'on the present Construct;

)
s,s

r.

I

tt,
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CONSTRUCT 1.8 1

I. Parental Authority

B. Parental Influence

**1. Self-confidence (Self-confident as Parent vs. Lacks Self-

confidente as Parent

---5---Parent radiates self-confidence and personal potency; seems at ease

and sure of self withchild; is confident of her/his own ability to

set guidelines and standards for child.

4. Parent usually'seems. at ease and sure of self with child but not as
confident as in 45:

3. Parent is often at ease with child but sometimes seems ill-at-ease

and unsure of self.

2. Parent tends to lack self-confidence; often ambivalent or vacillating

about her/his ability to set guidelines and standards for child.
I. Parent lacks self-confidence as Went, and is usually at a loss as

to how to guide child; may have abdicated this responsibility.

.

The self-confident parent who for ideological reasons refrains from setting

standards for child should be rated high on this construct.

1 4̀.r

-17-
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CONSTRUCT I B 2(

11 Parental. Authority

B. Parental Influence

**2. Firmness (Firm Enforcement vs. Lax Enforcement)

5. Parent attaches cOnsiderible impokance to firm enforcement, letting

child know clearly that adults are in charge. Parent will not be
.

coerced by the child and will use power where necessary to enforce

directives.

4. Parent exerts firm control and enfdtces directives, but not as

consciously and consistently as in #5.,

3. Parent does not make an issue'of enforcing directives or appears

ambivalent" about whether to be firm or, lax."

2. Parental control is lax;,parent does not make an issue of enforcing

directives; child tan get her/his own way.

1. Parent cannot enforce her/his directiVes and child seems to be

managing parent, or parent on principle refrains from issuing and

enfOrcing directives.
-k

5
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CONSTRUCT I B 3

I. Parental Authority A

B. Patental Influence
.

*3. Directness (Directly Confronts
Child,vs., Avoids Direct

Confrontation

4

5. ..Parent confronts child directly wherl child misbehaves and may-at ,

times even provoke disagreements
with child for their stimulating

effect; parent is clearly unafraid -.of child's anger.

4. Patent usually confronts child directly when child misbehaves; although

patent may', on occasion gloss over misbehavior, parent
isunafraid of

child's anger and may occasionally provoke
disagreements with child.

3. Paieht, in. order to avoid pOovoking
child's anger, at times glOsses-

over misbehavior; parent does not enjoy confrontationt with child but

will risk them for important issues.
0

2. Parent usually avoids
confrontations with coil a( and'will frequently

gloss over misbehavior.

L--Parent will go to extremes to avoid confrontations with child, in-

cluding ignoring blatant misbehavior,
mockery, etc.; parent may be

'afraid of child's anger.

By "misbehavior" is meant behavior of which parent disapproves and has

proscribed7e.g.,
smoking, failing to do homework,

coming in late,

snacking on junk food, etc.

.119.
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CONSTRUCT I C '1

I. Parental Authority

C. Maturity Expectatio

4,1, Encouragement of Maturity (Encourages
Mature' Behavior vs.

Indulges and Overprotects)

5. ._Parent
encourages child to do her/his best in all activities in

which child engages, and to act responsibly and take responsibility

for ter/his actions; in general, parenttexpecti--and does
not expect

Jess than--age-appropriate
behavior from child.,

4. Parent encourages
child to do her/his best and to -take responsibility

and act responsibly; hOwever, parent is not so consistent asin #5

and will sometimes be acceptant of,less mature and/or responsible

behavior.

3. Although parent in general encourages child to do her/his best and

to act in an age-appropriate wpy, parent is also acceptant of less

mature behavior and may at times encourage it. -

INt. 2. Parent tends to demand less of child. than child is capable
of, andt

may treat child as if s/he werepunger and less. capable.

I. Parent makes few demands on chdd and dbes not require age-appro-.

priate behavior; parent infantilizes child by indulging and over-

protecting child.
,

N

-20-
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CONSTRUCT 1 C 2

I. ,Parental Authority

C. Maturity Expectations

Oemandinciness (Pressures Child to "Excel vs. Acceptant

of Child's Performance)

5. Parent pressures child to excel in all activities in which child

engages and is not satisfied unless child performs superlatively.

4. Parent preisures child to excel in many of the activities in which

child engages and is not satisfied unless child's performance is

Well above average.

3. In general, parent is acceptant of child's level of performance;

'on occasion orin specific areas parent may pressure child to

improve her/his performance.

2. Parent is generally acceptant of child's level of performance

and rarely pressures child to excel; where such pressure does

occur, it is realistically based on child's capabilities and

sensitive to her/his abilities.,

4. Parent is virtually always acceptant of child's perforMance; such

demands as patent may make on child are realistic and contribute

to child's development-.

X.' Parent discourages child from excelling at activities.

A

O

'
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CONSTRUCT II A 1

II. Traditionality

A. Deference

*1. Deference (Encourages vs.,Discourages Deference to

Traditional Sources Of Authority)

5. Parent requires that'child show respect and deference for .

traditional institutions and sources of authority (e.g., police,,

teachers, self, other adults); parent is intolerant of any signs

of disrespect in the child.'

4. Parent encourages child to defer to traditional sources of authority

but is not so intolerant of lack'of deference as in #5.

3. Parent is not in principle commitlid to either deference of dis-

sent, and does not systematically encourage or discourage either

.in child.

2. Parent, while perhaps not in principle oPposed.ta,deference to

traditionasources ofl authority, does discourage child from un-

thinking'deference and stresses the heed for occasional dissent

and even dfsobedience:

1. Parent is opposed to deference to traditional sources of

authority WI encourages child to dissent and even to disobey.

4

4-

-22-
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CONSTRUCT II B 1

II. Traditionality

B. Conventionality

*1. Conventionality (Values vs. Discourages Conventionality

for Self and Child)

5. Parent gives full support to conventional values and lifestyles,

insisting on them in child and exemplifying them in self.

4. Parent supports conventional values and lifestyles and encourages

them in child, though not with the same insistence as in #5.
3. Parent supports some conventional values and lifestyles and en-

courages child to at least consider them,'but parent may also en-

tertain and encourage child to entertain some non - conventional values

as well; and/or parent is not insistent that child hold to con-

ventional ways.

2. Parent is critical of conventional values and lifestyles, may

encourage child to consider,or experiment with non-conventional modes.
1. ,Parent is rejecting of conventional values and lifestyles, exemplifies

unconventionality in her/his own behavior and strongly encourages

chil4 to do likewise.

1
'isJ

-23-.
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'CONSTRUCT III A 1

. III. Rationality

A. Intellectual Clarity

*1. Intellectual Clarity (Self-aware vs. Not Self - aware?

15. Parent is acutely conscious of the meaning of what s/he dogs,

leads a fully examined life, and possesses clearly articulated

ideas and ideals for self and child.

4. Parent is in,general conscious of the. meaning of what s/he does;

ideas aboUt self and ideals for child are in general clear and

well-articulated or parent is acutely aware of self or of child,

but not both.

3. Parent is usually conscious of the meaning of what s/he does;

ideas about self and ideals for child are adequately clear and

articulated.

2. Parent is often unaware of the meaning of what s/he does; ideas

about self and ideals for child are often vague and inarticu-

late or parent is unaware of self or of child, but not both.

I. Parent is unaware of the meaning of what s/he does, is unaware

of own stimulus value and also insensitive to the personal attri-

butes of,her/his own child.

The term "meaning" in this item refers to implications for personal

identity and self7image and the consequences for self and others.

a

-24-
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CONSTRUCT III B 1

III. Rationality

B. Intellectual Stimulation

**I. Intellectual Stimulation (Provides vs, Fails to Provide

Intellectual Stimulation)

5. Parent makes a purposive and vigorous effort to maintain as

stimulating an intellectual environment for child as possible,

.and will subordinate material advantages or own convenience to

thjs end.

4. Parent makes an effort to provide an intellectually stimulating

environment, but not so vigorously as in #5.

3. Parent provides a somewhat intellectually stimulating environ-

ment for child.

2. Parent provides an environment with little intellectual stimu-

lation for child.

I. Parent makes no effort to provide an intellectually stimulating

environment for child.

-25-
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CONSTRUCT,III' C 1

III. Rationality

C. Fairness

**1. Fairness (Just vs. ArbitraryControll

13

5. Parent's exercise of control is just and fair with appropriate
demands being made upon child and punishments matched to in-
fractions; parent is consistent, explicit and rational in her/
his exercise of power; parent does not focus on own-interests at
expense of child.

4. Parent's exercise of control is just and fair and is evenhanded
in dispersal of time and material resources, but not so conscious,

conscientious or'principled as in #5.
3. Parent's exercise of control is usually just and fair, but on

occasion or under extreme circumstances parent may be arbitrary
or unfair; parent is usually equitable but on occasions may use
power to unfair advantage.

2. Although parent attempts at times to have her/his exercise of
control be just and fair, it is more often capricious and arbi-
trary; parent often favors self in interactions'with child.

1. Parent's exercise of control is generally arbitrary and capri-
cious, with mismatches between infractions and punishments, and
into s ies in the demands made upon child; in geneeeI con-
trol attempts seem tied more to parent's moods or whims than to
any notion of fairness

or appropriateness; parent seldom is
concerned about equity and generally resolves conflicts of interest
so that the balance.is in her/his own favor.

1E,;
-26-
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14 CONSTRUCT IV A 1

IV. Affection

A. Separateness

r

I. Separateness (Liberating vs. Intruiive Lovel

5. Parent is responsive to child's bids'for physical and/or emotional

closenes's and may occasionally initiate such bids her/himself; how-

ever, parent does not overwhelm
child with her/his own emotional

needs.

4. Parent is responsive to child's bids for closeness and may initiate

such bids her/himself,
Ometfmes maye to meet her/his own needs

rather than those of the child.

Parent is responsive to child's bi or closeness; moreover, parent

often initiates such. bids her/himsel sometimes without regard for

child's readiness for such intimacy--i.e., parent sometimes seems

to impose self on
child in an attempt to'meet her/his own needs for

closeness.

2. Parent frequently
initiates bids for physical and/or emotional

cftseness, often without regard for child's';eadiness
for such

contact and more often to meet parent's own, rather than child's

need for closeness.

I. Parent very often initiates bids for physical'and /or emotional

closeness, often with total disregard of child's4reluctance to

engage in such Intimacy--i.e.,
parent seems to overwhelm child

and smother her/him with excesses of affection.

cs

-27-



IV. Affection

B. Responsiveness

15

CONSTRUCT IV B 1

** I. Responsiveness (Responsive vs. Nonresponsive to Child's

Individual Characteristics),

5. Parent takes considerable and consistent care to tailor, her/

his treatment of child so that child's unique Configuration

of characteristics is'taken into account, as well as age, stage,

and developmental level.

4. Partnt's treatmentlof child takes into account child's age, .

stage, and development level; parent makes some effort to tailor

her/his treatment of child according to child's unique configura-

tion of characteristics.
\,

3. Parent's treatment of child takes'into count some aspects of

- developmental level, but is influenced,by,a somewhat stereotyped

4 or idealized view of what a child of that age and stage is like.,

2. Parent's, treatment of child does not adtiquately take into account

child's'age, stage, developmental level, or unique configuration

of,charactertstics, but neither iV it so stareotyped.as in ill.

I. Parent's treatment of child is base0,on a stei*Otyped or ideiltzed

view of what adoleSCents are iike, and fails to take into account

child's actual age, stage, developmental level, and unique con

figuration of Characteristics.

-28-
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CONSTRUCT IV C 1

IV. Affection

C. Supportiveness

1. Supportiveness (Supportive vs. Nonsupportive)

5. Parent is consciously-and conscientiously supportive of child

and displays this supportiveness.byrfor example, showing con-

sideration'for child's negative feetiings, praising child's

accomplishments, and encouraging' child in her/his goals.; parent

gives the impression of being on child's side,of being child's

advocate.

4. Parent is generallytsupportive of child but not so extensively,

consistently and/or consqentiously as in #5.

3. Parent is sometimes supporible of child, or parent is supportive

of child in some areas but not in others. - 4

2. Parent is seldom supportive of chile and seems to have little

appreciation for child's feelings, concerns, aspirations, and

accomplishments.

1. Parent is not supportive of child and may even be rejecting, e.g.,

by ridiculing child's feelings, concerns, aspirations, and

accomplishments; pirent seems to have it in for child.

r

(
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CONSTRUCT IV ti 1

IV. Affection.

D. Warmth

"1. Warmth (Warm vs. Cool)

5. Child is.treateil with extreme warmth.

4. .Child is treated warmly.

3. Parent either alternates, betwcen warm and cool, or treatment

of child is lukewarm.

2. Child is treated coolly.

1. Child is treated coldly.

N

O

1 j
-30-
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CONSTRUCT IV E 1

IV. Affection

E. Enjoyment of Parental Role

1._ Enjoyment of Parental Role (Enjoys vs. Does Not Enjoy

, Being a Parent)

S. Parent obtains great satisfaction from having children, enjoys

being with.thim and exercising the parental role; parenting pro-

vides a major source of joy in parent't life.

4. Parent enjoys having children and obtains much satisfaction

from parental role.

3. Parent usually enjoys having children and exercising parental

tole, although at times parenting seems to interfere with parent's

ability to meet her/his other needs.

2. Parent occasionally enjoys exercising parental role, but more

often finds children an obstacle to the satisfaction of other

. needs and interests.

I. -Parent resents and resists having to exercise parental role, does

not enjoy having
children,%nd sees them as a drain on her/his

time and energy.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Supplemental Family Ratings, AEL, 1980

(NA = Not Applicable or Could Not Determine)

I. Intergenerational Issues

A. Parental Influences (Avoid - Follow):

4 0
N/A Avoid parental practices they dislike

1 For many ar
2 For several a eas

`

3 For 1 or 2 areas
4 Issue not relevant
5 For 1 or 2 areas a

6 For several-areas
7 For many areas

Follow parental practices they like
R

4,,

B. 1. Current Family RIlationships, with own Parent(s):

AK
I 1

5 4N/A 3 2 1
,

Very Positi've Neutral Negative Very

Pbsitive or Negative

-'''''Arlibivalent

B. 2. With owX Sibling(s):

I

N/A Positive with 5 4 3 2 1 Negative with

All + Most + Even Mix Most - All -
of + and -

C. Mention Parental Sex Taboos (Usually re.Avoidance)

N/A Avoid this "mistake" with own children 2
Wish could change, but repeat parents' behavior 1 y

D. Acceptance /Refection by Own Parents When Growing Up:

N/A Felt Accepted ' f > .Felt Rejected
\, or Included 5 4 3 2 1 or Excluded

Very Somewhat Even Somewhat Very 1

Much Mix Much

E. Mention Folk Superstitions or Practices, as Learned from Parents:

-- !ale
3 2 1 ,

Mention: 'Mention a , Does not

Several, few mention
O



2

II. Patterns of Communication

A. Affective Quality of Communication (Communicate Positive Feelings):
.

..< i

)w-
N/A 5 4 3 2 1 -

' VeryVery Well Well Average ',Poorly

- '

ry

Degree Poorly

B. Extent of Context for Family Communication:

N/A Involved in Each

N/A

Others'Activities Extensively

2 1 Not involved

SomeWhat Not at all Each Others'
Activities

C. Clarity of Communication (Cognitive Aspect):

)
5 4 3 2 1

Very Clear/ Clear Moderate Confused Very
Clarity_ Confused

D. Use of Non-Verbal Communication:

Age

N/A 4 3 2 1

/ Almost Always Often Seldom Hardly
Ever

E. Really Listen and Hear:

II.'

N/A
\
\ 5

.

4
it

3
.4

2 1

Very Well Well Average Poorly Very
Degree Poorly

F. Manifest or Tolerate Physical Proximity (Personal Space):11

N/A 3 2 1

Much Moderate Little'
Proximity Proximity Proximity

III. Other Qualities of Family and Surroundings

A. Parents Enjoy the Child (Distinguish from Loves/Likes)

N/A
44k 4

4 3 2 1

A Great Somewhat Only A Not At
Amount . Little All

B. Amount of PriVecy bf Family Members (Based on Available Space plus
Privacy-Related Practices);

3 2 1

N/A Extensive Moderate Limited



C. Engage in Rituals (ttylized Folkways):

N/A 4 3 2

Much Some Only A

- Little

D. Mention Folk Superstitions or Practices

3 2

Several A few None

Not At
All

(Any sources)

.5

E. Engage in Fixed Routines (i.e., Degree to which Daily life

N/A
mg

4

Much
of Time

..

3

SoMe

2

A Little

1

Not at
. All

F. Condition of Indoor Space (Furnishings and Gear):

N/A 3 2 1

EXtremely Overcrowded Uncrowded

Overcrowded

'G. Physical State of Home:

N/A "5 4

Extremely Cldan

Clean

., 3

Average.

-4N IV. Degree of Rapport or Openness to Study:

N/A*
k

5

Extremely
Open

Name of Parent

-
Date

ID 4

2

Dirty,

3

is Organited):'

1

Extremely
Dirty

4 3

Open Provide only
What is Asked

2

Guarded

ILI A
eA

Extremely
Guarded

1



Attachment 3

DIMENSIONS OF TEMPERAMEN;fSURVEY--OHSLD OR TEENAGER

e'
ID#:

Your Child's Name:

HOW TO ANSWER: On the following pages_are s6mespatements about how children
like your own may behave.. Some of the statetebts may be true of your
child's behavior, and others may not apply tehlm,or 4pr. For each *,

statement we would like you to say if the statement is usually true of

your child or is usually false or untrle of your4Ohild. Therg are no

"right" or "wrong" answers, because all children behave in different

ways. All you need to do is answer what is true for your child.
11k,

Here is an example of how to answer. ,Suppose a statement said:

"My child eats the same things for breakfast every day."

If the statement is generally true for your child, you would write in:

"true," because it would be more true than false.
4i

If the statement is generally false for your child, you would write in

"false," because it would be more false than t'rue.

On the line to the left of each statement write true if the statement
is more true than false of your child or write false if the statement-

is more false than true of your child.

PLEASE REMEMBER THESE FIVE THINGS AS YOU ANSWER:

1. Give only answers that tell what your child is really like. It is

best to say what you really think.

2. Now tha4your child is more grown up, you may not have as much

opportunity to observe certain behaviors. For this reason, if you

are not sure how your child behaves now, but you can remember exactly

how he or she behaved over the early years of growing up, then answer
on the basis of that you remember from when your child was younger.

7,-

(/

3. Don't spend too much time thinking over each statement. Give the

first natural answer as it comes to you. Of course, the statements

\are too short to say'everything you might like. But give the best

answer you can. Some tatements may seem just like some others
because they are about the same things. But, each statement asks

about a different part of the way'your child behaves. Therefore,

your answers may be different in each case.

4 4. Try to answer every question one way or the other. Try not to skip
4

any.

5. Remember: true = more TRUE than false
false = more FALSE than true

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP! 1
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Child's Name:

true = more TRUE than false false = more FALSE than true

1.
4.

My child ;gets hungry at the regular mealtimes.

2. My child moves around very little.

3. My child's first response is to &cept new foods.

4. Some days my child eats a lot; other days my child eats much less.

5. It tikkes my child a long time to 'get used to a new piece of
furniture in the house.

6. My child can't sit still for long.

7. If my child gets hurt (he/she) cries out loudly.

8. My child shows pleasure (laughing and/or smiling) at a lot of things.

"
Ay Child wakes up at different times.

10. Loud talkiig doesn't bother my dhild. A-

J
11. Once my child is involved in a task (he/She) can't be distracted

away from it

My child pers sts at,a task until it's finished.12.

My child moves around a lot.13.

14. My child has regular bowel movements.

15. My chiad's first response is to keep away from new things.

16. My child can make (himself/herself) at home anywhere.

17. -My child reacts_intensely when hurt.

11 18. my child shows anger often.

19. Bright lights don'titother my child.

20. No matter what my child°is dog (he/she) can be distracted by

21.

22.

23.

24.

something else.

There is no set time When:my child goes to sleep.

My child stayswith an activity for a long time.

If my child's schedule is suddenly changed (he/she) gets used

I
to it quickly.

af my child has to stay a long time in one place (he/she) gets
very restless and fidgety.'

1 I"
My child. usually moves toward new objects show to (him/hey):



ct'

true = more TRUE than false

3

false = more FALSE than true

26. It takes my child a long time to adjust to new schedules.
7

27. My child does not show pleasure (laughing and/or smiling) at many things.

28. Noises at night can wake my child up easily.

29. If my child is doing one thing, something else occurring won't get

(him/her) to stop.

30. My child does not do any one thing for a long period.

31 My child eats about the same amount for dinner whether (he/she) is

home, visiting someone, or traveling.

32. child's.first reaction is to reject something new or unfamiliar

33.

34.

to(him/her).

Changes in plans make my child restless.

My child often stays still for long periods of time.

35. Things going on around my child can take (him/her) away from what

(he /she) is doing: a,
6 ,r

36. My child reacts to soft noises or low whispers.

37. In doing whatever my child does (he/she) makes a. lot of noise.

38.

39.-

My child takes a nap, rest, or.break at the same time every day.

My child screams out when (he/dhe)

40, Sunlight bothers my child's eye.

,.,

41. Once my dtild taxeses mething up (he/she) stays with it.

42. When my child has to be still (he/she) gets very restless of er a

few minutes.

43. When a person comes toward my childo(his/her) first response is to

move back. a 04

44. Within one or two tries, my child accepts new foods.

45. My child reacts quietly.

46. My child doesn't keep at an activity when other things are going on

around (him/her).

1, 4

47. My child gets the sane amount of sleep each night.

48. My child frowns a lot.,

49i My child moves slowly,

50. If meeting a new person my c jold.tends to move toward them.
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true = more TRUE than false false = more FALSE than trues
a

51. My child,ge is hungry about the same times each day.

52. It takes my child a long time to get used to a new kind of food.
(He/She) has to eat it many times before (he/she) will accept it.

53. When my child reacts to something (his/her) reaction is intense.

54. It is hard-for my child to wake up earlier than (his/her) usual time.

55. My child smiles often.

56. If stopped from doing something, my child will always go back to it.

57. My child never seems to slow down.

58. My child moves away from new people.

59. It takes my child no time at all to get used to new people.

60. a My child eats the same amount each day.

61. You can shine a bright light in my child's eyes and (he/she) won't

even blink. Jr

62. If watching something, my child will keep at it fora long period.

63. My child moves a great deal in (his/her) sleep.

64. My child seems to get ;41eepy just about the same time every night,

65. It takes a lot to get my child to react.

66. My child does not seem to laugh often.
*

67. My child usually can't predict when (he /she,) will want lunch or dinner,.

68. My child moves toward new situations.

69. When my child is away fgpm home (he /she) still wakes up at the same
time each morning.

70. My child eats about the same amount of breakfast from day to day.

71. My child's sleep need's are quite variable, from a few to many hours.

72. My child moves a lot in bed.

73. My child notices odors right away.

.74. It seems that when my child feels full of pep and energy, it is at

' the same time each day.

75. My child does not react to even very loud noises.
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true\7,more TRUE than false false = more FALSE than rue

76. My child has bowel movements at about the same time ditch day.

77. No matter when my child goes to sleep (he/she) wakes up at the same

78. '

time the next morning.

t
In theMOrning, my child is still in the same place as when (he/she)

fell asleep.

79. It es my child a lohg time to get used to new people.

80. When my child reacts (he/she) does so with vigor.

My child eats about the same amount'at supper from day to day.

82 When something new is being given to my child (he/she) moves forward

to it.

83. When things are out of place, it takes my child a long time to get

used to it.

84. My child does not react (cry out or yell) when (he/she) falls.

1Pg'

85. My child wakes uj at the usual time on weekends and holidays.

86. My child doesn't move around much at all in (his/her) sleep.

87. My child never notices odors.

88. My child's appetite seems to stay the same day after day.

89. My child wakes up the same time each night to go to the bathroom.

a



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6..

7.

8.

9.

Tabulation of Apparent Primary Loadings by Content Readings

Act. HI 6,13,24,42,57,63,72 , LOW 2,34,49,78,86

(54)

Rhy. HI' 1,14,:g,38,47,51,U4,60,64, LOW 4,9,21*,67,71
,70,74,76,7781,85,88,89/1"

Ap/With. AP 3,25,50,68,82 1 WITH 15,32,43**,58

4 (16 44,59) 44`.4 (33)

Adapt. HI 6,23#,0.14.9 LOW 5,26,0,52,79,83

(69)
.

Intens. HI 7,17,37,39,53,80
t

9,53,80 LOW 45,6

,- , (40). . (10,19,31,61)

Ttiksh. HI (043,g),65,75,87 LOW 28,36,0,73

(27,66,84)
If

(18,33,46,55) 6,

Mood + NEG 9,0,48,e -. - POS 4E2

The marked mood items are secondary to threshold.

Distr. HI 20,35, ,. LOW 0

4

Persist. HI 12,22,41,56,62 ' LOW 30

Attn. Span ,

'.(11,29) (46)

*21 Comment (on routine)
#23 is on example of our item where the potential for a secondary is there, but it seems

unlikely: ly
**43 person (not = new)
44 "a few"' is better
Ve89 maybe doesn't get up at all (i.e., false for 2 different reasons)
OPrinerY loading, but also has secondary

( ) the secondary fits here
'1,
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Attachment 4

Problems Stated by Interviewer

1. One evening was playing outside and you told him before he went
that he'd have to come in as soon as it starts to get- dark. You call him

and he doesn't come.

Does anything like this ever happen? (If no) Let's make up what might

happen if it did. (If yes) What happended right then? What did you do

or say when (repeat problem?) What did your child do or say?

The problems can be of %shy content wherein the ild refuses a

request by mother.

In this and all problems to follow, ask a mother who says such a
problem never occurs, "What do you think might happen if such a
problem did come up. Just make it up." It is desirable, when
possible, to record the mother's responses in dialogue form,

such as:

Mother:
Child:
Mother:

Child:

\/-
2. You were shopping and had with you. came running over

saying he wanted a toyle'saw in the store. You Said he couldn't have

it. kept saying he wanted it.

What happened next and what was said or done?
The problem can be of any content wherein the child wants something
mother does not want him to have.

3. was playing with a friend and all of a sudden he, grabbed a crayon

fram"that friend. You saw him snatch the crayon.
4,

What happened next and what was said''or done?
The problem can be of any content wherein the child takes something
from another child and mother knows because she saw it happen..

A

4. You went into the living room and saw climbiWg on the furniture

What happened next or what was said or done?
The problem can be of any content wherein the child is in a situa-
tion of potential damage to propertykor harm to self.

. One day came into the house very unhappy. He (she) told you
another child his (her) age hit him (her)..

What happe ed next and what was said or done?
. This probl , the content of which is Also used in the pretest,

is repeat because of the frequency of its occurrence. The

problem ca refer to any .form of attack, physical or verbal.
t

17'
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6. One day was visiting.a friend's (relative's) house and he took ,

a toy (or something) home without telling anyone.

.What happened next and what was said or done?
The problem can be of any content wherein the child takes something
from an adult that is not his without first asking.

7. was playing with water in the living room. You didn't want him
to play with water in the living room.

What happened next and what was'said or done?
The problem can be of any content wherein the child is making a mess
or is doing something in an inappropriate place.

8. wanted you to read him a story but you codldn't right then.
whined and nagged, "But I want it now!"

What happened next and what was said or done?
The problem can be of any content wherein the hild want,

4
something

"now," at a time inconvenient for mother.

a

ti



Childkearing -Style Scale

Score
1(10 Mother guides the child to think of his own solutions to

problems, of the consequences of an action, or of how
to find out about another's feelings or preferences (re-
quires decision making).

Examples: Can you think about what you can do about
that?

Now what are we going to do about this?

Do you think that's a good idea? (if solu-
tion- related)

What might happen if you do that?

Can you think of something else (different)
to do?

How can you find out how he feels, what he
likes?

Good, that's a different idea.

95 Mother accepts child's offered solution.

Examples: That's a good idea (go ahead and try that).
4 O.K., let's do that.

(If child's solution fails and mother elicits
another solution from child, score the latter
100.)

90 Mother allows child to have a say in the solution to a
problem by providing a choice of what to have or do
(choices suggested by mother).

t's
Examples: You can't have candy today, but you can

choose between pr
You det-ide if you want to, hit him back or
let him beat you up.

If you don't like your hair this way, tell me
and I'll fix it another way.

85 Mother elicits from child his view df the problem.

Examples: How hard did he hit you?
Why do you feel so mad about that?

Is that a good idea to (climb on furniture,
play with water in the living room)?

Why dtryou think you need that toy?
How do you knoW he was angry?

Wtio hit first, you or your friend? I.

Do you think that's fair?

4

k

3
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4.

4

80 Mother elicits from child his or others' feelings in a sit-
uation.

Examples: How does that make yciu feel?

How do you think I feel when you do that?
How does that make feel when you
won't let himplay with your toys?

75 Mother suggests possibilities for child to consider.

Examples: Maybe he was mad because you said that.
Were you bothering him to make him hit
you?

Did you hit him first?

70 M &ther articulates child's feelings and /or talks of feel-
ings sympathetically. Mother articulates own feelings,
too, with some explanation.

Examples: You mustn't do that because he will get
mad.

If you do that, you'll feel sad.

Don't do that again. I'm hurl (disappointed
in you).

don't like it when you do, that because

Do you think it makes me happy when you
do that?

65 Mother offers reatexplanation and.converses with child.
Examples: I can't buy that now because I don't have

the money for that and the food I have to
buy.

If .you dirty the walls, it's harder for me to
keep your room clean.

60 Mother gives if-then explanation: She identifies conse-
quences (interpersonal) beyond mere threats. ' - ,

Examples: If you hit, you will get hit back and lose a
friend.

If you lend a toy, you can't just grab it
back. He'll never let you play with his toys.
If you keep snatching toys, someone's going
to get hurt.

55 Mother explains child's action without describing its po-
tential consequences, but does-so in a nonthreatening
way.

Examples: You can't go around hitting kids.

If you lend a toy, you can't just grab it
back.

1
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50 Mother models so child can emulate her actions or
words.

Examples: Let's get out the mop and I'll show you howJ to dean it up.
You need to clean up this mess; I'll show
you where to put these things.

45 Mother makes child aware of others' feelings by rhetori-
cal questioning or statement of child's own feelings.
Examples: How would you feel if 7

Don't grab. You wouldn't like it if he did
that to you.

40 Mother asks child to explain his problem beyond a mere
why.

Examples: Tell me what happened.

What is the matter?

What does that mean when you say

35 Mother suggests simple solution to the problem or tells
the child how sht(the mother) will solve it for him.
Examples: Why can't you'both share the toy?

Why don't you write on the paper (instead
of the walls).

Tomorrow I'll talk to the teacher (because
that boy hit you).

30 Mother simply asks why the child did what he did or
why something happened (to get information and not
in anger or exasperation).

Examples: What did you do to make him, hit you?
Why did you hit him?

Why are you doing that?

25 Mother offers abstract explanation. )
Examples: You have to learn to protect yourself.

Children must learn to share.

Lying is not nice. You must & ie to
parents.

We don't hit friends.

We don't hit children smaller than we are.
Eat your vegetables and you'll grow up like
DaddY (be strong like Superman).

Is that what you're supposed to do?
Is that the nice thing to do?

20, Mother gives relevant simple solution or consequence
(noninterpersonal) in*"a demanding or nonexplanatory
mannp. Child is not encouraged to explore.,

A

5
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Examples: Clean it up. Get a sponge.

If 'you don't eat, ybu won't get dessert. If
you eat, you can have ice cream. _

If he hits you, hit him back.. ,/
Don't hit him back, tell the teacher.
I told you to write on paper.
I want you to kiss and make up.
Stop jumping on the bed, you'll fall.

15 Mother explains simple "because" in her behavior.

Examples: You can't have candy now because we will
eat supper soon.

No, you can't have candy because yOur teeth
will go bads

I can't afford (the caly or toys).

10 Mother commands'with simple explanation.

Examples: You can't stay up. You have to go to school
tomorrow.

You're.: fuss-y, about your toys, sg/ give it
back:
se-0

(To interviewer): I give h time to try and then I do-it
for her.

Put back the candy becaute it's not the right
kind.

Eat it because it's good for you._

-Give it back because it's not yours.

You're not supposed to dcithat.
Wait. I'm sewing a button now (cooking dih-
ner now, and so on).

5 Mother commands or makes a statement to the child
wits no explanation.

Examples: Wait 'till I'm finished.

You'll'have.to wait.

Give the toy back.

Eat your food.

I told you not to write on the walls.
Go to bed now.

0 Mother 'uses threats, name calling, force. Mother does
not 'respond to the child's problem or communicate
with the child in solving the problem.

Examples: Shut up or I'll whoop you.

Don't be a baby.
Just do as I say. Don't back talk.
Never mind what you wanted.

tj

1,
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IV

\ (To in erviewer): She just sulks and that's too bad.
(To in erviewer): 3ust let hlitt sulk, he'll get over it.
(To interviewer): I ignore it (when he cries).

(To interviewer): I went to the teacher.

I talked to the other child's mother.

.1

4
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Research to ImproVe School/Family Relations

Overvie'

The Division of Childhood and Parenting, Appalachia Educational Laboratory

4
(AEL)t, developed a specifically focused position paper describing AELTs future

e
work in the area of school /family relations. This paper provides an overview

-of tievprocess used to identify and verify the needed research and development

activities. It then summarizes the problem, the focus of the research, and

its potential impact in the'area of school/fartily relations. The final sec-

tton describes three major ProjIcts and the related work activities.

In early 1980_14AEL bvame involved in a major regional needs assessment

4F

study. The Division 'f Childhood And Parenting was able to determine the
*

,

status and needs of research ,end developMent activities itelated to families ,

and children by participating in specific...pomp° tlitof this study. The

first compbnept was a major literature review that,documentedAhe character-

istics and needs of regional families and the gaps in the present services

iAEL position paper Children and lies in'AppLachia: The Status, Needs,
*

. ,
,

e

and Implicigtons for.R & D Activities, June, lir). Specific cieea stateiMents
, .

were than written by.the_Division to be included in the validation component
9 - n -- .

P

of the needs assessment. Additional needs' statements were generated'in Needs
N 4

1
Assessment Conferences in each of the seven states by a variety of participants

e X

from education, social service agencies, parents, students and others.

These persons also named four persons to serve as validators of the statements.

The statements were sent to the identified vslidators. Analyses of these

statements same perfOrrqed, and the Division received prioritized statementW'

iSee p.13). Based upon these statements, the Childhood, and Parenting staff

prepared a paper-describing the problems and the proposed R.& D activities

*

ek.tbat would contribute to the solution of the problem.

1 P,,t)
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Problem Statement

,s
The answerato the question, "Who should educate children and for what

purposes7"have evolved along with our society. Two hundred years ago in

rural American communities, the family and church assumed the responsibility

for socializing and educating children (Lazerson, 1972). The curriculum

closely reflected the prevailing culture and beliefs.

As the United States became industrialized, urbanized and professionalized,

control of educational programs, hiring practices and policies moved further

away from the local community. 'Professional educators became the leaders in

determining school policy, and the role of parents as decision makers declined.

Along with industrialization came economic exploitation of many children--

especially' those
(77
from immigrant families. It was in efforts to improve the

life opportunities of immigrant children that the first systatatic educational

programs involving children and parents were begun (Hill, 1941). With thege

programs as forerunners, any successful approaches have been found for involving

parents in school activities for youncrchinren. Research studies report the

powerful influence from programs with such parent involvement (Hess et al,

1971;ISChaefer, 1972; Evans, 1975). AEL's HOPE Project produced large immediate

effects, and more recent evidence shows that the results of that early inter-

vention have persigted into the children's secondary school years.

Despite the many successes experienced in involving parents in preschool

programs, there are few examples to which one can point of similar successes.

at the elementary level. At the secondary level, such efforts are almost
f

unheard of, except in'theoase of low income families whoge children are being

served through various compensatory education przgLAms that are federally funded.

Because school-home partnerghips have not been developed at the elementary and

1c
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secondary' school levels, little is known of (a) how to qo about this; (b) whether

such efforts would improve school-family relations and impact favorably on chil-

dren's learning; (c) what the precise objectives of such programs should be; and

(d) the baCkgrounds of families and the characteristics of schools which should

be taken into account in the design and operation of programs. Thus, if the

promise and benefits of school-home partnerships in education are to be realized

at the elementary and sec'bndary levels in the Region, research will need to be

conducted in the foregoing.areasdbout which so little is known. .

The possibility of conducting such research now appears to be a matter of .

fortuitous timing.. The American family seems to'be oldergoing profound change- -

and if it is not, people, nevertheless; believe this to be the case. Current

beliefs about how the,familyis changing and about how'this isimpacting,A

schools are making school petsonnel more ready than in the recent past to
0

: A

rethink and rearrange the nature of their relations with families. The .iumr
I

blings of these changes among professionals have been 'clironicled recently by

the Education Commission of the States, the Associaton for Supervision and

Curriculum Development and the American Associaton of School Administrators,

among others. Families too are feeling pressed upon by the changing times and,

consequently, are asking (i.e., as evidenced in all recent Gallup polls)* in

unprecedented numbers for schools tObeOomeinvolved with them in new ways .4"

The potential for Illicting change in'school,family relatidhs is, thus,

4

/

great. Whether the directin of change' will prove to be constructive, however,

will depend upon the results and timing of such efforts as the research 'prOpo4td.

herein: Certainly one must recognize the potential for totally unwarranted hopes,t, Thus both, the

promise and the , risks of the present situation impart a degree of urgencyfor

educational research and deveVOnt seldom has opportunities to be iA the

vanguard of.change and to help shape what is to cane.

I S 0

,

4

lAsperceptions of the schoo -faMily partnership and so forth
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Focus and Ritionale

vs

j3y way of current and past research at AEL, much knowledge.has been gained

regarding the characteristics and needs of regional families and of gaps that

exist at present in services to them (see AEL position paper Children and
F

Families in Appalachia: The Status, Needs, and Implications for R & D

Activities, June, 1980). AEL'has also developed family stUdy techniques,

,including measurement procedures and theory, which have proved useful in the

Region. The proposed is designed to build on la) that knowledge base,

(b) the regionally=tested/methoas of family study and (c) a network of active

contacts with SEA personnel and LEA's in-the Region.

In order to address the problem of almost non-existent models of parent

involvement at the secondary level and pf the underutilized opporttinities for,

school-family,

program which,

partnerships at the elementary level, AEL must launch a research

first reviews and integrates what i,s known about parent involve-

ment at the elementary and secondary levels, Projecel includes this back-
..

groundfactivitAnd organizes an advisory body which will represent the K-12

school- family focus of the overall research program. ,The remaining work can

bernceptualized as two separate project strands. Project 2 takes a broad
A

fodls in terms of gll families, while Project 3 looks,at-spedial apprinches
%

required by high need" families. /
eF

Project 2 attacks the problem from several directions irk response to the

several dimensions which need to be researched: s) typek, of'communication and

interabtion now=occurrihg106tween school and families, b), 'perceptions of what

is and What i desired, plus background factors which hay' influenced these
* I

percep ons, small changes in schools (i.e., school climate) which wopld

immediate y increase parent support and involvement, d) skill/preparation and

.1* L))
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needs of teachers for working with families, and e) teacher understanding of

ways in which faMily background affects children't school performance. Out of
A

findings from this research, AEL will collaborate with institutions of higher

education in the development of inservice and pre-service experiences for

school personnel to equip them for establishing school-home partnerships.

These experiences will be provided to selected school personnel from collabora-

ting LEA's. Experimental studies will then be carried out in the LEA's of the

impacts of their approaches on communication and interaction between families

and schools and on family support of schools. The ultimate impact on student

behavior and school performance will also be examined.

Project 3 will aieleess the.problem with special reference to high need

families (e.g., single parents, low income families, etc.). The rationale for

focusing separately.on these groups is the belief that their needs are different

and that the optimal means of involving them in their children's learning

alSo differ. These considerations suggest that there well may be no existing

programs which provide optimal means for involving high needs families. Project

3, therefore, includes provision for experimentation with combinations of exist-

incl elements which together might prove'most beneficial tce schools in

Working with high need.families.

0 6
Potential Impact of Program v 0

Althorgh'schoolsnow engage in.Tious forms of family involvement at the

elementary level, the nature of:these is quite limited in comparison with the

potential range of home - family partnefships. 1P1t the secondary level significant

parent involvement is rare, and when it does occur it is more often the result
a

,,\de
. .

of 4solatedindividual efforts rather nstitutionalized schopatprograms.

Yet there isspotential for forming meanin ful school- family partnerships.

lat
The proposed systematic %reseakch pfogram would .provide iiiswers that could

help: (1) prepare school personneltowork with families more effectively;

ti 4 Nw

10')
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(2) provide new mechanisms for school-family communications; and (3) provide

approache4 and materials that. wouldaSsist school efforts in working with high

need populations.

4;«
The ultimate impact of the entire program would be that improved interac-

tion and communichtion between families and schools would allow the two social

institutions to work together to provide the best education possible fc4 chil-

dren and youth of the Appalachian Region.

A.

Alp



PLANNING A SCHOOL-FAMILY RELATIONS PROGRAM

7

a. Project Focus and Rationale: A
c/

It is evident that the relationships between the school and'family are changing.
Both parents and school personnel are indicating communication problems, ambi-
velenciin rolest--expressing /a need for consAructiVe methods of involve-
mentand support of educational programs. The Needs Assessment Projebt has
documented the need for research activities that will lead to a better under-
standing. of school-family relations. These statements serve as the basis for
pthe long range research activities. Bowevet, actual conceptualization and
planning for the research must be systematically developed and documnted.

The first phase of this work will be a through literature review that will .

. serim/as the foundation for the additional activities to be carried out. This
literature review will document the state of the art of school-family relations
at the present time, will'indicate research now occurring and identify areas
where additional worktis needed. Special emphasis will be placed on reviewing

, literature relevant to school-family needs at the elementary and secondary
levels and in high need gro4Ps.

Using the literature search as background information, a complete proposal to
NIE will by-prepared. Thts proposal will serve as a guide for the work to be
performed and will document the objectilksv gOels, methodologies and possible
'outcomes for the-sOhool-familY relations research program

4
This work must be perf6Xmed by AEL staff persons with experience in proposal
preparation as well as expektise in the area of school-family relationt. AEL
staff will also ,Seek,input inithe initial'proposal preparation and throughout
the project from advisory perObns who represent the perspectives of parents, s
teachers, administrators and students at both the elementary and secondary
levels.

b. Project Objectives:

e objectives ,for this scope of work

1. To determine the state of knowledge of,school-family,relations in the
et Region.

12. To organize,ana establish a working relationship wiph an appropriate
advisory group(s).

2
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Based on the stated objectives, the following start-up
c. Project Activities: activities will be carried out:

1. A review of the literature will be carried out in order to determine the kinds
of research that have or are now being done related to school-family relations.
Special attention will be given to research relevant to the Appalachian Region

and to research Providing findings at the elementary and secondary levels.
This research will provide staff with a state of the art understanding of
school-family relations, will serve as a basis for planning and proposal writ-
ing and will provide documentation that identifies the persons and programs

with expertise in school-family relations.

An advisory group will be identified and a working relationship developed.
AEL now has well established contacts with schools, agencies and communities

throughout the.Region.' Examples include the contacts established through
the Regional Parenting Surveys-Base Sample Survey work, the Childhood and
Parenting,Task Force and AEL's Bpard of Directors. Working with4these

0 established contacts, selection of a group of persons representing the per-
spectives of parents, educators and students 'at both the elementary and

secondary levels will be completed. The group will need to be sufficiently
diversified to represent the interests of "high need" families, varied income
familiesand varying educational viewpoints but especially those most common

to the Appalachian Region.

TJ
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RESEARCH TO IMPROVE SCHOOL - FAMILY INTERACTION

a. Project Focus and Rationale

The purpose of this project is to promote good school-family relations by
finding practicpdl ways to improve the quality of interaction and communication

between school personnel and parents. The rationale, is that good s&ool-family

relations will positiyely affect children's learning:
There has long been a recognition that the child's family and school

experiences influence one another. And certainly parent participation in v

school affairs has broadened since the 1960's to,includeworking clasp as
fuell as middle class parents. Yet there are still questions about the roles

which family members and school staff should play, in the education of children.
There are claims by teachers and other school personnel that parents are apa-
thetic, uninterested, do not value education. There are claims by parents
that teachers do not really care about their children and that parent advisory
boards and other mechanisms for parent involvement are not allowed to make a .

real contribution, are not taken seriously.
According to Lightfoot, such, dissonance is largely due, not to differendes

in educational values or goals for children, but to misplIeptions. Parents and

school personnel rarely have the opportunity for "means 1, substantive

(.dischssion. In fact, schools organize public, ritualistic occasions that do
not allow for real contact, negotiation or criticism between parents and
teachers" (Lightfoot, Sara Lawrence, "Exploring Family-Schools Relationships"

AERA, Spring, 1980). With little opportunity to get to know one another as
people, teachers and-parents often operate on the basis of negative stereotypes

of one another. The result is tension, anxiety 'ancidistrust.
'The purpose of this project is to study methods of.improving communication

and interaction between schools and families. While a certain amount of dissdh-
.

ance is probably inevitable because of the different kinds of relationships

within the two institutionOlit is believed that there is much room for improve-

ment. Little is known about how, to build optimal relationships between families
and schools.'This project seeks to begin to fill this gap in our knowledge.

.o

b. Project Objectives:
The objectives of.,this project are to carry out studies in a sample of typical

,/ Communities- in the Region Which will contribute to:
1. Establ;phing a positive school climate for parent involvement.
2. Preparing school personnel to work with families.
3. Devising nelimechanisms to promote school-community interaction and communica-

tion including the means to involve parents in children's learning.
An additional objective, dependent upon the accomplishment of the above three"

objectives, is:
4. Monitoring long-term iffects ()feral these activities on community support

for the schools. '

0
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c. Project Activities:
1. Study the kinds of interaction and communication currently occurring between

families and schools by means of informal interviews and observations.

2. Study the perceptions by teachers"parents, students, amPothers, of school-
family relations in terms of what is and what is desired. Inquire also

regarding background factors and past experiences that have influenced these

perceptions. Interview random samples of the relevant populations.
3. Hold a series of meetings`with parents and school staff to discuss the,

results .of the perception interviews - areas of agreement, disagreement,
misperceptions, etc. Parents and teachers could meet separately and then
together.

4. Survey parents in order to obtain their suggestions for changes in organiza-
tional practices and procedures of the school to which parents would respond
positively by becoming more involved. Consider how this varies by community
and by background of parents. Hold a workshop with parents, teachers and
administrators to elplore possible changes in school organization and procedure

5 Study teachers' formal preikration add inservice education relative to working
) with families.

9'. Inquire into teachers' past experiences of working with families; Iteachers
understanding of the significance of the family in the educative. process;
and teachers' perceptions of the legitimate roles of parents.

7. Inquire into teachers' understanding of the community, including pertinent
characteristics of the population served: e.g., stability of residence,
ethnic, racial, educational background, degree of unemployment and numbers of
two-job families and single parent families.

8. Drawing on information obtained in 5, 6, and 7 consult with administrators
and educators from the nearest institution of higher learning. Plan a series

of inservice meetings and experi-
ledge regarding working with par

to increase teacher skills and know-

9. Using the results of the studies ool climate and school staff prepara-
tion and drawing on suggestions
and Henry Meyer's discussions of o

the literature (e.g., Litwak, Eugene
ication mechanisms in School, Family

and Neighborhood, Columbia Univer ty Press, 1974) design mechanisms to
allow real, meaningful, substant e communication between parents and teachers.

Hold a workshop to discuss alter - tive'mechanisms with staff and.parents.
Conduct experiments to test the effectiveness of these different mechanisms.

10. Develop materials for teachers ana parents dealing with what the child has bee
and is learning at home, what the,child is and will be learning at school,
and how parents and teachers may reinforce each,other.

11. Study the degree of participation in school affairs and support for levy
elections before the initiation of ,any of the aboVe studies and once yearly
for the duration of the study.

/frt. .



NATURALI TIC AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
SCHOOL-F LY PROGRAMS FOR HIGH NEED POPULATIONS

,. a. Psoject Focus and Rationale:

ThereLare many different Method's of involving parents of young children in their

childien's learning. However, at the elementary and secondary levels, there
seems td be less effort made to involve parents, and parent participation is
significantly lower. While nearly all parents indicate a desire to be involved

their children's learning, a number of factors have shaped both the degree and
the kinds of involvements that are possible between the he and the school.'

These forces often lead to frustrating experiences for both.the schgpls and
families. Parents feel uninformed about and do not understand their responsi-
bilities,in the. educational process. Some parents feel that schools are too
conventional in the methOdS used for contacting parents. On the other hand,
schools teel they are expected to assume additional responsibilities that have
historically belonged to parents. Teachers, the persons most directly in con-
tact with the child and the home, feel ,ttley have,not been adequately trained to
work with parents to insure involvement, and that the actual involVement may
create additional work in'an already overloaded day, Such problems are aggra-
vated among families with special needs When school personnel try to meet their

needs.

f

Thus, research is'needed into methods by which teachers and parents can be
involved in effsCtive partnerships at the elementary and secondary
with emphasis on'high need families. Special attention should be given to
investigating the kindi of communication patterns and arrangements between
tile home and school that are subcessful in the Region. New experimental approaches
may in some instances have'to be designed and implemented to attempt to meet
identified needs. StudidS of teacher preparation and education for

school personnel will bOused to determine the state of th tart of formally
fostering teacher.skills and knoWledge regarding working with parents. It may

beCome evident that workshopsand inservice materials or activities are needed
for school personnelwho vary in their levels of:background and responsibility
for workihg with parents--i.e., to provide awareness level information for

*most personnel; to prepare in-depth and targetted training components for those
c

who already work closely with parents.

b. Project Objectives ,

lb-

The objectives for thisScopeof work are:
6

1. To identify and develop an understanding of elementary and secondary level
programs that 6e promising techniques to foster school- family relations
among high need populations. . .

2. To decise and test some experimental approaches to involving pareas in
children's learning at the elementary and econdary levels; and .

3. To develop or adapt materials to effec ely involve parents, school personnel
and prospective teachers in working ether. . 1

A
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c. Ptoject Activities:

The following activities'will be carried out:
1. Programs Will be identified at the elementaryk,and secon6xy levels that

seem to utilize promising techniques to foster'School-family relations
with high-risk populations. Such programs will be identified by (a) a
review of the literature that documents the important criteria relevant
to such programs and by (b) information provided from AEles contacts in
the schools of the Region., Contrast schools may also be identified.

2. Comprehensive data will be gathered regarding such characteristics of
the programs as: (a) their settings; (b) goals and objectives of such
programs; (c) parent and teacher roles; (d) program methods; (e) advantages
and disadvantages; (f) degree of participation; and (g) impact. A descrip-
tive case study type report will result from -the findings compiled.

3. It may be learned through literature reviews and case studies that certain
high need groups are not receiving adequate. school-family interventions
because none is available. In such instances, new experimental approaches
will be designed and implemented. These approaches will evolve through
the studies:of'existing programs, analyses/of the needs of families and
of school personnel, consultation with the Program'd advisory group, and
jin collaboration with parents and school personnel in specific local
/settings. The uniqueness of the Region and the attitudes of the p9ople
fegarding school-family relations will serve as major sources of direction
for theieffort (Photiadis, 19774.

4. During the experimental studies,it may be learned that certain materials
not now available would be helpful or necessary in order to implement
suggested approaches. Other materials currently in use may need to be
adapted to the spedial needs of the Region. Workshops of varying levels
of intensity will likely need to be designed for school personnel. The

new materials will probably need to be developed with a view to both
inserliice and pre-service usage. ,

tt.
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*TO
NEEDS ASSESSMENT DATA

RELEVANT TO

SCHOOli.FAMILY RELATIONS

This program has been designed in response to statements of educationa;_need
derived from AEL's 1980 Needs Assessment project. The coded designation* of
need statements, to which the program responds are listed below. Needs state-

ment validation information for Tennessee and Pennsylvania is not complete.
Therefore, statements are placed according to the rankings at these state

conferences.

First (Top) 2114tile Priority Rated Statements

L-107, L-109, K-37, Kr5,\T-8, P-46

Second Quartile Priority Rated Statements

1,402, L-104, L-106,,,L-108, L-115, A-19, A-24, T-26, T-35, T-60

Third Quartile Priority Rated Statements

T-54

Fourth (Low) Quartile Priority Rated Statements

*Keyto_codas-4---A-=-AlabamaT'K = Aentucky; 0 = Ohio; P = Pennsylvania;
T = Tennessee; V = Virginia; W = West Virginia; L = Laboratory

4^
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HOPE FOLLOW-UP STUDY FINDINGS
1

Edw5rd Earl Gotts

The problems of delivering human services in rural areas are multiple:

a) physical isolation, distance, poor roads, and non-existent public trans-

portation; b) scarcity of allrsmanners of complementary resources and services;

c) remoteness from institutions of higher education, medical centers and

mother sources of potential assistance; d) sometimes--apathy, indifference

and oppositidn which arise from rural people's perception that newer ideas,

methods, and procedures may disturb or destroy traditional values and

patterns of living; and e) a history of neglect of rural needs by state and

,federal officials who have been decidedly more conscious and responsive to

the needs of urban communities. The foregoing problets are magnified in

much of rural Appalachia because of its steeply mountainous topography,
-

sparseness of population,,, severe degree of poverty, and the strength of

traditional culture.

Rationale

When the Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL) was created in 1966,

its initial challenge was to analyze and document the exact nature of

regional needs. The foregoing pattern of regional characteristics was

t

confirmed.by a major needs study conducted at that time. The Lab's

response to ,this was to plan from then through 1968 for regional inter-

ventiontiowhich might be carried out by local education agencies, after they

had been bonded together into multi-county cooperatives. Such cooperatives

-were viewed as being capable of increasing the availability of scarce

resources and of bringing them to bear upon specific needs. Creating a

climate to encourage such multi-county efforts was, 'therefore, the first

step pursued.

.^;
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The needs assessment identified the. preschool child as requiring special

attention. This age group's needs when unmet were often later manifested in

extreme shyness when they entered school; in reduced verbal interaction in

the classroom; and in a high incidence\:of early school failure (i.e., retention

in grade) and poor performance on standardized achievement tests., The Lab,

accordingly, decided to focus one of its main efforts on preschool program

development--again through multi-county cooperative units.

Geographic isolation and remoteness were to be overcome by the use of:.,

(a) television to reach all homes; (b) mobile instructional facilities which

cOuld travel into small communities over almost impassable roads; and (c)

selection, training, and use of local paraprofessionals who could visit

homes relatively near their own places of residence. The overall approach

was to be home-oriented, drawing thereby on the strength of the Appalachian

-rural family as a support system. These approaches to service delivery were

also selected as being cost effective in view of the scarceness of resources.

That is, once produced, the television signal could be broadcast at virtually

no cost to the local preschool program; a teacher in a.mobile classroom

could travel during a normal week to.as many as eight sites to provide once-

a-week half-day group experience sessions, and without the need to construct N-

suitable local preschool facilities in any of the sites; and paraprofession-

als could extend services in a highly individualized marer to families at a

relatively modest cost.

The rationale for the approach described here may be yhmmarized as

follows: it was responsive to rural Appalachian economics and geographic

conditiohs; it dealt with a major identified need, the preschool population's

preparation for participation in school; it used media, mobile instructional

facilities, and paraprofessionals to deliver preschool services in a cost

effective manner; and it drew upon the strengths of the preschool,children1s



families, making them collaborators in the

than making them suspicious "outsiders."

the overall approach taken was to prevent

occurred.

If
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service delfverysrbcess rather

Moreover, it will be evident that

ar.

early school problems before they

The AEL Experiment

Home-based early intervention is by no means a new idea-.(Gotts, Spriggs

& Sattes, 1979). Nor is its akolication in. rural settings unique or without

precedent (Klaus,& Gray, 1968). The intervention reported here was, never-

theless,-the first to u1e as. its, strategy a particular combination of treat-

ment components: daily television lessons in the home, weekly printed

support materials and home visitation to parent and child by a carefully

trained parapfofessional, and weekly group experiences for children in

mobile classroom van capable of servicing isolated rural settings. Moreover,

the intervention was carried out as a Vell-designed experiment. The study

qualifies, ineddition, as a clear instalace of a primary prevention experiment.

Nearly ten years have passed since the initial three-year experiment

(1968-1971),was concluded in.West Virginia. It has since been essentially

and successfully replicated in rural settings in four other states ranging

from Ohio through Alabama (1971-1973). Twopf its replication sites. were

integrated subsequently into the national demonstration known as Home Start,

which has been a variant and option within Head Start since 1975. From

1974-1977, the Appalachia Educational Laboratory,(AEL) ideletoped and vali-

dated materials to support widespread operation of home-based interventions

of this type for families of Eireschoorand early primary age children.

Collectively these materials are called "Aids to Early Learning" (Gotts,

1979). From 1978-1980, AEL staff have gatherkdandanalyzed extensive

,
follow-up data on children and parents from the original experiment.

I
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This current work seeks to examine ithe persjstence and pervasiveness of the

intervention's effects.,

The- report next considers the intervention by looking at the rural

conditions which led to,.its design. After that the program is described; its

immediate effects are reported; and its long-tetm.effects are examined.

Finally the experim6nt's implications for Working with rural parents are

considered.

Characteistics of Rural Appalachians

# f4g A through analysis was made by AEL of regional and sample site demo-
*

graphy to determine the exteAt to,which its findings could be generalized to

I other non-urban' 'setpings iri the northeast and. southeast.

Demographics: Then and Novi
we.

The original A8L experiment in Home-Oriented Preschool Education (HOPE)

was operated in four counties of gouthern taest Virginia. The mining of

metallurgical coal was and continues to be the major solace of employment in,

these counties. In 1,968 the largest urbanized center in the site area had a,

11/.

population of under 20,000. The least rural of the counties had a non-urban

pOpulation of 63.3 percent at the time of the 1970 census; tie most rural had

r
a non-urban pop4ation of 86.8 percent (Bertram & MaCDpnald, 1971.

In 1974-1975 AEL; in cooperation with the U.S. Bu.eau,of thb Census,
O

performed a reanalysis of 1970 census. individual data records for the non-

,

urban portions of a thirteen-state region of northeastern and .southeasern

states, including West Virginia, to determine-further thg4oharactlristics of

families of preschool children (Bertram, 1975): This reanalysis was -neces-

sary because the Census data had not been compiled previ9disly t2 examine

this particular demographic subgroup. At the same time (1974)' AEL interviewed

"kJ ,,401

A.
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a seven -state sample of non-urban fTailies, who were matched to represent
n b . ., .

1
.

the 1970 Census for their respective counties. The interviews sought.to

clarify additional issues that had not been addressed in the Census data

collection of 1970 (Shively, Bertram, & Hines, 1975).
/

The foregoing' efforts confirmed that the fourcounty site of the HOPE

_
.

experiment was slightly more rural and had somewhat lower parental education
. .

,.

. i----,

and per capita income levels than West Virginia as a wh lie (Bertram & MacDonald,
)

1971; Bertram, 1975). Moreover, the West Virginia percentage of non-urban'

population was 5.5 percent higher (i.e., more rural) than the northeast and

southeast average; West Virginia's median years of parental education matched

those for the region; and West Virginig had about five percent more families

below the poverty level than the regional non-urban average. Together, these

.
41

facts suggest that the HOPE sample was drawn from an area generally resem-'

bling the non-urban portions of the region as a whole, .but differred by }being

somewhat more rural and by having lower-per capita income and lower median

parental education. Although the 1980 Ce4sus had not been analyzed at the

time of this,writing,-there appear to have been no. major population shifts

over the past decade which would have altered the foregoing basic demographic

similarities and constrasts between the HOPE site and West Virginia or the

Overall non-urban region.

It appears from other comparisons that the isolated rural populations of

the thirteen state region studied (i.e., Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland,

Mississippi, New York, North Carolina,, Ohio, Pennsylvania,S)uth Carolina,

Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia) experience conditions similar to

those faced by isolated_rural dwellers elsewhere in the United States

(Tamblyn, 1973). The HOPE experience and its.replications,.. thus, provide

findings that are suggestive for other isolated rural communities in the U.S-

*
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"The initial (HOPE) sample was selected in 1968 by randomly assigning

treatments to 3-, 4-, and 5- year -old children and their parents who were

living within randomly selected geographic grids-in, the rural areas.

'N

Additional children were added'each year (in 1969 and 1970, by these methods)

asrsome of the sample became old enough to enter public schools (or wereN\_

otherwise lost to attrition)",(Bertram, Hines, MacDonald. 1971). These

methods of selection and assignment were used to insure that the HOPE sample

would represent the non -urban hOMes of the sea counties in both the community

control and treatment groups. It should, nevertheress, be recogni.i.ed that

subsequent busing to consolidated schools brought many of these rural children

into contact with children from somewhat urbanized areas.

ChildChild Rearing Practices
r' ra

Nearly all/ of theregionAl literatufe has identified a core mythology

t
II.

, .

regarding mountain families And their probable child-rearing practices.

There is not...atopresent a data base sufficient to define clearly what these

families are like, although the HOPE Follow-Up Study will eventually do much
4

to increase ouF understanding of these families' methods of child-rearing.

These problems of the litea.ture have been discussed in more detail elsewhere

(Gotts & Higginbotham, 1980).

Although it is clear that there is considerable diversity of family types

in this rural population (Hansen & Stevic, 1971), some generalizations can

be''made. Unfor'tunately, these are based on relatively soft data. For example,

According to Brown. and Schwarzweller (1970) lharacteristics on which

AppalacLan: families differ*&from other Amel-ican families are that they: a)

place greater emphasis ox family traditions; b) tend to have larger family

sizes, although these differences are declinjAng; c) more sharply differen-

is

tiate the-role activities of the sexes; d) are less child centered (i.e., are
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less permissive4 more,A4Lective, and more apt to use physical punishment);

e) exert tighter controls over adolescents, resulting in low'rates of

juvenile delinquency, particulhrly in the more remote rural areas; and f)

- -74- __
-

. _ __

areporei.likely, especially in rural areas having longtime residential,-

stability, to restrict informally the free choice of mates.

These same authors have also commented on characteristics on which these

families do not diyer from other American families (Brown & SchwarzWeller,'

19/0)4 a)' the fertility rates are declining; b) the family of residence'is

the conjugal or nuclear,family parents and immature children; although

the extended family continues to be important); c) the conjugal family' main-

tains contact with both sets of in-laws;'and 4) male dominance si.s'prevalent.

The f regoing observations suggest some of the more,general parameters

which influence child-rearing. These general'parameters have lot, however,

,
.;

been rigorously studied; they should, consequently, be viewed as inferences

more than adequately researched population characteristics.

The Psycho-Social Interior of the Family

Even less is known ewirically of the rural family in terms'ofTlscholo-

gical characteristics and family interaction dynamics. Such areas have been

a majdr focus of,"AEL's HOPE Follow -We Study.and are reported here. Related

findings appear in the family case studiegf(Appendix C) of the HOPE Follow-Up

StUdy. First, to provide some basis, of comparison, We will find it useful to'

examine the more soft aid non-represe*ntative but suggestive finding)of Looff

( (1971), from Eastern Kentucky.

-Looff's (1971) own review of literature did not uncover any adequate

.

epidemioldgic studies for the region. He found, moreover, t hat there were

no in-depth studies of representative samples of mountain families. Whereas

0

his own most in-depth data came from a ru ral child mental health sample, hist

Ai
tJ
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intensiv look at the fam es themselvas did provide considerable insight

into family dynamics. He also compared the.incidence.of disorders he en-
,

countered plus those which he seldom saw with their rates of occurrence

an urban Kentucky mental health sample--thereby providing further support
, .

for some his hypotheSes.regarding'the impact of family life on child

,davellapment and pSychopatliologyL.

The major family environment themes which he.could elaborate from his

data as appearing to be interrelated were: a) familism, the stress on in-,

terdependence of farm y-member, and an overemphasis on the period of infancy

led to an increased incidence of dependency-related psychopathology but also

to a. reduced incidence in those severe Aehatior disorders, and childhood psy-

choses which usually result from.disturbance of parent-child relations in

early infancy; b) fam9.9-engendered conflict over growing up and becoming

adult in appearance were associated with an increased incidence of pathology

among children related to sexual maturation- -with their manifestations being

distinctly diffenent7 in girls and boys; and C) in sizeable subgroup of

families! high conflict over verbal communication leading to what Looff (1971)

has dubbed the "consolidated school syndrome," i.e., children who became

immobile and nonverbal when moved from one rooArscAools to consolidated schools.

Based on the clarity of the data, the HOPE Follow -Up study findings on

a representative sample of non-clinic children corroborate

first two hypotheses. It remains to be seefi, on the basis

analysds, whether the HOPE fillings will support his third

a

strongly Looff's

of more refined

hypothesis;, such

a possibility is not now evident from the raw data, even among the most

isolated rural families.

Generalizability to the Region

The preceding discussion has already touched upon the issue of ho''

4 4
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generalizable the.findings of the .HOPE experiment are to the Region.

The conclusions can be summarized as folio - the HOPE findins appear to

be of potential value for understanding he experience of growing ula rlirar

*
and isolated', in the cont close, extended-family, kinstiip ties, even

.&

when,there has been considerable exposure to the broader culture through

,'-4experience in.consolidated schools and via television. However, while our
,

studies, from a'demcgraphic perspective, suggest that the HOPE results may

be generally applicableto mon-urban families in a thirteen-state region, we

are reluctant to make that inference in a strong form, for the reasons

discussed below.

As some of us have reasoned elsewhere,. it is not only possible but

frequently the rule that social science mythologies and stereotypes about

groups of people are, generated by a well-meaning overapplication of the

method of generalization (Gotts & Higginbotham, 1980). With Photiadis,

are inclined to believe that neighborhood and locale exert a more substiW-/,-

tial influence upon the ethos of groups of people than is generally

appreciated in our science (Photiadis, 1980)". It seems to us that current

researoh trends toward performing community case studies and toward relying

more upon qualitative methodologies are serving as correctives to the social

sciences' obsession with quantitation and' generalization in the face of their

longstanding lack of commitment to replication andi;ross-validation of findings.

Thus, it may be possible to generalize with greater iltegrth when there- is

less compulsion to generalizql e at all.

HOPE: An Early Intervention Strategy

The overall approachof the HOPE intervention will first be examined:2

Then its individual treatment components will be considered in detail.

Finally, its status as a primary prevention will be reviewed,
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Overview of Prdgram Ratitnale'and Strategy

Background inforMation on HOPE's operation is available from many

scattered sources. The most sa4sfactory single source is an overview

,manual prepared by Alford (1972). This is one of seven HOPE program manuals,

all of which maynow be obtained from:the same source, the ERIC Document

Reproduttibn Service.

HOPE originally consisted of three components: 1)'daily television

lessons in the Some for the preschool child (3-5 years olds), and Printed

parent guides to bel parents to understand what the child was learning on

TV and.to foljow up with related activities at home; 2) weekly, visits to the

home from a.local, trained paraprofessional who demonstrated to the parents

how to teach their children, and who listened, helped "problem-solve," and

put parents in contact with community resources relative to family health and

social issues; and 3) a weekly ,one -half day group-experience for the child

with other children in a mobile classroom under the supervision of a qualified

teacher and an aide. ,11 fourth component ,was added later, i.e., parent dis-.

cussion groups. The Ottionale for the original components was discussed

earlier.

Contiibution of Daily .Television Series

The television series and printed support materials were together called

AROUND THE BEND. A permanent archive of ,these materials is now being organized

',at Marshall University, Huntington, West Virginia. The archive will contain

complete documentation on the series' curriculum, structure and on the formative
.- .

1 ' ,

evaluation studies whic4, were conducted by AEL in the process of developing it.
I

Originally the television component was conceptualized as imparting

information and providing experience to foster preichoolers' cognitive

development. AEL was the first, television producer to observe preschool

21.1'
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viewers in their own homes at broadcast time in order to dtermine how they
- . , l .

responded to each show. These observatibns by home visitors were scheduled
-16m

to provide an age-by-sex cross-section of viewers each day. The observ,tions

focused on a) -features (segments) which held the children's attention and b)

the. program'S capacity to produce active responding (e.g., verbalizing

answers, performing actions, going after suggested materials).- This informa-

tion was immediately fed back from the field..site to the production team in

Charleston, West Virginia, to enable them to-emphasize those program elements

A A

which .produced active responding and held the children's attention (Miller;"

1970). By the end of the first year of production (1968-1969) much progress

had been made in achieving such a balance,of program features.' Over 500 one-

half show were produced in the years.1968-1971. The careful formative evaluation

paid qff: the series was highly effective in promoting active attending and

a

responding by three-, four- and five-year old'childien and stimulating their

cognitive development.
.

. t

Home visitors eventually began to encour4p parentp to took in on the

we

show with their children. Parents did this 'much more than the series'

developers had expected, with questionnaire'results suggesting that pproxi-

mately 80 percent of the parents looked at the program witia. great regularity

(Bertram, Hines, & MacDonald, 1971). Parents' knowledge of the broadcast

.

suggested that many did view it. In this connection it is essential to

realize that over 85 percent of these rural children were cared:for at home

by their mothers in the daytime, and that an additional 11 percent..were

cared for by another family member, most oftena grandmother. The main"

character on the program, Miss Patty, consequently provided a regular role

model. Her tential impact as a role model can be more fully understood by

examining parents' attitudes toward her andthe program. These attitudes

were found to be highly positive in terms of which available children's

2,0{1
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programt the parents considered "best" (Bertram, 1970). -

The television component, in the above-mentioned manner, served an addi-

tional unanticipated function. It served as a daily reminder to parents to
. ,

carry out at home some simple developmental activities that were printgd'in

,'4fhe weekly parent guides. The reminder, function likely brought about a more
0

continuous treatment effect for children than do home-orientO programs which

lack,a television component.

d

The Home Visitor Role

AEL recruited only local people to serve as home visitors. Because

%/

nearly all of theipetsons being visited in their homes were females, all

home visitors selected were females, inconformity with community folkWays

4
and mores. Home visitors had all completed high school or earned a high

school,,equivalency Certificate; some had completed college work. All were

judgedsin their communities to be trustworthy, reliable, able t4 keep con-

fidencest" effective communicators, and persons capable of relating to younalp .

,

children and their parents; they Were recommended by local principals.

They were trained in the special role functions whichthey would per-
t .

firm; given instruction in how to access community resoutcvs; provided more
t;,

. .

. . . .
,

general instruction in child development, teaching, and early leavening; -and
4 .

. , ,

taught how to handle various prbblematic situations which might arise' (e.g.,

sexual advances,, aggression, involvement in family quarrels, etc.). Continuous'

. 0

in- service training,and supervision were used to maintain skill's, resolve ,

'problems, and so on. c
. ',.'

. -

i lYiiring the weekly home visits,the,visitor deliicered the printed support

.
..._

materials for AROUND THE BEND; discuSsed with the Parenehpw to carry out
. ,

.

' simple developmental learning activities with the child;. used feedhiack from

''.

child and parent to help adapt the activities.to the child's own developmental

A

2, 4
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skills and interests; modelled fpr the parent how to work with the child;

,

and completed records on program compliance and reactions. One visit each

day was planned to coincide with the television broadcast. During this visit

the assignment was to observe and record throughout the broadcast itself.

In addition,,the home' visitor might, at-the parent's instigation,'become

involved with the parent in any of a varietx of areasiwith which'the parent'

might request help (e.g., child dare routines, nutrition, personal health 4

problem, etc.). The visitor handled as'manyof these matters as she could

,/
arid referred any others. Over time the hoMe visitor became a truttea...friend

and, in many instances, a confidante. Both parent and child lookled forward
,-

to'their weekly visits.

In all that-the home visitor did, the central purpose was to ;facilitate

the parent's functioning as the child's first teacher. The home visitor was,

therefore, trained not to usurp the parent's role nor to displace the parent.

That this distinction was sometimes blurred was evident from i.he.fact that

the home visitors were often referred to by parents as "teacher." DesBite

this conception of the-,visitor, an acceptable degree of parental compliance

was achieved, as will be discussed later under "Parent Particibation and

titi-

.Reactions." bc.-

The Classroom or Group Experience

During one half-day session per week, approximately 15 children were

assembled for the arrival of the mobile classrooM van. This fully-equipped

and self-contained unit needed only a power hook-up to be totally operational.

It was staffed by floe teacher and an aide. Working )four days per week, With

one day for planning and preparation, the van and its two personnel could

provide educational services for eight groups of 15 children--at a great

economic advantage over other half-day or full-day preschool program%.

9
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-Moreo'ver,,it was a fully portable operaton, providing age-appropriate

'facili.ties and materials in rural communities Whichofferred no comparable

learning environments.

The instruction occurring in the mobile classroom was correlated with

that provided by the television and print materials provided to the parents.

Tt provided some direct handS,non'experifiences for children with learning

I .

materials not readily. available in homes. -Perhaps as important as any of the.

foregoingi however, was the social milieu of the classroom. There the chil-

dren.could engage in social interaction in small groups of their peers.

Such opportunities are usually scarce and difficult to arrange for children_

in isolated rural settings because there are too few age mates living near

r
one aQother to sustain such experiences. The social milieu also differed'

from the home by exposing these young children to a weekly experienceof being

cdred for, 6uided, and supervised by adults outside the family. 'Such' expe-

riences were viewed as having the potential for reducing later separation

anxiety when the children reached school age, in a population known to mani--

fest a high incidence of separation anxiety (e.g., Looff, 1971).

ParentParticipation and Reactions

Many.and varied parent reactions and patterns of participation were

observed. The most typical pattern was that parents generally carried out

their part of the contract by being available for the home visit, observing

their child watching the program, and carrying out activities suggested by

the home visitor. Such behavior may be indicative only of social Compliance,

_although the impregsions of home visitors and field evaluators was that

parents generally felt some personal commitment to the HOPE program. s At one

extreme, a few parentS thou t up extra things to do, carried-them out, and

then related their experiences to the home.visitor. At the'other extreme, a

t
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few parents always managed to be busy in the kitchen, for example, during

4
the home visit, thereby leaving the home visitor in the role of direct teacher

of the'child rather then as an instructor and model for the parent. The

parents' reactions to the television series, have already been mentioned.

These became more positive daring the second and third years of the experi-

ment, apparently because of the production team's increasing success in

implementing what they learned through the formative evaluation process.

Much less attention was devoted by the staff to studying changes in the

parents themselves than to learning hOw the children had been affected by
4

the experience. Thus, an,opportunity was missed to gain what might have been

some ,of the most valu,;.ble data in the entire experiment. It has been possible,

neverthelesso design into the HOPE Follow-Up Study a fairly rigorous test

of how parents of the experimental and control groups differed after about

ten years had elapsed. This, could be accomplished because experimental and

control pardnts had been randomly assigned in the beginning. Yet the follow-

up Study cannot address certain vital process questions about the critical

events w h brought about any differences between the two parent groups.

HOPE as Primary Prevention

Although Ale child population served bir HOPE experiment had an elevated

rate of risk for the subsequent development of certain conditions (e.g.; Looff,
k

1971), they were not a specifically "at risk" group. Many of them could have

been expected torn out as reasonably well-coping, adaptive children in the

school population without any intervention. Intervention under these, speci-

fic circumstances, where risk has not been identified or asdessed and no

labelling has occurred, may be viewed as a primary prevention. Children who

may have been at special risk were as likel o.be assigned to experimental

or controX conditions as were children who ay Aki have been at special risk.

20"
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Results of the HOPE experiment are, therefore, of particular importance for

what they havd to say about this home-oriented primary prevention strategy

as a means of averting certain unfavorable outcomes. The long-term follow-up

study was designed to examine this question.

Immediate Program Effects

01

For the era when the HOPE experiment was conducted (1968-1971), the

staff took an unusually homprehensive approach to assessment of effects on

children, while only mimimally examining effects on parents.
V

Parent InvolveMent in Children'S Early teaming and Development

The study's results document a high ate of concurrent parent involvement

their children's learning and development. There was, unfortunately, no

attempt to obtain correlated records on parents and children in order to

determine how differing degrees or rates of parent involvement may have related

to differeatial outcomes in children. The HOPE follow-up study is unable to

remedy this information gap.

Children's Performance on Cognitive Measures J.

An individually-administered criterion outcome test was developed, the

Appalachia Preschool Test (APT). This is now available to qualified users

with supporting documentation from the Educational Testing Service's Test

Collection, Princeton,.New Jersey. The APT went through various editionk, as

the curriculum was refined. "Throughout the process and the various versionS,-

howeVer, it is appropriate to think of the APT as a measure of:early concep-

tual development.

The program's effects oniaildrv's APT scores, as wellas on all other

measures, were docuTented systematically in a series of technical reports.

A representative summary report from this series provides the essential
0

iht

#
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highlights of the final program year 1970-1971 (Bertram; Hines, & MacDonald,

1971), It also reports orb program effects on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary

Test '1%PV7r), the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA)-Revised,

and the Fostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception, as well as on some

non-cognitive measures. A preliminary study established the acceptability

of these measures with this population in the sense that; their performance

approximated the tests' norms.

The effects upon partic)Pants may be summarized with reference to four

groups of children: 1) those who received no treatment (i.e., an outside-

of-community control group; 2) those who received TV only a within-

. .

community control gkoup which could receive the TV Signe; but was, provided

no .other 3) those who received TV, including the pri4ed support

materials, plus weekly home visieation*(TV--HV)4 ax\d 4)-those who received TV

plus home visitatioaplus the-weekly group experiende (W -HV -GE or Package).
1

Cognitive effects for the varidus individual measures were as follows:

a) APT--Package and TV-HV were equ'al, both significantly outperforming TV

only, #nd TV only'significantly exceeding the otitside,Control group; b) PPVT-

,
4 q

-Package and TV-HV about equal, both significantly exceeding TV only and

outside control, which were not different from each'other; c) IPTA--the groups
*,

differed on three subtests only, with the patterns' of differences not being'

4

clearly interpretable, since they varied for each, subtest; and d) Frosfig--

the groups differed on four of the subtests and total score (were not diffe-
a

rent on figure-ground discrimination), with the four groups always ordered

from highest to lowest as Package, TV-HV, TV only, and outside control

a

(Bertram, Hines, & MacDonald, 1971).

The overall set of results was similar for each year of the program,

lending support to the overall conclusion that participation in more compo-
/

nents of the program resulted in greater immediate'effects upon the children's
7

20
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cognitive development'. The importanIk of having'within-community (TV only)

and outside control groups was aii.so evident, showing that exposure to TV alone

resulted in a wide range of immediate cognitive gains.

Children's Curiosity and Social Development

To measure children's gains in other areas, special situations were

arranged in which their behavior could#be observed directly: In the first of

these, a-small room was furnished with familiar children's toys, along with

an unusual device whichophe children could manipulate to produce varied

lighting and sound effects. A random sample of children from the three within-
,

TV only) was selJted for observation.

her parent, entered the room. No one else

spent interacting with the various objects

the percentage, of time spent with the un-

community groups (Package, TV -HV,

Each child, accompanied by his or

was present. The amount of time

was recorded for 15 minutes, and

familiar device was used to estimate the child's curiosity or urge to learn.

The Package children, by this index, showed the greatest curiosity; the TV-HV

children manifested more curiosity than the TV only group. A sex difference

also appeared, with boys displaying significantly more curiosity (Bertram,

Hines, & MacDonald, 1971).

Immediate effects upon social interaction were analyzed for a

random sample of children from the same three groups by systematically coding

their social behavior from videotaped recordings. Recordings were made of

groups of from two to four children manipulating a battery operated train and

other play materialS. The Package group initiated more constructive state-

ments than TV-HV, who in turn'surpassedTV only. The Package group showed

the most enthusiasm and were the least inclihed to withdraW from the task of

to become distracted, whereas the TV-HV children were'least inclined to stop

working but were,most14ely to become, distracted; TV only children tended to
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withdraw from the group, either to work alone and/or for security. TV only

children met antagonism with antagonism and often initiated antagonistic

behavior. The TV-HV children appeared to be more helpful than the Package
t

'children.

The preceding group differences tended in general to follow the pattern,

from greatest to least social skills: Package, TV-HV, TV only (Bertram, Hines,

& MacDonald, 1971). These findings generally support the expectation that

the group experience would facilitate social skills deplopment in these

children. Contact with the home visitor also ad a clear effect on social

skill development.

Effects on "At Risk" Children

Some recent reanalyses have been made of the original HOPE data by

dividing children into groups of differing ability level, basl on their

average PPVT scores from two separate administrations. When the sample was

thus partitioned into three groups, the following ikbility ranges resulted:,

below average (BA, IQ 91.5 and below; lower average (LA), IQ 92-102.5; and

,higher average.(HA), IQ 103 and above. The first.of These groups, BA, was

considered an "at risk" group for later poor school performance. Therefore,

the general question raised in-the following analyses was how these "at risk"

children did.in the HOPE experiment in compaft son to the LA and HA groUPs

(Gotts, in press).

The comparisons were made. for the three ability levels (G), the measure-

ment occasions (T) (pre-test scores Versus post-test scores) and their

interactions .(G X T). To make the results applicable to the entire experiment,

the BA, LA, and HA groups were drawn at random in balanced proportions from
tit

the Package, TV-HV and TV only groups. That is, BA, LA, and HA croups con-

tained proportionalized numberp of children from all thr treatments.

21
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The resultant findings were required to hold up, therefore, for a composite

of all treatments. In this type of analysis, he interaction term (G X T)

was of special interest, becauseuit reveals'the extent to which the "at risk"

group's (BA) performance from pre-test to post-test parall

other groups (LA and HA).

s that of the

For the Frostig Test total scores, thet(G X T) interaction was non-

.

significant (F=.110, p=.89, df=2104); for theITPA, (G X T) was non-.

significant (F=.740, p=.51, df=2,104r); PPVT-(G X T) was non-significant

(F=.420, p=.66, df=2,104); and APT (G X T) was significant (F=3.290, p=.04,

df=2,104). The findings for the Frostig, ITPA, and PPVT all suggest that the
't

"at risk" BA group of children made pre-test to post-test gains which pa-

ralleled those of the LA and A groups. The HOPE experiment seems, therefore,

to have stabilized them relative to their more mentally-favored age mates,

reducing thereby their "at risk" status. Only on he APT was this pattern of

findings not supported. For the APT, the BA and LA groups had completely

parallel gain lines, but the HA group gained at a sigiificantly more rapid

rate in conceptual skills than did either of the other groups (Gotts, in p7ss) . ,

Enduring Program Effects: g-Term Folfow-Up

As was noted earlier, AEI, has performed a comprehensive follow-up study

of children and parents frorhe original HOPE experiment. The results will.

be reported over the next two to three years; it will take that long because

of the study's Scope and the amount of data to be alyZed and reported.

-Effects'on Familigs

haS developed a measure of parental "gener vity" Gotts & Paul,

1979) based on the theory of Erik Erison (1963) as one p edure for examin-

ing possible enduring effects of the HOPE treatment. Gene was assessed

%,(4.,
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by rating parents' stories, regarding 45 picti.ies. of developmental situations

involving children from five age level . Their Stories about picEilres of

infants were rated for facilitation o trust; toddlers for autonomy; preschoolers,

for initiatives elementary school age children for industry; and secondary

age children for identity (Gotts & Paul, 1979s). The sum of these five scores

Was used as one index of parental genetativity. The measure's internal con-
.b.

sistency has been checked with a validation sample (Gotts, 1980) and found

to be acceptable (alpha =.83). Its validity appears to be high, in.etterms of

its ability to dN4entiate between the parents of coping and non-coping

lichildren whose status was determined from 'judgments made by t r teachers

(Gotts, 1976). That is, within the validation sample, low generativity

parents had 10 non-coping and 6 coping children and high generativity parents

had 3. non-coping and 11 coping chiidren.' The chi square value associated

with thip.distribution is 5.129 (p<.05). Parental generativity, measured

when the children were in secondary schboll4was correlated with their grade

point averaOs fork grades 1 rough 4. All of these correlations were

significant and positive. Parents higher in genprativity also expressed

greater current satisfaction (r=.51,.pG01) in their children's school

performance (Gotts, 1980). Parental generativity was not, hiwever, affected

t;

by the treatment. Other variables from the same interview were useful for

,differenting between the experimental and control families, as desdribed in

Appendix G.

The other results...reported in Appendix G for the indirect parent inter-'
o

view will be summarized here. Ratings of the parent stories were also

completed for the 45 pictures using six additional rating scales (Gotts &

Paul, 1979): 1) accuracy of perception of child development situations;

2) positiveness and duration of time perspectivfOr storisoutcomes; 3)

positiveness of affect and congruende of affect with story outcomes;
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4)' 'conceptulization of.motivation relative to story outcomes; 5) recognition

of teaching and learning opportunities in the 45 child development situations;

and 6) understanding of the characteristics and ,reastions of children at the
g

vafious age levels. All six of these ratings, were found to-be highly inter-
,

nally consistent (reliable) across the total of 45 stories and moderately

reliable for all.six categories within each of the five child agelevels

(i.e.,' the 30 Cronbach alpha coefficient; were generally acceptable to high-
,

Iy acceptable):

Parents in the experimental and control groups differed from one another

for .ratings across tht-4,5 pictures for categories'', and 5. 'Moreover, they

differed on these three categbries for;,the sttsets of pictures representing

each of the five child age,levels. Differences were found for the remaining .

.

categories, but they were

not, therefore, as useful

for categories, 1, 2 and 5

result of their experience in HOPE, become moA accurate in their perceptions

r

not consistently found across age level,trand were

for developTental domparistin, The differences folid
e

suggested that the experimental paregts had, as a

(1), developed more positive and long-:range ,perspectives in child outcomes

(2), and come to recognize more teaching- learning potentials in child develop-,

4 st,

ment situations (g). TiAms, while they were not affected in generativity, they

did develop specific skillS for recogniztng and dealing with a wide array of
J00

matters essential to the develogmentand learning of both children and
4

adolescents.

In the body of the Final Report (baqesi,17-27) the direct parentinterview

is described and findings are reported for experimental versus control families.

0 These may be summarized as fbllows The experimental mothers described them-

selves as having higher levels of aspir tioR and higher expectations for their

Of
children academically, plus greater Sati faction with their children'sP
academic progress. The experimental Mothers also indicated that they provided

2 ".2
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more support for learning at home. On the High/Scope Home Environment Scale,

as adapted by AEL, experimental families were found to'be providing a home,

environment that is more supportive and stimulating of learning. Other

measures derived from the direct (self-report) interview were correlated in

many interesting ways with child outcomes but did not differentiate between

the experimental and control families.

, A special sUbstildy was performed of the demographic indicators from

the direCt parent inter iew. The purpose was.to derive on "Index of Favera-
o

bility" of the family demographic Profile relative tp child outcomes. To

accomplish this analys, parents were divided into criterion groups of

those whose children were a) coping and b) non-coping, as measured on a 138-

item checklist completed by their teachers (Gotts, ,1976). The groups thus

`formed were examined by multiple discrithinant analysis in two ways. First

.
they were compared using four SES measures only. Then they were compare&

using a fuller set of demographic indicators, including the same four SES

merures.

Within this ruralloopulation,/the SES indicators education and occupation

of head of household are highly interd59rrelated and, consequently, redundant

of one another. Inconsequence only one of these, occupation, was entered

into the discriminant solution. Income was the second variable entered. ,

Subjective SES (i.e., reference group).

population and was, therefore, excluded from the discriminant solution. Coping

elated to (almost nothing in this
.1

children had parents of high* occupational (p=.01), educational (p=.02), and

income (p=.03) levels, Using the variables occupation and income, parents of

coping and non-coping Children were ghly differentiated from one another

(p=.0053). Finally, the correctness of classification (hits) was tested for

the two-variable discriminant so;ution. Parefits of coping children were

accurately classified 62.1 percent of the time; those of non-coping children
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6.1 percent of the time. This indicates that SES information is a significant

.

but far from perfect predictor of child outcome for thisviRpulation.

The second discriminant function selected and entered'the following

variables in the following stepwise ordeE: a) degree of urbanization whtire

family resides; b) number of adult-oriented organilations to which parent

belongs; ,c) health of parent; d) parent education; and e) occup"ational

mobility of parent. It is interesting to note that when other family

2 demographic indicators were considered,..neither of the previously selected

SES measures added sufficiently to the equation to be selected, and parent
4

education emerged4ase fourth most important variable in this solution.

Other variables Which did not add to the efficiency of differentiating the

groups were: marital status, age of mother at marriage, geographic mobility,

family,sze, religious pa4t.icipatiOn, age of mother when child was born and

number of child-oriented org izations to which the parents belong.

The foregoing predictorl%had all been selected because prior research

suggested that they relate to child outcomes in important ways,

The combine on of the five variables in the discriminant solution

differentiated significantly between the two groups of parents (p=.0085).

An Intriguing difference occurred in the success of glassification, compared

with the SES only solution. Now the parents of coping children were more

accurately detected (72 percent correct), wherea's the parents of non-coping

children were detected at rates much poorer than chance (35.6 percent correct
vt.

only). Thus the overall classification success with the SES-only equation was

'better. These two results suggest that unfavorable child outcomes (i.e., non-

coping) are indeed predicted by SES,-while favorable child outcomes 'i.e., coping)

are bore adequately represented by other family demographic indicators.

The preceding would suggest, contraxy to much respected contemporary

2 AL
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opinion, (see review in Gotts; Spriggs & Sattes, 1979), that dealing, only

with the problem of basic family support is not an adequate or sufficient

approach for impacting favorably on the lives of children. Instead one must
0

consider a more Complex approach in which basic family support is a first

step that ,can help to avert Unfavorable outcomes but cannot assure positive

outcomes. Potitive outcomes require a second step which attends to other

factors withip the family which may impact upon, child outcomes. These well

may vary from population to population. 1

-
Four of the.earlier-mentioned variables (i.e., urhanizatibn, parent

health, parent education and occupational mobility) related to child .0

outcomes in the manner predictel from prior research findings. That is, more

urban residence -(cOrittlered to,isolated rural),
X
higher parent health (and

probably vitality), higher parent liucdti9n, and greater upward Occupational'

mobility were associated with favorable child outcomes. Prior studies have

evaluated "community involvement" or participation by tte total number of -

organizations to which,the parents belong. Because participation in organi-

J

zations may be self-oriented more than family-oriented or child-oriented,
4

AEL summed such participation into two subscores: number of adult-oriented

o
organizations and nthnber of child-oriented organizations. This led to the

interesting finding in thit discriminant analysis that thee'numbervadult-

oriented organizations to which the parents belong relates negatively to '

Ipositive child outcomes., This once more underlines an earlier point, namely,

.

that demographic analysis must become more complex if it is to afford in-
.-

sights into useful approaches to supporting family life in ways that will

impact favorably on children.

During early,1981'AEL will perform additional analyses on the HOPE'

Fallow-Up StUdy data. The two demographic "favorability" indices jilst

discussed willlused.as covariates within those analyses tvjudge among

7
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various causal explanations of relations between the parent interview

V
measures on the one hand and the child interview measures and school data

on the other.

Effects on Children's School Performance

the preliminary findings, student grade point averages of home-
s

visited children (Package and TV-HV) were compared with thoselof children who

did not receive home visitatiOb (TV only). These groups differed signifi-

% cantly.at grade 1 (F=5.097, p=.025) and grade 2 (F=5.831, p=.017), With.

the former group receiving higher grades. For grades 3 and following, school
o

grades were not significantly:different between these comparison groups.

Another type of analysiswas performed after the school data had been

summarized, as reported 1 er

In another comparison iolthe home-4isited children with the TV only

group matched samples of 80 of the former group and 40 of the latter group

were included: Between grades 1 and 9 only 4 of the former group of children

repeated a grade, whereas 10 of the TV only were retained in grade. The chi

square value associated' with this,differenCe is 10.350 (p=.01) Home visi-
.

tation seems, thus, to have reduced the rate of retention in grade from about

25 percent (Tiv only) to 5 percent by the addition of home visitation. It is

worth noting that there was a very low use of special education in these

rural schools in the early 1970's. Retention in grade 'appears to have been

used in !face bf special education.

A'`nutriber.of problems in the ahalyAis of the school data were corrected

during 1980 by creating summary statistics for each child for a) school

attendance, b) teacher grades in basic skill areas, c) overall teacher grades,

d) achievement-test results for grades three and six, and e) ability tat

results for preschool and first, third and sixth grades. For the first three

,

2
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areas (a - c)
)

the relevant data were summarized for each child for as many

data points as were available for grades one through six., For all variables,

appropriate corrections were made for missing data points. Since variables

d and e could be converted to standard score form that would be comparable

to national norms, this was also accomplished in the transformations. Where

appropriate, means, standard deviations, and slopes of each variable were

computed for each child.

In general, analysis of the standard deviations and slopes revealed

that they did not differentiate between the experimental and control groups.

SiMple analysis of variance tests on the child means, however, revealed con-

sistent differences between the groups. These differences are spmmarized

below and in Table I, which also contains results fOr the following section.

Over the first six years of school the HOPE children had better attend-
,

ance records (p-e....01), higher teacher grades in basic skills areas (p<.01),

and wete far less likely to have been held back a grade in school (p<.01).

In fact, retention in grade was reduced from 25 percent to 5 percent by HOPE.

On statewide testing, the HOPE children demonstrated higher ability (p..01)

and higher performance on achieVement tests in basic skills areas (p<.01).

Even more impressive is the fact that the HOPE children exceeded national

norms or ability and achievement'whereas the control chi dren fell below

national norms as is characteristic of the rural school systems from which

they came.

(Table I - See Page 28).

Effects on Children's Social and Emotional Adjustmen

The School Behavior Checklist (Gotts ,1976), was used to determine the

childfen's social and emotional adjustment in school. Itasascored in the

standard manner. Results are summarized on,the next page.
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TABLE 1

LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF HOPE ON THE

-"SCHOOL CAREERS OF WEST VIRGINIA CHILDREN

V

Indicator or Measure*

HOPE

Standard School Records (Grades 1-6): '
School Attendance 95.42%

Teacher Grades--Basic Skills 3.92.**

Failed a Grade (Retained) 5%

Statewide Testing Results (Gr. 3 & 6)
Ability Level .13 ***

Achievement: Basic Skills .05***

Teacher-Completed Checklist
(Secondary Level):
Disorganized Classroom Behavior 1.66 ,

Symptoms of Depression .10

Aggressive Behswior 3.7$

Responsible Behavior 14.16

Significant Problem Behaviors 28%

Group Means

Non-HOPE

93.68%.

3.65**
25%

-.16***
-.28***

3.28
1.21

-10.03

8.32'
40%.

xo

Probability of
Difference

0011
.0035

<.01

.0047

.0055

.016

.019

x0004

.05

Averaged over the times or grades indicated

** Where A=5, B=4, E=2,F=1

* ** Converted to standard score form; if minus sign appears, performance is
below national norms.
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Home visited children were significantly lower (M=1.66) -on'personal

disorganization than TV only children (M=3.28) (F=4.580, p=.034). TV only

had more symptoms of depression (M=1.21) than home visited children (M=.104)

(F=6.014, p=.016). See Table 1.

An epidemiologicalmodel of analysis can be used when considering the-

frequencies of coping (i.e., those who are identified by teachers as coopera-

tive, responsible, etc.) and non-coping children in these groups (Figure 1).

Using this approach 62, (28 percent of the home visited and 33 (40 percent)

of the TV only children would be classified as non-coping, while 159 (72

percent) and 50 (60 percent), respectively, classify as coping. This

overall distribution has a chi square value of 3.847 (p=.05), suggesting

that the home-oriented portion of the treatment resulted in an absolute

reduction of mild behavior disorders by about 12 percent. This represents

a reduction in the incidence rate of 12/40 or about 30 percent (Gotts, 19

Unanswered Questions
4.44+00.,

Other questions which were explored used the Tasks of Emotional Develop-

ment (TED) Test (Cohen & Weil, 1955), which was administered' to over 200 of

the children in the sample. The TED Test was to permit comparisons to be

made of home visited and TV onjy groups on other important dimensions of

social and emotional deve pment. The TED Test protocol was scored using

an Eriksonian rating system. Each story was rated on a five-point scale

as to whether it reflected high (5) or low (1) trust, autonomy, initiative,

industry, and identity. Each of the 13 TED pictures was further assigned

to the Eriksonian category or categories upon which its.stoties typically

and primarily focused. The ratings were then rimmed for the primary focus

categories across the pictures and labelled psychosocial maturity for this

total score.

The foregoing procedure had previously been shown to produce reliable

scores,for elementary school-age 'children iff an unpublished dissertation

22!
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Figure 1

Typology of Chdren's In-School Interpersonal

Behavior Styles

Non-Coping Coping

w
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Aggressivas
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V aggressive

Manipulative
,Controllers

IV autocratic
VI competitive
VII exploitative
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Self-Effacing
Dependents

IV modest
VI dependent
VII docile

VIII self-effacing

I overconventional
II responsible

s.. III

V cooperative
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<
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Non-Coping Coping

*Source: Gotts, B. N., & Adams, R.

Psychology, 1968 -69, 7 (3) 54-62.
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study, but with the present sample of rural adolescents, the scores were

not reliable. Whether this failure to replicate is due to differences in
0

the samples age levels, to the fact that the prior sample was non-Appalachian,

or to other factori will require further study. In early 1981, other scores

will be assigned to the children based on their TED Test stories, and these

will be analyzed for 'their psychometric properties and then used to compare

the experimental and control groups, if appropriate.

A direct (self-report)thild interview was also administered. A number

of technical problems have been encountered with this new measure around

the issue of handling missing data points within its various brief scales

(i.e., these are typically five or less items each'in length).. A special,

computer program has now been written to handle these difficulties.

Consequly, it will be possible to analyze the direct child interview

results early in 1981 under a "carryover" arrangement at no additional cost

k

to the contract.

Summary of Study's Scope and Effects

The HOPE experiment was and remains a landmark study of home-oriented

preschool intervention as primary prevention. The study's unique character

consisted of: (a) a well-defined intervention directed toward serving

(b) rural families of preschool children (c) without regard to family income

level or restriction to particular segments of the 'rural population and

with (d) families being represellptiirely included and randomly assigned to

conditions and (e) children's progress being comprehensively evaluated dn

4

terms of the intervention's objectives. *The experiment was, moreover,

subsequently replicated in additional, rural communities in five states.

20ti tj
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0 Now, as befits the original experiment, an unusually comprehensive

long-term follow-up study is being completed. Ultimately enduring effects

of the intervention will be analyzed for parents, child participants, and

their, younger siblings. Many of the data have been examined and more remain

. to be examined. It is, nonetheless, clear from the varied effects studied

thus far that this relatively circumscribed intervention has had far reaching

effects upon the HOPE children.

The HOPE process of early intervention has been made widely available

by commercial publication of the materials required to operate each program

component. Collectively, these materials are called "Aids to Early Learning.1'

usability and effectiveness were evaluated in Tical early childhood

program settings in 14 staten 1976-1977 (Gotts, 1979).

Implications for Working with Rural Parents

The first group of implications relates to the ecology of rural com-

munities. As was indicated earlier, they have: (a) low tax bases (and low

revenue-sharing allocations); (b) problems associated with isolation; (c)

few facilities that pass state health, fire, or professional accreditation

standards for child care; and (d) special strengths associated with the

extended family system. The value of using the original three HOPE

components (i.e., television, paraprofessional home visitors, and mobile

facilities) to respond to this rural ecological configuration has been

discussed in terms of an overall rationale. Not only has AEL's experience

attested to the efficacy of this multi-components approach; the entire

experience of the national .Home Start option, within Head Start, is reassur-

ing regarding 'he appropriateness of some combinations of these intervention
as

methods. The special contribution of daily television to this mix can be

inferred, however, only from the HOPE experiment and its replications. These

2'0tit
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methods represent cost effective ways of intervening in rural areas, as was

discussed earlier.

A second group of implications relates to the demography and psycho -

social interior of rural families and to the danger of creating damaging
4

social mythologies about people. Unlike HOPE, Head Start and nearly all other

early interventions have singled out the children of low income families for

segregated services. This approach is based on the 1960's "cultural disadvan-

tage" myth that only children of poor families need or benef \t from such

services--and that all poor children do need ipecial services--and that

such children alone in isolation from the mainstream. The economic cutting

points typically used for admission to such programs exclude many children

of the working poor, as well as lower middle class and middle'class chil en,

from participation. Moreover, such programs and their participants become

thereby strongly associated in the public's mind with poverty--thus serving

to Ideinforce labelling and to further the process of stigmatiz g both program

and participant with an aura of incompetence and inferiority. (This process

ultimately results also in segregation of those who deserve the opportunity

to become socially integrated before they tackle their transition into formal

schooling.

HOPE, on the contrary, sought to include together all rural children

who would subsequently enter the same local school--i.e., this was done

irrespective of family socioeconomic status. In this manner, the prpcess of

social integration was encouraged; children did not need to be labelled as

poor to receive services; and the process of stigmatizing those served was

avoided. Judging from the results discussed earlier (Gotts, in press), this

4.
approach furthered the competence of children of all ability levels and

was especially effective in preventing the usually observed progressive

erosion of tested competence in children who were initially of low ability

level. It may further be assumed--which our observation suggests is the
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case--that the self-esteem needs of rural children and parents do not differ

from those of others from different life circumstances. Thus, though they

may be poor, they would prefer not to be related to as "poor." They value

self-re t and want to be known and related to as individuals. In this

connection, the use of trained local paraprofessionals as home visitors has

much to commend it. Our experience suggests that local paraprofessionals

can readily establish relationships with parents that focus on the individual

needs of their children and of themselves. When, on the other hand, an

outside professional enters a rural home, a host of other issues is likely

to be introduced, some of which involve both the client's and professional's

having to work through the issue of their differential social status.

A third group of implications arises from the scarcity of services in

rural areas. The needs of non -urban communities are not only different, they

are greater than those of urban *Sreas judging by a number of indicators

-(Tamblyn, 1973). Median income is lower, participation in any kind of

preschool education is lower, educational level of adults is lower, sub-

standard housing is prevalent, and the incidence of disablement among heads*

of households is higher. Poor transportation is an endemic problem which

hinders reception of services of all kinds. Poor health care, high infant

mortality rates, chronic disability, And the like are harsh realities which

directly affect both access to and effectiveness of any kind of parenting'

4>

services. All of this reminds one of the familiar complaint about "going

out to drain the swamp, only to find you're up to your 'elbows in alligators."

From these facts, it is evident that large guantities.of traditional services

can be poured into a rural slum with little noticeable impact. It is only

by learning to uild upon the "hidden" resources there, that one can make.

headway The resources which HOPE sought to develop Were:familystrengths,

community cohesiveness fostered by parent and paraprofe$sional working

together, and the capacities of rural people to recognize and appreciate

2 r'
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the significanctof small tokens of progress evidenced in their Qbildren'sS
development. HOPE was, further, lelivered on a multi-county basis administra-

t

tively and was tied to what is the strongest local resource in most rural

communities, the local school syq.e.m. In this manner, existing resources

were brought to bear and no major new infusion of resources was attempted.

't ,47i
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1
Footnotes

'The work performed herein was performed' pursuant to one or more

grants from the National Institute of Edlication. However, the opinions

expressed hereido not necessarily reflect the position or policy of

'r the National Institute of Education or the Appalachia Nucational

Laboratory, and no official endorseMent by the National Institute of

Education or the Appalachia Educational Laboratory should be inferred.

2Non.7urban and rural are used interchangeably to refer to uninccr-

porated areas and to incorporated areas having a population of less

than 2,500.
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RECOMMENDED METHODS OF STUDYING

RURAL APPALACHIAN FAMILIES

Edward E. Gotts

The following discussion is designed to provide the, educational

practitioner with a perspective for decision making regarding the

assessment of parenting, needs and the evaluation of patenting progr

effects. This is accomplished by considering first some contemporary

.forces which are influencing schools to become more involved with par'ents.

Three of these forces are reviewed briefly: (1) the strength of evidence

regarding parenting program effects and parental influences on the lives

9F their children and teen-agers, (2) legislation calling for parent

involvement, and (3) social changes which are affecting both families and

schools. Second, the measurement of parent needs and of program effects

are discussed and particular measures are examined.

Growth of Parent Involvement Efforts

Recent studies and reports have strongly confirmed the value of

school programs which involve parents in meaningful ways (a) in schools
4

and (b) in their children's learning'and development (for ex see:

Arandt, 1979; Bronfenbrenner, 1974; Comptroller General, 1979; E cation,

Commission of the States, 1979; White and Others, 1973). While the evi-

'dence supports the foregoing statement most clearly for early childhood

efforts (i.e., at preschool and primary-grade levels), there is also.direct

evidence o effectiveness of home-oriented programs across the elementary

school- years.
0

Satisfactory,eiridence regarding such "program",effects is scanty at

the secondary level, although research .suggests that parental effects

continue to be important to children's, mental functioning and school
- ,

progress during the secondary school years (Milberg & Marjoribanks, 1973;

1976). Conger's (1977) careful review of evidence also confirms the

influence of home life the secondary school 'years on (a) staying in
#

school and graduating; (b) quccessfu1 transition'froM'high school into the

12O
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world of work or higher education; (c) moral development an4 delinquency;

(d) alcohol and drug use; and (e) problems of mental, emotional, and

physical health. Thus, although scientifically validated evidence is

lacking of effective secondary school-home partnership programs, the

need and potential for developing such programs is exceedingly well

documented.

The preteding oonsiderations serve to point up one source of a

growing interest in school-hoMe partnership efforts -- namely, there is

reason to believe that these efforts can improve significantly children's

and adolescents' chances of receiving the full benefits of their educational

opportunities. By definition this also means that such efforts can corre-

spondingly increase the success of schools in fulfilling their most funda-

mental purpose: the education of all children.

Legislative Developments

4% Current interest in building school-home linkages also can be traced

t,a number of legislated roles for parent involvement in, public schools.

These roles have been described in a legislative review (Gotts, 1979) which

analyzes both federal and state trends in laws and practices affecting parent

involvement. Some examples of legislation include: the Child Abuse ention

and Treatment Act (P.L. 93-247), Family Rights and Privacy Act, Head Start -

Follow Through Act of 1979; Education Amendments of 1978 (affecting for

example, Title I's Parent Advisory Councils, and implAenting provisions of

Title II the Basic Skills Act), and the,Education of (A134) Handicapped

Children Act (P.L. 94-142) -- all of which have potential for impacting school

practices relative to families.

Social Forces Affecting amilies and Scho &s

School practitioners in many districts are keenly aware of the current

dip in school enrollment which has resulted from a whole complex of social

changes that have caused women to participate increasingly in the work force

and to bear fewer children. Shrinking school enrollments have come at a

time of serious and chronic inflation that has resulted in part from world-

wide changes in the control and pricing of fossil fuel energy supplies.

Taxpayert, faced by a gradually eroding national and personal standard of

2'U
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living, have applied their concerns at one of the few available points of

leverage: often voting down their local school bond levies. Tax dollars

`have, as a result, becoMe precariously scarce in some school diStricts.

In the face of such problems it is important to recall that some lines of

evidence suggest that, irrespective f its influence on the achievement of

children, parent involvement may po tively influence community attitudes

toward schools -- for example, see a report of B. D. Bowles' research

(Little Things Make a Difference, 1979).

The annual study of public attitudes toward the schools may be used

to study public reactions to.various features of the present context of

social change; the poll reflects people's reactions, for example, to

statements (a) which describe or appraise the current state of the schools,

and (b) which propose various programs or other approaches for addressing

today's educational issues. The' most recent of these polls (Gallup, 1979)

once more affirmed parental interest in having public schools provide

training and information to parents to help em with their child-rearing

responsibilities. This conclusion has been q rongliy supported in all of

the most recent Gallup polls. One might well onder on what other issues

parents could agree by such A large margin on what they would like to see

the schools doing today!

4

Measurement in Parent Program

The research literature in this area is enormous, as can be judged

by a cursory examination of published measurement techniques (Straus &

Brown, 1978). Whereas this abundance of measures means that much is

available, the sheer magnitude is likely.to confuse, overburden or'over-

Whelm school practitioners who desire 5o measure parent needs and to

evaluate parenting program effects. What is needed, consequently, is a

framework or structure within which the practitioner can sort out the

measurement issues. Such a framework has been developed (Gotts, Spriggs

& Sattes, 1979) in the form of a classification system which represents

parent-oriented programs and,the particular focuses and goals which

characterize them. Such a framework greatly reduces the number of mea-

surement options which the busy practitioner must consider. The frame-

-r
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work effectively sorts existing programs, providing a basis for singling

out those.critical elements for which accountability mechanisms need to

be in place (See Appendix B).

Parent Needs

The Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL) performed a national

study in 1975-76 of parent education needs relat to the content

experiences and the types of program presentations (e.g., film, group

discussion, etc.) which parents of elementary school children might

:/ desire (Coan & Gotts, 1976). One product of this work was a highly

usable questionnaire that could be completed by parents with minimum

assistance, after it had been brought home by their children. This

measure "Learning to be a Better Parent" is available ih both English,

and Spanish versions. The instrument reliably measures parent needs in

terms of Six areas: Family Care, Child Growth and Development, Child

Management, Self as a Parent, Treating the Child Like a Person, and Baby

Care (Attachment A). These content areas readily translate into curri-

culum plans to meet parent needs through parent education in groups.

Parent needs.can be measured in greater depth using an interview

approaCh developed by'AEL for a long-term follow -up study of a home-

oriented program. This interview uses drawings of children and parents.
a'

jAus 'standardized questioning to examine the extent to which parents are

able to support and encourage their children's development of: trust,

autonomy, initiative, industry, and a sense of personal identity (Gotts

& 1979). It measures, moreover,"six areas of parental skills (See

Appendix q). A study'of the measure's reliability and validity have
r

shown its value for use in individualized in-depth needs assessment (GottS

1980). This same feature makes the interview useful for individual program

planning. This measure can, moreover, be used in a test-retest design to

evaluate the results of program experiences provided'to parents.

In assessing parenting needs it is also desirable to have an inexpen-

sive method of identifying those children whose in-school behavior suggests

they may need special assistance. Such a measure has been developed over .

the past 15 years. It has been tested (a) it group form, for screening
,

entire classrooms and (b) in individual checklist form, for evaluating
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individual children'(Gotts, 1976). The measure identifies a1 child's

placement within a circumplex model (Attachment B) according to (a)

inter-personal style and (b) whether the child is coping or not coping

with the schoOl environment. The 140 item scale also measures symptoms

of anxiety and depression and the extent to which a child is well

organized in schoolwork. In situations where parent education is used

as a means of preventing school failure and behavior problems, this

measure can be used to evaluate the program's success in preventing

specified unfavorable child outcomes (e.g., prevention of behavior

disorders).

We can also recommend from extensive experience another child

measure, the Tasks of Emotional Development Test T.E.D. Test (Cohen &

Weil, 1975) which provides a more in-depth measure of Child needs in

13 essential developmental areas (e.g., peer socialization, self-concept,

attitude toward achievement, etc.). The approach of the T.E.D. Test makes

articularly well suited to conjoint use with the Indirect Parent

Interview (GOtts & Paul, 1979). The T.E.D. can serve as an especially

sensitive measure of significant changes in children which result from

help provided through the fami(fY._

Assessing Community Needs and Services

r

Planning for a parenting effort also may call for gaining a better

understanding of the family-oriented services available in the community

and schools. Thisocan be accomplished; with the Survey of Parenting Pro-

grams/Services (Snow, 1979b), which is based, on a thoroughly tested method

of community survey taken from AEL's Home Visitor's Kit. (The Kit, 1977, a

three - volume set of materials, is available from Human Sciences Press, New

York, New York 10011.) The Survey is a part of AEL's Regional Parenting

Surveys: Base Sample Survey which is describ'd in Appendix A. At another

level of analysis, the Survey of Model Programs (Appendix B) procedure

gathers more in-depth information on existing programs and services.

A related instrument which is used in conjunction with the Survey is

the Parent Interview Schedule (Snow, 1979a). This interview examines

parents' familiarity with and use of available school and community programs.

2 'I'



In addition, it explpres individual parents' sources of help and assistance,

among other variables. This instruments' use is, likewise, discussed in

the Final Report (pages 5-9) and Appendix A.

The information provided by the two instruments described above can be

of considerable value in decision making about whether and what kind of

' parenting program to initiate.

Special Research Measures

In addition to the measure's already described, AEL has assembled and

--validated two special research measures: the Direct Child Interview

(Spriggst 1979) and the Direct Parenting Interview (Singh, Sattes & Gotts,

1978). These direct interviews provide parallel measures of children, from

children and their parents, in the following vital areas, among others:

level of academic aspiration and level of vocational aspiration, expectations

of successes in academics and vocation, and satisfaction/dissatisfaction with

performance. The interviews provide other useful information on the strength

of the home learning environment, child rearing styles, and fundamental family

characteristics (e.g., social status, educational attainment, family size,

etc.). These measures appear to be of particular value for studying programs

which seek to inInavt-parents in ways that facilitate their children's levels

of aspiration, and so forth. :They are discussed in the Final Report (Pages

17-27) plus Appendix E.

Conclusion

J

The preceding discussion has emphasized (1) contemp;rary forces

stimulating school-home partnerships and (2) parenting program measures

for use in needs assessement, evaluation, planning, and special research

applications. Such a brief presentation necessarily touches only upon

the highlights of these measures and their potential applications. AEL

has had experience.wi;th all of the measures cited and can confirm their

usefulness and practicability for the stated purposes, when used in quite

;

ried'school andcommuni y settings. Our experiences further confirms

that local school personn 1 can be taught to u0e these measures effectively.

Finally, they together provide a.broad and reasonably comprehensive set of
f

2 9



tools to support administrative decision making. For additional discussion

of these measures, see the Final Report (pages 34-40) of which this is

a part plus Appendices A, C, E, and G.

ea.
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LEARNING TO BE A BETTER PARENT

se
At to do: First, read what it says below about each thing Name
you might learn more about. Then decide how much you feel
you need or want to learn more about that. For example,
if you feel you already know all or just about as much as My City s State
you need or want to know about "Hai Childred Grow and .

Develop," then mark the box Nothing More At All. However,
if you feel you need or want to learn more about that, My Children's Ages (in years)
then you may wish to answer'A Little More or A Lot More.
Put a check mark s in the box under g Lot More, A Little

-More or Nothing More At All for each question. We are Name of Nearest Grade School
interested in what you feel. You may, of course, feel-that
you need or want to learn more about some things, and
thing more about others. No one will judge you as a parent,

ATTACHMENT A
O.M.B. No. 51-S75060
Approval Expires: 6/30/711

whatever your answers are. If you do not want to answer a
question, then leave it blank.

HCW CHILDREN.GRDW AND DEVELOP. How_much do you feel you
A LOT MORE A LITTLE MORE

NOTHING MORE
AT ALL

need or want to learn more about:

(

(

)

)

(

(

)

)

( )

( )

1. Where you can find out about how children develop.

2., What your ch d should be able to learn at his age,
so as not "push" your child too much.

3. Bow children into special, oche -of - a-kind people. (- ) ( ) ( )

4. Rye the world looks and sounds to your child, and
how to hilp him learn about it. ( ) ( ) ( )

5. Sow your child's personality is formed. ( ) ( ) ( )

6. How your child learns to use his body by playing

(runs, jumps) . ( ) ( ) ( )

% .

TAKING BETTER circt OF YOUR BART. How much do you feel you

need orwant to learn more about:

1. What happens before the baby come' (what to eat; what
drugs not to take; how long to wdit before hiving
another baby; things that'can happen to the baby). ( ) ( )

2. Hai babies learn to talk (what the baby hears;SWhat
it learns from what you do and say). ( ) ( )

3. Helping thebaby feel good (not too warm or cool;
enough to eat; food that might upset the baby; giving

the baby loom to move around). ( ) ( )

TREATING
you

YOUR CHILD LIKE A PERSON. How much do you feel
need or want to learn more.pout how to:

.1. Tell what Children are doing by watching them. ( ) ( ) ( )

2. Help your child see and accept his or her own feelings. ( ) ( ) ( )

3. Show love and care to your child. ( ) ( ) ( )

4. Talk with your child about his problems and answer
his questions. ( ) ( ) ( )

`5. Help your, child to behave whea -tarts to fight. ( ) ( ) ( )

ors 438, 3,0/75



6. Help your child learn to get along with family

and friemds.

7. Help your child see why rules are good.

IV. TAMING cams or YOUR FAMILY. How such do you feel you

need or want to learn more about how to:

a

A LOT MORE A LITTLE MORE

( )

( )

( )

( )

1. Pick thins for the child's bed and for him to

wear (so that they last and are easy to take

care of). s ( ) ( )

2. Pind and take care of a home for your family (how

to shop and pay for housing and furniture).

3. Pick the right.foixls and take care of them so

they will notopoil (fix meals that are good for

your family's health).
x1/2.

V. TEACHING AND TRAINING YOUR CHILD. How much do you feel

you need or want to learn more about:

1. at ways of teaching will work best with your

child (the way you teach; use of books, TV).

2. How to control your child by using reward, praise

and correction in a loving way (how to help youi

child 'control himself).

3. How to teach your child to be neat and clean and

to show good manners.

4. How to get your child to go to bed on time (and

to rest or take naps).

S. How to get your child to change from doing one

thing to doing something else.

6. How to plan your child's use-of TV (picking TV

programs, not watching too much TV).

7. How:to place your chairs, tables and other things

so tliat your child will have room to play and learn

(and-keeping same things out of sight so your child

will not want them).

8. How to feed your Child; teach him to feed himself;

and make eating fun for your child.

9. ow to teach your child'to areas and undress.

10. H to help your child think for himself (choose

what bewants to do; make plans).

d to tell right frc6 wrong11. How to teach your
(to be moral).

VI. =PING YOUR FAMILY SAFE AND WELL. ,How much do you feel

you need or want to learn more about:

1. How to keep your child from getting hurt (and how

to give first aid).

2. How to keep your child Well (get spots and have the

doctor check your child).

)

Cl

( )

( )

NOTHING MORE

AT ALL

( )

( )

( )

( )

( ), ,( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

(

r



3. ,Hot to know if something is wrong with your
child (is not learning; cannot walk well; can-
not see or hear veil).

4. Hopi to knpw when your child is sick (has a fever

or salts he hurts some place).

,S. BowtO pick things-that are safe to.play with.

6. How to tell if your child is glowing right
(body size, height, weight).

TAKING CARE OF THINGS AT HOME. How much do you feel
you need or want to learn more about:

1. Making good use of your time (plan your time .for
child care,,house work, school or job, time, for

yourself and your friends).

2. Getting good help with child care

sitter, nursery school).

3. How your child deals with the wa
lives (people in the home, what
had they get along).

4. Finding help for people who 't

their children, or who hurt their

(day care, baby

that your family
ey do together,

take care
children.

of,

II. YOURSELF AS A PARENT. How much do you feel you need

or want, to learn more about:

1. Your own feelings and habits and how these help
or hurt your child care (how they affect your

child care).

2. Your need to make your child mind you (how your
own needs can affect how your child feels about

himself, and your child's learning).

3. Why our child will not
bothe s you (how to get

4. How to be sure that you
for your child (or your
people think).

mind you and how this
over being upset).

are doing what is best
worries about what other

A LOT MORE

( )

A LITTLE MORE
NOTHING MORE

AT ALL

( ) ( )4

() )

( )

( )

, ( )

-( )

( ) )

What to do: Just as before, read What it says about each thing from which y u can learn. That is, if you
think you would enjoy learning about being a better parent from "reading ooks," then you may wish to answer

A Lot or A Little. But if you would not enjoy learning from "reading ks," then mark the bbx Not At All.

You may, of course, think that you would like to learn from some things and not from others. Put a check

mark (Win the box under A Lot, A Little or Not At All for each question.

..

A LOT A LITTLE NOT AT A)d.

IX. HON TO LEARN ABOUT BEING A BETTER PARENT.
would you like to learn about being a better

How much
parent from:

1. Beading books. ( ) ( ) )

2. Talking with parents in group meetings. ( ) s ( ) ( )

3. Watching a special TV series. ( ) ( ) ( )

4
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4. Seeing movies near my home (at a school).'

S. Having a person visit my home and talk with/4

each week.

6. Seeing slides and hearing a person tell obi:Alt

them.

7. Heading about this in magazines or in smalle,,,7/-

newspapers (4 to 8 pages long).

8. Rearing a special radio series.

16 Listening to records or/flies:

10. Playing games that teach me to be a better parent.

On TV' or radio or in the movies, how much would you like to
learn from:

1. A funny show (humer, comedy, jokes).

2: A talk show with well known guests And parents.

3. Stories abput real people (not humor).

4. special stories done by actors (not humor).

S. An M.D. (doctor) or other expert.

6. A show that goes into real people's homes.

A LOT

)

C)

C)

er

A LITTLE

( )

.

NOT AT ALL

( )

( )

(I

( I

( I

( ) ( )

( I ( )

() ks, ( I

( I ( I

( I )'

( ) ( )'

C ) ( )

( I ( I

( I ( )

NI!X. OMER IDEAS. What else do think you need or want to

learn more about in order to e a better parent? Print

so that your ideas will be easy to read. i ,

7/
( )

ww
yKN

ea
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ATTACHMENT B

Typology of Children's In-School Interpefional

Behavior Styles

41.

Non-Coping Cop ng

4

Aggress.Wes

I blunt
11 distrustful

III skeptical

Manipulative
Controllers

1Vautocratic .

VI competitive
VII exploitative

rt
14.

CD

.V E:Oressiv.e VIII managerial.

Self-Effacing Responsible

Dependents Conformers

IV, modest I overconventional

VI dependent II responsible

VII-docile 111 overgenerous

VIII self-effaming V,cooperative

A MINN
cD

V

Source:

Non-Coping

C.

Coping

Gotts, E.E., Rhillips,, B. N., &-Adams, R.

Psychology, 1968-69, 7 (3) 54-62.

Di-vision of Childhood and Parenting
Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Chaktleston, West Virginia'
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APPENDIX G

Measuring*Parental Generativi-ty:

Indirect Parent Interview tindings-

Deliverable EIGHT
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MEASURING PARENTAL GENERATIVITY:

INDIRECT PARENT INTERVIEW FINDINGS

Edward E. Gotts

This Appendix relates to Scope of Work EIGHT in which AEL proposed

to-complete its,theory of parenting by particularizing it to developmental

levels and to the specific developmental situations embodied within the 45

pictures of the indirect parent interview. This portion of-work was essen-

.tially completed when AEL prepared and transmitted to the N.I.E. earlier in

FY 80 ,"Attachment A to Manual for Rating Indirect Parent Interview. Criteria

and Considerations for Eriksonian Scoring of Stories Associated with Particular

Pictures."

Attachment AI as referenced above, has now been bound into the Manual

for Rating Indirect Parent Interview. It makes explicit for each picture

how stories are to be construed in terms of their implications for Eriksonian

interpretation. The scientific contribution of this work may be stated as

follows:

A relatively abstract statement of parental influences on

children (Erikson's theory) has been liked in specified

ways to 45 ecologically representatiye developinental

4tuations-(the pictures used in the indirect parent

interview) 'in an explicit manner by 45 interpretive state-

ments (Attachment A to.the Manual) which provide an inter-
,

pretive frameciork for judging the content of 'specific

parent stories in relation to the theory.

It has been possIble during 1980 to go beyond the preceding conceptual:

framework by putting it to an empirical test with ratings of interviews with

somewhat over 200 parents who are representative of 4four-county area of

southern West Virginia. The results of the internal consistency analyses are

reported first, followed by findings regarding the validity of the rating scales

The internal- consistency reliability coefficients reported here have

been essentially replicated with an independent sample of 34 parents frotCrout-

4
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side the HOPE Follow-Up Study area, so considerable confidence can be placed

in the stability of the scales across differing parent populations.

Before examining these results, however, it will bb helpful to review

the meanings of the several rating scales. First, ratings were performed

of parents' facilitation of their children's development of trust, autonomy,

initiative, industry, and identity. The sum of these five subscores is

called generativity (See also Appendix t, pages 20-22). Subscores for each

age level and total scores across age levels were also computed for: 1) Per-

ception -- accuracy of perception of child development situations; 2) Out-

come -- positiveness and duration of time perspective for story outcomes;

3) Affect -- positiveness and congruence of affect with story outcomes;

4) Motivation -- conceptualization of motivation relative to story outcomes;

5) Teaching /Learning -- recognition of teaching and learning opportunities

in the 45 child development situations; and 6) Comprehension of Development

-- understanding of the characteristics and reactions of children at the

various age levels. Reliabilities for these scales and subscales appear

in Table I.

EXperimental and control group mothers did not differ for overall

Eriksonian Generativity scores nor for any of the five subscores of this

scale. Descriptively, the grand means for items were: trust (3.58), autonomy

(3.06), initiative 13.50), industry (3.70), identity (3.61), and overall

generati4ity (3.49). All except one of these means are suggestive that

parents in this population facilitate their children's development. The

single exceptiorLe autonomy, for which the total group grand mean is near

the neutral point (3.00). This finding generally fits the description of

Appalachian parents as being ambivalent about affording their children much

autonomy, because they hate to "give up their babies." But contrary to that

stereotype of parents desiring to keep their parent-child relations at an

infant level is the fact that the industry score is the highest of the

group -- suggesting a strong support of a work ethic as being an equally

salient characteristic of these parents.

Groups differed on the perception category at the various age levels

as follows for the experimental versus control group: trust (m = 1.68 vs.
a

1.83), autonomy (m = a.62 vs. 1.94), initiative (m = 1.55 vs. 1.81),
4
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TABLE I

Cronbach Alpha Coefficients (Internal Consistency Reliabilities) for

The Indirect Parent Interview Rating Scale

Eriksonian

Trust/
Infants

Autonomy/
Toddlers

Initiative/
Preschoolers

Industry
Elementary Age

Identity/
Secondary Age

Total Across
Age Levels

Generativity .60 .66 .68 .62 .58 .87

Perception .71 .82 .89 .74 .82 .94

Outcome .71 .78 .85 .84 .87 .95

Affect . .66 .68 .68 .58

i

.63 .87

Motivation .76 .76 --,-,--A A .80
.

.8 ,. .94

Teaching/
Learning .77 .83 .89 .84 ,88 .96

.

.

Comprehension
of Development' .80 .86 --_,. .85 .78 -86 .95

4
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industry (m = 1.56 Ts. 1.81), and identity On = 1.63 vs. 1.78). For the

sum of these'five AtegorieS the means were 1.4 vs. 1,83. A score of

1.00 would mean "very adequate perception",and 2.06 "generally adequate

perception," showing that the experimental parents more accurately per-

ceive these child development situations.

On the outcome variable, the results were as folloWs: trust

2.39 vs. 2.66), autonomy (m = 2.35 up. 2.73), initiative (m = 2.36 vs.

2.66), industry (m = 2.38 vs. 2.62), and identity (m = 2.43 vs. 2.66).

The grand means across all five categories were 2.38 and2.67. A mean

of 2.00 means "generally appropriate outcome!' and 3.00 means "marginally

appropriate outcome." It can be seen tliat the experimental group's

mean leans toward the former definition a d the control group's toward

the' latter.

The final variable on which there were consistent differences'across

the subscores was Teaching/Learning. These means for the two groups were:

trust (m = 2.86,vs. 3.39), autonomy (m = 2.56 vs. 3.17), initiative (m =

2.45 vs. 2.90), industry (m = 2.43 vs. 2.56), and identity (m = 2.59 vs. 0 :°

3.02). The grand means across the age categories were: 2.58 vs. 3.05.

On' thisarating scale a score of 2.00 means "Parent clearly sees how the

situation . . . lendi itself to teaching/learning . . . ,'b whereas 3.00

means "Parent is somewhat vague about whether or how teaching/learning .,.

. occur . . Thus the experiMental group is.more prepared than the

control group to redognize and deal withksues of teaching and learning.

The foregoing analyses co7pleted in 1980 show that the indirect

parent interview.is a most interesting instrument for assessing parental

skills. It lends itself, moreover, to developmental Interpretations of

the sort advanced by AEL/S conception of the Parental role as being

differentiated into components that have as their focal points the

development issues which childr7 face during five age periods. Further

analyses of this measure dilring early 1981 will form the basis for an

invited research address to the Association for Childhood Education

International (ACEI) at its annual Study Conference in Spring, 1981.


